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ABSTRACT 

This thesis in International Business Communication explores how frequent price fluctuations, 

be it through sales or promotional codes, may affect how exclusive consumers perceive brands 

to be.  

 

To investigate the topic of perceived exclusivity and how it is affected by price fluctuations in 

a practical manner, a case study approach has been chosen in which the case company Daniel 

Wellington is examined – a company which makes use of price fluctuations in the form of 

promotiational codes and describes its products as ‘affordable luxury’. The thesis thus sets out 

to explore how Daniel Wellington’s use of promotional codes and influencer marketing has 

affected how exclusive the company is perceived to be in the eyes of the consumers.  

To explore this, the thesis takes its point of departure in a sequential partially integrated mixed 

methods approach using both primary and secondary data. The primary data consists of a 

questionnaire with 347 responses, 14 email interviews, and an experiment consisting of six 

interviews centred around a fictitious brand, whereas the secondary data primarily consists of 

financial reports, previous collections of data, and data from social media platforms.  

 

The thesis is conducted from a social-constructivist point of view, which regards exclusivity as 

a socially constructed phenomenon. Based on this, a continuum of exclusivity is introduced, in 

which the definition of exclusivity encompasses factors such as socioeconomic standing, 

gender, and age group.  

 

The thesis finds that Daniel Wellington’s use of continuous price fluctuations through 

promotional codes has affected the company’s perceived exclusivity to a very large degree. 

Based on the findings, a number of strategic recommendations are proposed to potentially 

increase Daniel Wellington’s perceived exclusivity: 1) customer retention with the same 

product, 2) finding a new customer base, 3) changing the marketing approach, and 4) 

augmenting the product.  

Whilst the findings regarding Daniel Wellington’s decrease in perceived exclusivity cannot be 

applied directly to other companies, the experiment conducted showed direct correlations 

between a marketing approach centred around frequent price fluctuations and a decrease in 

perceived exclusivity. It can thus be argued that frequent price fluctuations, be it through sales 

or promotional codes, do have a negative effect on the perceived exclusivity of a brand.   
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1. Introduction 

“How Daniel Wellington sold a million watches in a year”, “How Daniel Wellington made a 

$200 million business out of cheap watches'', and “A look into one of the most popular fashion 

watches: Daniel Wellington'' are just some of the headlines the Swedish watch brand Daniel 

Wellington has made since it was founded in 2011 (Pulvirent, 2015) (Kilmister, 2020) (Lee, 

2020). The company is widely known for its branding strategy using influencer marketing, 

which initially attributed to the company’s success and its products’ popularity in Denmark as 

well as in the rest of the world and led the company to grow 4700% from 2013 to 2015 (Wilson, 

2018). Daniel Wellington brand themselves as ‘affordable luxury’ and thus wish to offer 

exclusive items at an affordable price (Appendix A). With good reason, as the luxury industry 

is growing more rapidly than ever with a composite year-over-year sales growth of 3.9% in 

2018 and 8.5% in 2019 for the top 100 luxury goods companies and is expected to grow 15% 

in 2021 (“Global Powers of Luxury Goods 2020: The new age of fashion and luxury”, 2020) 

(Roulet, 2021).  

To the consumer, the appeal of purchasing luxury goods or exclusive possessions, lies in the 

sense of belonging: “for some consumers, a luxury good can go a long way in increasing self-

esteem or providing a sense of belonging” (Page, 2021). Furthermore, studies have shown that 

individuals actually perceive items of higher price to be more exclusive compared to cheaper 

products simply because higher priced goods give the connotations of the products being of 

good quality, even though it might not be true (Page, 2021). Thus, there seems to be a 

misalignment between how exclusivity is described, and the market position Daniel Wellington 

want to obtain, as the affordable prices should, in theory, give negative connotations in regard 

to luxury and exclusivity. This then poses the question of whether Daniel Wellington are able 

to obtain a favourable market position of ‘affordable luxury’ and whether this strategy is in 

concordance with the consumers’ perception of what exclusivity is. 

 

In order to investigate exclusivity and how it is perceived by consumers, this thesis focuses on 

Daniel Wellington as a case company in order to investigate how the branding and marketing 

efforts of the company affect how exclusive the company is perceived to be in the eyes of the 

consumers. To investigate this, the thesis takes a consumer-centric point of departure in 

primary data collected through questionnaires, email interviews, and an experiment with a 

fictitious brand.  
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1.1 Research question and sub-questions 

With the aforementioned in mind, this thesis will take its point of departure in the following 

research question: 

 

How can frequent price fluctuations (sales, promotional codes, etc.) affect the perceived 

exclusivity of a brand? 

 

In order to fully investigate the posed research question, a number of sub-questions have been 

included. The sub-questions are as follows: 

 

1. What defines exclusivity?   

2. How has Daniel Wellington built their brand identity and how do they differentiate 

themselves from competitors?  

3. How does Daniel Wellington’s marketing approach affect their perceived exclusivity? 

1.1.2 Structure of the thesis  

The sub-questions serve the basis for the structure of the thesis. As such, the thesis is divided 

into two main focus-areas: an exploratory study on the concept of perceived exclusivity and a 

exploratory case study on Daniel Wellington and how the company’s marketing approach 

affects its perceived exclusivity.  

1.2 Limitations and delimitation 

1.2.1 Impact of COVID-19 

Due to COVID-19 restrictions at the time of writing, a number of plans have had to be changed.  

An example of this is the email interviews, as will be presented in section 2.2.2; these 

interviews were originally planned to be conducted as in-person focus group interviews to 

further inquire about the opinions stated in the questionnaire responses. The initial approach 

was thus to have three in-person interviews where two interviewees and two interviewers were 

to be present (duo-interviews); this would be done in an attempt to create a safe environment 

where the interviewees would be able to ‘ping-pong’ with each other and encourage each other 

to participate and possibly inspire thoughts in one another. Additionally, the interviewers 
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would likely have a smaller influence on the outcome, as the core interaction would be between 

the two interviewees (Saunders et al., 2019, p. 469).  

Due to regulations which included gathering limits with no more than five people being allowed 

together at once, these interviews were changed into their current form as email interviews. 

Saunders et al. argue that informants may be more likely to provide more in-depth and detailed 

answers in a situation where the interview is face-to-face rather than online, but it has, however, 

been assessed that the email interviews were the best possible option to gather the needed 

information without breaking the statutory regulations (Saunders et al., 2019, pp. 442, 447). 

This had the added advantage of being able to collect data from a greater number of respondents 

simultaneously, as it was possible to send emails to all relevant respondents and thus collect 

several responses at once.  

 

The COVID-19 outbreak also changed the plans for the experiment, as presented in section 

2.2.3. This experiment was also originally planned to be conducted in person, as this would 

have allowed for further supervising of the process and for the ability to further create a 

dynamic conversation between the interviewees and the interviewers. Part of the original plan 

was e.g., to have made use of the eye-tracking facilities that Copenhagen Business School offer, 

which would have allowed tracking of what actually attracted the participants attention during 

the screening process, rather than the participants needing to explain and describe their thoughts 

simultaneously with browsing the website and scrolling the Instagram feed. This approach was 

however also made impossible because of the statutory regulations, which also led to a closing 

of Copenhagen Business School’s campuses and facilities. Based on this, it was decided to 

have six synchronous online interviews – also called internet mediated interviews – with two 

interviewers and one interviewee present at each interview session. This approach, however, 

leads to limitations in regard to the outcome of the interviews as it decreases the level of 

interaction between the interviewers and the interviewee; additionally, the online approach also 

contributes to a rather static interview in the sense of limited non-verbal signals. (Saunders et 

al., 2019, pp. 460, 473). 

1.2.2 Academic literature 

Scholarly materials are a highly important part of academic investigations. However, social 

media marketing, and especially influencer marketing, are relatively new concepts, which 

means that there is a limited number of previous studies and academic literature on the matter. 
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Due to the rather limited amount of academic literature, the literature regarding these concepts 

relies on sources such as websites, articles, and data from social media platforms to retrieve the 

relevant information for the investigation. These sources are also included in this thesis’ 

exploration of Daniel Wellington as a brand. 

1.2.3 Confirmation bias 

This thesis takes its point of departure in a paper from spring 2020 written and submitted as an 

exam in the course International Business Communication Project taken at Copenhagen 

Business School. The project is summarised in Appendix B, but in short, it covered some of 

the same aspects as this thesis, albeit in a much more compact form and with significantly less 

data to either support or dispute the hypothesis the paper was based on. This means that the 

risk of the thesis being subject to confirmation bias is prevalent and that measures should be 

taken in order to secure valid and objective interpretations and discussions of the data collected 

for this thesis. 

Confirmation bias is defined as an “innate and pervasive human tendency to preferentially 

attempt to validate beliefs instead of invalidating them” (Hallin & Shu, 2013, p. 1). In order to 

mitigate the effects of confirmation bias, a number of measures were taken. Firstly, according 

to Nisbett and Ross, education about and awareness of cognitive biases can be an effective 

approach to mitigate biased cognition (Nisbett & Ross in Hallin & Shu, 2013, p. 32). This 

means that simply being aware of the risk of confirmation bias is one way to mitigate it. 

Secondly, accountability is also a metric that helps mitigate the bias (Hallin & Shu, 2013, p. 

32). To ensure accountability, the investigation of the research question takes its point of 

departure in mostly primary data to reduce the risk of only finding and using academic literature 

that supported the hypothesis made on the basis of the previously written and submitted project 

(Hallin & Shu, 2013, p. 32). To further ensure accountability in the data collected, multiple 

primary data collection methods, that will be explained in detail in section 2.2, were used that 

collected both qualitative and quantitative data. The collection of great amounts of qualitative 

data meant that any misunderstandings or misinterpretations of the quantitative data would 

likely be mitigated, whereas the collection of quantitative data ensured that the data collected 

was generalisable to a larger extent than if only qualitative data had been collected. 

Furthermore, all questions included in the collection of both the qualitative and quantitative 

data collections were produced with the objective of framing each question in a non-biased 

way and in a way that would allow the respondents to give their honest opinions on the 
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questions included. Lastly, negative feedback is also a metric that is believed to mitigate 

confirmation bias (Hallin & Shu, 2013, p. 32). Negative feedback was sought in the form of 

supervision with the supervisor for this thesis, James Menzies, with whom certain parts of the 

thesis was discussed. Furthermore, the supervisor also read parts of the thesis, meaning that an 

unbiased individual with an academic background was invited to provide input on the contents 

of the thesis.  

2. Methodology  

The following section sets out to present the research design as well as the methodology used 

to investigate the research question.  

2.1 Research design 

This thesis is based on several methodological and theoretical approaches. The following 

section will present which considerations have been taken into account to create the best 

possible research design and strategy for the investigation of the research question, and thereby 

aiming for the best possible results. 

2.1.1 Approach to research 

The reasoning in this thesis is mainly based on an abductive approach to theory. The research 

started with an unexpected observation, which in this case was that our personal views on 

Daniel Wellington and their marketing methods did not correspond with our existing 

knowledge of the effectivity of their approach to marketing. This is also how research using 

abductive reasoning begins (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 144). The logic behind the abductive 

approach is to use known theories and methods to test a phenomenon. The data collection for 

this approach is therefore used and analysed to explore the phenomenon and to “identify themes 

and patterns, locate these in a conceptual framework and test this through subsequent data 

collection and so forth” (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 145). In other words, the theoretical approach 

moves back and forth from theory to data, and from data to theory, to analyse and explore the 

phenomenon investigated, in this case how price fluctuations, including sales and promotional 

codes, can affect the perceived exclusivity of a brand (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 148). 
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The data collection process for the thesis can be described as sequential, since the data 

collection consisted of two phases of data collection and partially also analysis (Saunders et 

al., 2012, p. 171).  

In the first phase, we collected quantitative data through the questionnaire sent out. The second 

phase of data collection consisted of 14 email interviews and six internet-mediated interviews. 

The reason a sequential data collection method was used was that the interviewees for both the 

email interviews and the internet-mediated interviews were chosen from the pool of 

respondents of the questionnaire. The questions included in the email interviews were 

furthermore based on the responses which the respondents of the email interviews gave in the 

questionnaire. For these two reasons, the data collection thus had to be sequential.  

The data collected during the second data collection phase was furthermore collected 

concurrently. This made the data collection process shorter, as using a concurrent design is 

known to “provide richer data than a mono method design and be shorter in timescale as well 

as more practical to undertake than a sequential mixed methods design.” (Saunders et al., 

2016, p. 171). Both the email interviews and the internet-mediated interviews were of 

qualitative nature, which means that the overall research design can be argued to be a sequential 

exploratory research design (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 171).  

Exploratory studies are characterised by asking open questions to gain insight into a specific 

topic and by being flexible and adaptable to change depending on the data collected (Saunders 

et al., 2016, pp. 171-172). Worth noting, however, is the fact that quantitative data was also 

collected during the internet-mediated interviews since interviewees were asked questions that 

would yield numeric, quantitative responses. This means that a concurrent embedded design 

was also used, as this is characterised by using one methodology embedded within the other, 

e.g., quantitative questions within a qualitative interview or quantitative questions within a 

qualitative questionnaire (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 172).  

 

This means that both quantitative and qualitative methods were used at one stage and a partially 

integrated mixed methods research approach can thus be argued to have been used, resulting 

in the overall design of research being an exploratory study with a sequential partially 

integrated mixed methods research approach (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 171). 
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2.1.2 Exploratory case study 

As mentioned, the study can be argued to be an exploratory study based on the order in which 

the data was collected (Saunders et al., 2016, pp. 171-172). 

 

One disadvantage to the exploratory study is the risk of spending a lot of time on the study and 

then realising that the research is not worth pursuing (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 175). Whilst this 

was considered when the exploratory study was chosen for this thesis, this was deemed less of 

a risk based on the research process and the results of a previously written and submitted 

project, as we already had a vague idea of what the outcome of the project might be (Laursen, 

Topholm & Wind, 2020). The previously written and submitted project also meant that it was 

expected that it was less likely that the study would have to change and adapt due to surprising 

findings in the data gathered, as significant amounts of data on the same matter had already 

been gathered and analysed a year before. New data was gathered for this thesis to ensure that 

the data collected previously was representative, and the data from the previously written and 

submitted project will be used as a supplement to the data gathered specifically for this thesis. 

A summary of the previously written and submitted project can be found in Appendix B and a 

comparative analysis between the data from the previous project and the data collected for this 

thesis can be found in section 4.3.1.2. 

 

Furthermore, the exploratory study is based on the case company Daniel Wellington and their 

use of the marketing approach investigated in this thesis. Based on this, the case study can be 

argued to use an orthodox case study strategy, as the research takes its point of departure in a 

research question posed before the actual investigation begins (Saunders et al., 2019, p. 198). 

Moreover, the orthodox case study strategy was, additionally, also chosen, as we have 

previously investigated the same phenomenon with point of departure in the same case 

company. This meant that there was less of a need for thorough research into exclusivity, the 

case company, and its marketing approach, from which the focus of the research could emerge 

(Saunders et al., 2019, p. 198). 

The case study focuses on one single company, and the fact that we have investigated the same 

case company at an earlier date furthermore meant that this could provide guidance in deciding 

which approach would fit logically (Saunders et al., 2019, p. 198). The choice to focus on just 

one case rather than multiple cases was based on a wish to thoroughly examine and assess how 

price fluctuations affect the perceived exclusivity of Daniel Wellington as a brand. 
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Whilst it can be argued that the study is to a certain extent a longitudinal study, as it compares 

data from spring 2020 and spring 2021, this timeframe can be argued to be so short that the 

study qualifies as a cross-sectional study (Saunders et al., 2019, p. 212). 

2.2 Primary data 

The following section sets out to present the data collection methods used to collect primary 

data to investigate the research question.  

2.2.1 Questionnaire 

Firstly, a self-administered web questionnaire was produced to gather quantitative data on the 

perception of Daniel Wellington as a brand as well as its use of influencer marketing and 

promotional codes as an approach to marketing. The aim of the quantitative research is to 

achieve numeric data that can explain patterns between variables (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 

496). Questionnaires are widely used in both descriptive and exploratory research as they can 

contribute to a more general understanding of a subject, as well as of what the various drivers 

for the different related actions and practices can be (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 439). 

 

The questionnaire was therefore produced and distributed to collect responses which would 

allow us to generalise the results to a larger part of the consumer segment of the brand. A 

similar questionnaire was already produced and distributed in our past semester project – the 

questionnaire presented in this thesis was produced as a supplement, to allow us to either 

corroborate or contradict our previous findings. This also allowed a more purposive collection 

of data and for supporting the validity of the results of both the current and previous 

questionnaires. To ensure that the questions in the survey were easily comprehensible, five 

third parties with no relation to the project screened the questions and pilot-tested the survey 

to assess the validity and quality of the questions (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 473). A few 

questions were subsequently changed to achieve the desired meaning and to reduce possible 

misinterpretations when the questionnaire was widely distributed – this ‘user test’ is necessary 

as ambiguous questions, odd wording and the length of the questionnaire itself (if too 

extensive) can affect the response rate and make the questionnaire and the responses inadequate 

for the intended use (Farooq, 2018, p. 50). 
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The questionnaire included questions in a number of areas. First, the questions pertained to 

demographic characteristics of the respondents (gender, age range, and geographical location) 

to be able to sort the responses and analyse them based on these factors. 

Following this, the respondents were asked about their knowledge of different watch brands. 

They were presented with a list of 10 different watch brands – these brands were chosen 

because they are generally considered popular and well-known, but also because they represent 

different price ranges. Besides Daniel Wellington, the list included brands such as historically 

well-reputed brands such as Rolex, Omega, Seiko, Tissot, and Tag Heuer, but also featured 

more contemporary brands such as Michael Kors and Casio and locally reputable brands in 

Denmark such as Skagen and About Vintage; a brand such as the latter employs a similar 

influencer marketing strategy as Daniel Wellington (Gørtz, 2020)  

This was done to be able to sort the respondents based on their knowledge and to make sure 

that people with no knowledge of Daniel Wellington were not presented with any questions 

regarding this matter. Following this, the respondents were asked to rank the watch brands 

chosen in the previous question according to the exclusivity they perceived each brand to have; 

this would allow us to achieve some information on the amount of exclusivity that Daniel 

Wellington were deemed to have in comparison to the most popular competitors. 

 

Next, the respondents were presented with 10 different factors: ‘Quality of clockwork and 

strap’, ‘Selection of models (of watches)’, ‘Design’, ‘High price’, ‘Low price’, ‘Reputation’, 

‘Mentions (of the brand) from family and friends’, ‘Sales and promotional codes’, ‘Mentions 

from influencers (on social media)’, and ‘Popularity’. They were then asked to choose the five 

factors which affect their perception of a brand most positively and, in the next question, the 

five factors which affect their perception most negatively. These were chosen to offer a broad 

perspective of the purchase process and selection to choose from since these options were 

factors that were all mentioned in our past questionnaire. This would allow us to examine which 

factors were deemed meaningful by consumers to provide the best possible recommendations 

for improving the perceived exclusivity for the brand in the end. 

 

Following this, the respondents who claimed to know of Daniel Wellington in the first question 

were presented with a number of questions about the brand. First, the respondents were asked 

to choose where their primary knowledge of the brand stems from. This was done to be able to 

see whether the primary source of awareness affected their opinions. Next, the respondents 

were asked whether they had seen promotional codes or sales on Daniel Wellington’s products. 
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Those who claimed previous knowledge of Daniel Wellington from influencers on Instagram 

were then asked whether advertisements for Daniel Wellington from influencers had had any 

effect on their perception of the brand. Those who claimed to have seen promotional codes or 

sales on Daniel Wellington’s products were also asked whether this had had any effect on their 

perception of the brand in general. 

 

A complete presentation of the results can be found in section 4.3.1.1 with the full results being 

presented in Appendix C. A comparative analysis in which the data from the previous 

questionnaire can be found in section 4.3.1.2. 

 

As our previously distributed questionnaire showed a rather large difference in the results 

depending on the demographics, these are particularly interesting to include and analyse. 

Closed questions and a range of options of answers were used to let the respondents share their 

answer easily, rather than have to write out and phrase their response to each question 

(Saunders et al., 2016, p. 452). To allow respondents to elaborate on their answers, follow-up 

questions were sent out to the respondents who left their email addresses. A more detailed 

description of these can be found in section 4.3.1.3. The close-ended questions in the 

questionnaire were used in the form of both lists and rankings. According to Saunders et al., 

the use of close-ended questions also offers the benefit of a more streamlined comparison 

between responses, as these are predetermined (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 452). By using list 

questions, it is made sure that the respondents consider all possible and required responses to 

answer purposefully, e.g., when they are asked to identify and rank which watch brands they 

know (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 453). In the subsequent question, where the respondents are 

asked to rank the watch brands, it is a considered decision to only present the ones which they 

previously acknowledged, as it is argued that respondents experience a reduced motivation to 

complete a questionnaire when asked to rank more than seven items (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 

457). 

2.2.2 Email interviews 

In continuation, as a supplement to the data gathered from the questionnaire, electronic 

mediated interviews were sent out via email to a selected group of respondents from the 

questionnaire (Saunders et al., 2019, p. 802). These will henceforth be referred to as email 

interviews. The email interviews were sent out to conduct a written interview in an attempt to 
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explore respondents' opinions further in relation to the questionnaire (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 

444). As described by Saunders et al., interviews can complement a questionnaire to discover 

consumers’ attitudes, and to explore and understand these attitudes, as is the case with the 

questionnaire distributed for this thesis (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 439). 

 

In the questionnaire, all respondents had the possibility of leaving their email voluntarily in 

case additional questions in relation to the questionnaire would be relevant. By leaving their 

email, respondents agreed to potentially being contacted with additional questions. 

Not all respondents who left their email were contacted but only those with 1) knowledge of 

Daniel Wellington and/or 2) those who knew of Daniel Wellington and had seen influencer 

marketing of the brand on social media. 

The interviews sent out via email were therefore divided into two categories in an attempt to 

only ask additional questions regarding matters that they might have an opinion and/or 

knowledge of as based on their responses in the questionnaire. One category of respondents, 

the group of respondents who had knowledge of Daniel Wellington and been exposed to 

influencer marketing of the brand via social media were sent three questions. The other 

category of respondents, the group of respondents who had knowledge of Daniel Wellington 

without being exposed to the brand via social media were sent two questions. 

 

Since the additional interviews were conducted via emails, the method is described as an 

asynchronous electronic interview without sound and visuals (Saunders et al., 2019, p. 476). 

Even though the approach “uses real-time transmissions” the emails were not answered 

instantly, but rather when it suited the respondents, and therefore an asynchronous approach 

was used (Saunders et al., 2019, pp.  476, 478). 

The possibility of interviewing the questionnaire respondents even further gave the research a 

significant advantage as it made it possible to 1) not be restricted by geographical locations and 

2) it made it easier to gain further insights into many respondents at the same time (Saunders 

et al., 2019, p.  478). 

 

Furthermore, the email interviews were structured so that all respondents, within each category 

as aforementioned, received the same questions in an already predetermined order and noted 

their response to each of these questions (Saunders et al., 2019, p. 818). Additionally, the email 

interviews made it possible to attain a more in-depth understanding of the already collected 

data, as the respondents to the email interviews had also answered the questionnaire (Saunders 
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et al., 2019, p. 270). In other words, the questions sent out via email acted as a strategic addition 

to the questionnaire, as the additional questions sent to selected respondents made it possible 

to collect descriptive and explanatory data to elaborate on the data collected via the 

questionnaire (Saunders et al., 2019, p. 549). In continuation, the method of sending out 

structured interviews by email enhanced the level of reliability in regard to the data collections 

and analysis of this, as the opportunity to question respondents further reduced the risk of 

misunderstandings or misinterpretations of the responses to the questionnaire (Saunders et al., 

2019, p. 818). 

2.2.3 Experiment with a fictitious brand 

As a supplement to the data gathered regarding customers’ perception of Daniel Wellington 

and how the use of influencer marketing with promotional codes affects the perceived 

exclusivity of the brand, an experiment with a fictitious brand was conducted. The purpose of 

the experiment was to eliminate other factors such as the product life cycle, potential general 

dislike for watches, and similar also to isolate the effects of the use of influencer marketing and 

promotional codes as a marketing effort. 

Here, six interviewees were first exposed to a fictitious brand akin to Daniel Wellington named 

Arthur Noble. After this, the interviewees were exposed to a similar marketing strategy 

consisting of two Instagram feeds with a mixture of both regular Instagram posts from regular 

people and fictitious sponsored Instagram posts for the fictitious brand from Influencers. To be 

able to measure whether the frequency of the posts and the choice of influencers affect the 

effect of this type of marketing, two Instagram feeds were produced with different types of 

influencers. 

 

Six interviewees were chosen from the list of questionnaire respondents that left their emails 

for further questions. They were asked if they would be willing to participate in an experiment 

by participating in a 20-minute interview in which they would be introduced to a brand and an 

approach to marketing. The interviewees were chosen based on a wish to have both males and 

females of different ages. Due to the COVID-19 restrictions of early 2021, our ability to control 

the location of the interviews was limited (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 403). The interviews for 

the experiment were therefore held through the two web conferencing services, Microsoft 

Teams and Zoom. This meant that the interviews ended up being synchronous internet-

mediated interviews (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 424). The use of web conferencing services had 
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its benefits, as it also allowed us to choose interviewees based on geographical location 

(Saunders et al., 2016, p. 426). The pool of interviewees ended up consisting of four 

interviewees from different parts of Jutland and two interviewees living in different parts of 

Zealand. The use of web conferencing services also allowed us to easily transfer files and links 

during the interviews and made it possible for the interviewees to remain in their own familiar, 

safe locations, which was deemed particularly favourable due to the pandemic (Saunders et al., 

2016, p. 426). For each interview, one interviewee and two interviewers were present. Due to 

the technical nature of using web conferencing services, it was deemed important to have one 

interviewer present in charge of interviewing and one interviewer present in charge of the 

technical aspect of the interview, including setting up the meeting on either Microsoft Teams 

or Zoom, recording the interview, and sending the files and links to the interviewee during the 

interview (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 426). 

 

The interview process for the experiment 

The interviews were initiated by the interviewer in charge of the technical aspect where this 

interviewer explained the overall structure of the interview process as well as what was 

expected of them. To avoid bias, the interviewees were told that there were no right or wrong 

answers. After this, the interviewer in charge of interviewing took over the interviewing 

process. 

 

For the first part of the interview, the interviewee was sent a link to a fictitious website of the 

fictitious brand Arthur Noble which was made up for the purpose of this experiment. For the 

purpose of making the brand seem real, a paid plan from the website host was purchased in 

which advertisements were removed and a more trustworthy domain (www.arthurnoble.ml) 

was used when presenting the website to the interviewees. This purchase was cancelled shortly 

after the end of the interview process, which means that the website can now only be viewed 

with advertisements through www.linesehestedlaurse.wixsite.com/arthurnoble or through the 

screenshots provided in Appendix D.  The brand and its website were set up to represent some 

of the same qualities that Daniel Wellington typically pride themselves on, such as minimalistic 

design and affordable luxury (Appendix A). The chosen product category was sunglasses, as 

this was deemed similar enough to watches due to both belonging to the category of functional 

fashion accessories, whilst still being different enough for participants to not instantly link 

Arthur Noble to Daniel Wellington. 
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The interviewees were told that they had three minutes to look around the website during which 

they were allowed to comment on what they saw. After this, a short semi-structured interview 

was conducted. Here the interviewees were asked, “What is your immediate impression of the 

brand as of right now?”. Whilst this question is generally rather open, it was sometimes 

necessary to mention examples of what the interviewees could comment on. Here, a few 

examples were chosen beforehand such as ‘design’, ‘price’, and ‘quality’ as these words were 

deemed to be unbiased (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 407). The interviewees were then asked, “On 

a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being not exclusive and 10 being very exclusive, where would you place 

Arthur Noble based on what you’ve seen thus far?” and “On a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being not 

likely at all and 10 being very likely, how likely would it be for you to purchase a pair of 

sunglasses from Arthur Noble?”. Here, probing questions were used to further explore why the 

interviewees answered as they did (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 408). 

 

For the second part of the interview, the interviewees were sent a link to a fictitious Instagram 

feed. The feed consisted of 15 posts that were a mixture of both regular Instagram posts from 

regular people and fictitious sponsored Instagram posts for Arthur Noble from influencers that 

were chosen based on a subjective assessment of which influencers were generally considered 

rather trustworthy. An example can be seen in Appendix E. The participants then had four 

minutes to scroll through the Instagram feed during which they were allowed to comment on 

what they saw. After this, another short semi-structured interview was conducted. Here, the 

interviewees were once again asked the same three questions. Probing questions were once 

again used to further explore potential changes in their response from the first part of the 

interview to the second part of the interview (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 408). 

 

For the third and final part of the interview, the interviewees were sent a link to another 

fictitious Instagram feed. This time, the feed again consisted of 15 posts that were a mixture of 

both regular Instagram posts from regular people and fictitious sponsored Instagram posts for 

Arthur Noble from Influencers, but this time the influencers were chosen based on a subjective 

assessment of which influencers were generally speaking considered rather untrustworthy. 

After this, a final semi-structured interview was conducted, where the interviewees were asked 

the same questions as in the first two parts of the interview. Once again, probing questions were 

used to further explore potential changes in their response from the first and second part of the 

interview to the third part of the interview (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 408). 
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Finally, the interviewees were asked if they had any final comments on the brand and the choice 

of marketing strategy. Following this, the interviewees were told that the brand, their website 

and all Instagram posts were fictitious and that none of the included profiles or people were 

associated with a brand named Arthur Noble. 

 

For legal reasons, the actual posts included in the Instagram feed cannot be shared, however, 

as previously mentioned, an example of what one of these posts might look like can be seen in 

Appendix E. Transcripts of the interviews can be found in Danish in Appendix F. 

2.3 Scientific theoretical approach  

The following section sets out to present the scientific theoretical approach that forms the 

basis for this thesis.  

2.3.1 Social constructivism  

As the topic of this thesis regards how certain marketing efforts affect the perceived exclusivity 

of a brand, this thesis can be argued to take its point of departure in social constructivism. This 

is because both marketing and exclusivity as concepts can be argued to be products of social 

interactions and can thereby be argued to be social constructions. 

  

Social constructivism regards phenomena that are formed by society through interactions in 

society. In other words, it can be argued that everything is a social construction as, for instance, 

social norms are formed and developed through interactions in society and would simply not 

exist without social interactions (Collin & Køppe, 2014, pp. 420-422). By pointing out a 

phenomenon to be a social construction, we as individuals acknowledge its construction, and 

thereby acknowledge the phenomenon not to be autonomous or formed by nature but formed 

by us as a society (Collin & Køppe, 2014, pp. 419-422). Thus, a phenomenon is constructed 

through social interactions and knowledge that has been developed within society. To elaborate 

further, such interactions include, but are not limited to, culture, social norms, environment, 

and perceptions of phenomena (Collin & Køppe, 2014, pp. 419-422). 

  

In relation to the topic investigated in this thesis, both knowledge about the case company 

Daniel Wellington as well as an individual’s perception of exclusivity can be argued to be 

social constructions due to the fact that this knowledge is generated and developed through 
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interactions in society. According to Kapferer, perceptions in general, especially in regard to 

exclusivity, have clear connections to an individual’s socio-cultural and socioeconomic 

background (Kapferer, 2009, pp. 311-322). As individuals have different socio-cultural and 

socioeconomic backgrounds, perceptions can differ from individual to individual. In other 

words, reality is human-made and bears the footprint of its human origin: reality is created, 

shaped, and perceived through human interaction and interests (Collin & Køppe, 2014, pp. 419-

422). 

  

When investigating exclusivity and how it is perceived by individuals, the phenomenon can be 

argued to fall into the category of ontological constructivism, as the phenomenon of exclusivity 

is created by society and a reflection of the reality; the reality of how individuals perceive 

brands, marketing efforts, and most importantly, exclusivity (Collin & Køppe, 2014, pp. 422-

424). However, perceived exclusivity as phenomena will be investigated with the help of a 

continuum of perceived exclusivity. By using a tool, such as the continuum, to understand the 

phenomenon created in society, the research is utilizing an instrumentalist’ approach to the 

investigation, as the continuum of perceived exclusivity helps to navigate and understand the 

reality of the phenomenon investigated (Collin & Køppe, 2014, pp. 426-429). 

2.3.2 Hermeneutic method 

The concept of hermeneutics derives from the science of history and aims to answer the 

questions of when, who, what, when, and why in regard to a given phenomenon (Collin & 

Køppe, 2014, pp. 225-227). To describe the concept of hermeneutics and its central thoughts 

in two words, it would be ‘interpretation’ and ‘meaning’. The hermeneutic method, or the 

hermeneutic circle, has the core focus of creating and developing understanding of a given 

phenomenon and has a hypothetico-deductive approach to interpretation of a given 

phenomenon (Collin & Køppe, 2014, pp. 231-234). 

  

To obtain knowledge and understanding of a phenomenon, it is necessary to understand all 

parts of the given phenomenon before it is possible to fully understand the whole. In relation 

to this thesis’ research, it is necessary to understand all components of the topic investigated. 

This is done by initiating a process of investigation, analyzing and interpreting the components, 

data, and phenomenon, in an attempt to paint a clearer picture of the topic of investigation. 
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The process of understanding and obtaining deeper knowledge of a given phenomenon starts 

by investigating a phenomenon. When the phenomenon has been investigated, analyzed and 

interpreted, it is possible to compare the new knowledge with the previous knowledge, and 

then begin the process of investigating, analyzing and interpreting the sum of the acquired 

understanding and knowledge. The process is continuous and never-ending, and there are new 

perspectives, knowledge, and information to include in the investigation. This is explained in 

full in the following as presented by Collin & Køppe: 

 

“To understand a text is to apply it to one’s own life, to acquire it, to make it the hitherto 

unknown and foreign text’s [or knowledge] understanding of life and the world its own 

understanding, to add it into its own horizon of understanding. This means that one 

must actively take a stand if one is to fully understand or interpret [a phenomenon]” 

(Collin & Køppe, 2014, pp. 237-240). 

  

In relation to the topic of investigation of this thesis, it can be argued that the thesis takes its 

point of departure in the hermeneutic method, as the topic of research has previously been 

investigated in a previously written and submitted project from spring 2020. Here, both the 

effects of Daniel Wellington’s marketing efforts as well as the concept of exclusivity as a 

continuum were investigated. By investigating the same topics with new knowledge and new 

data and taking into consideration the fact that perceptions of exclusivity may change over 

time, it is possible to obtain a deeper and more profound understanding of the phenomena at 

hand. In other words, the more times phenomena are researched, the deeper and more profound 

the understanding of said phenomena becomes (Collin & Køppe, 2014, pp. 237-240). 

2.3.3 Netnography 

Netnography is an ethnographic analysis method for online research, where the online 

landscape is analyzed through observations of activity and information available on online 

platforms (Kozinets, 2020, p. 62).  Netnography allows observations of everything that can be 

retrieved from online observations and is perceived as a far less obstructive research method, 

since no researcher or interviewer can interfere with the observations. Therefore, the research 

approach is also considered a qualitative research method (Kozinets, 2002, pp. 62-63). 
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The research approach lies within ethnographic research methods as netnography includes 1) 

gathering information and 2) analysing and interpreting the data collected (Kozinets, 2002, p. 

63). 
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3. The concept of exclusivity  

The understanding of exclusivity
and luxury is highly individual
and depends on a number of
factors including socioeconomic
standing and culture. The
following aims to explore the
concept of exclusivity in order to
establish a framework for the
understanding of exclusivity.
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3.1 Introduction 

To explore and assess how the use of price fluctuations, whether that be through sales, 

promotional codes, etc., affect the perceived exclusivity of the case company Daniel 

Wellington, the concept of exclusivity and how this will be used in regard to the case study on 

Daniel Wellington must be defined. This is due to the notion that exclusivity is an intangible 

and highly individual concept and that the perceptions of the concept of exclusivity can be as 

plentiful as there are people in the world. Many people might think of exclusivity as something 

that is of quality, expensive, and difficult to acquire, but this then poses the question of what 

defines what being of quality means, what defines when something is expensive, and what 

defines when something is difficult to acquire?  

 

With this in mind, the following aims to shed light upon exclusivity and how it may be 

perceived differently between different individuals and thus answer the first sub-question 

posed:  

What defines exclusivity?   

 

The following includes a number of theories pertaining to brands and exclusivity. Additionally, 

an analysis of data related to which factors affect exclusivity in relation to watch brands is 

presented. Following this, discussions of whether high prices and low accessibility are 

necessary factors for a brand to be considered exclusive as well as how exclusivity may be 

perceived differently within different social classes. Lastly, a framework for understanding 

exclusivity as something that is perceived will be presented taking its point of departure in the 

preceding sections on exclusivity.  

3.2 Defining exclusivity 

The following section sets out to define exclusivity and explore the factors that may potentially 

affect how exclusivity is perceived by consumers.  

3.2.1 The definition of exclusivity 

What is exclusivity and what defines whether an item or a given phenomenon can be considered 

to be exclusive? Is it about the physical or financial accessibility of an item? Or is it perhaps 

about buying experience or the general popularity of an item? Or possibly how luxurious an 
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item is considered to be? There are many ways in which exclusivity can be defined. Cambridge 

Dictionary defines it as “the right to have or do something that is limited to only one person or 

organization” and “the quality of being available only to a small number of people who are 

rich enough or considered good enough” (Cambridge Dictionary, n.d., A). Meanwhile, 

Merriam-Webster defines it as “the quality of being exclusive” whilst leading to the definition 

of ‘exclusive’: “Limiting or limited to possession, control, or use by a single individual or 

group”, “excluding others from participation”, “snobbishly aloof”, “accepting or soliciting 

only a socially restricted patronage (as of the upper class)”, “stylish or fashionable”, and 

“restricted in distribution, use, or appeal because of expense” (Merriam-Webster, n.d., A). 

Dictionary.com furthermore defines it as “the fact or quality of catering to, or being restricted 

to, affluent or upper-class people, often by virtue of comparatively high prices'' 

(Dictionary.com, n.d., A).  

These definitions suggest that the exclusivity of an item is dependent on the physical and 

financial accessibility as well as how fashionable the item is considered to be. Whilst this 

definition may seem reasonable, it is worth considering that on the basis of that definition 

almost everything can be considered exclusive depending on whom you ask. If you were to ask 

a homeless man in the streets of Los Angeles, he might consider owning a home, a car, or even 

a phone to be exclusive, as those things may not be physically nor financially accessible to him. 

If you were to ask a student in Copenhagen, he or she would likely not consider owning a phone 

to be exclusive and might not even consider owning a car or a home to be exclusive either, as 

Danish students are, according to a report from eurostudent.eu, among the highest-earning 

students in the world (eurostudent.eu, 2016, pp. 1-4).  

Furthermore, if you were to ask a Wall Street banker, owning a phone, a car, or a home would 

likely not be considered exclusive, but owning a Ferrari, the right Hermès bag, or a Patek 

Philippe watch would. Due to the highly subjective nature of the definition of exclusivity, it 

may be relevant to look at how similar concepts, such as luxury, are defined.   

 

The same challenge is, however, generally speaking, the case with defining a concept such as 

luxury, as Cambridge Dictionary defines it as “great comfort, especially as provided by 

expensive and beautiful things” and “something expensive that is pleasant to have but is not 

necessary”, Merriam-Webster as “an indulgence in something that provides pleasure, 

satisfaction, or ease'' and “something adding pleasure or comfort but not absolutely 

necessary”, and Dictionary.com as “a material object, service, etc. conducive to sumptuous 

living, usually a delicacy, elegance, or refinement of living rather than a necessity” 
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(Cambridge dictionary, n.d., B) (Merriam-Webster, n.d., B) (Dictionary.com, n.d., B). Here, 

once again, it can be argued that an item such as a car is a luxurious ‘nice-to-have’, but it could 

most definitely also be argued that owning a car is a necessity e.g., if an individual is dependent 

on a car for being able to transport themselves to and from work.  

 

Kapferer adds to the definitions of exclusivity and luxury: “Luxury symbolizes their [ordinary 

people] access to a life that is as happy as the celebrities’ they observe wearing such luxury 

dresses or watches, which they have long been converting from watching Western movies, 

news, and television series”. He furthermore argues that clients not only buy exceptional 

products but also “a legend: a great tradition made modern to fit one’s present life, a culture 

anchored in a country” (Kapferer, 2015, p. 9). Additionally, he argues that clients also buy 

exclusivity, albeit not necessarily in the sense that the product is not the only copy in the world 

(Kapferer, 2015, p. 9). He furthermore adds to the definition of exclusivity that it means that 

brands are purposely limiting demand and that the higher price of many luxury items reflects 

the price paid for gaining the right to be associated with selected, affluent co-consumers 

(Kapferer, 2015, p. 9). He also argues that selling luxury is about selling a dream and uses 

premium cars and luxury cars as examples to further define luxury, as premium car brands sell 

progress, which will ultimately become obsolete, whereas luxury car brands sell dreams that 

last a very long time (Kapferer, 2015, p. 14). An example of this could be Audi and Rolls-

Royce, with Audi pulling ahead in the premium segment with 1.6 million cars sold in 2013 by 

selling progress and technical innovation, as expressed in their slogans “Vorsprung durch 

Technik”, “Future is an Attitude”, and “Living progress” (Kapferer, 2015, p. 15) (Audi, n.d.) 

(Audi 2021) (Audi, 2020). In comparison, Rolls-Royce sold only 3,630 cars in 2013 and 

operates with a strategy of purposely selling one car less next year compared to the year before 

and delivering a highly customized and tailor-made product (Kapferer, 2015, pp. 9, 15).  

 

When looking at such a comparison, one might suddenly not think of Audi as a particularly 

luxurious or exclusive brand, but when returning to the three subjects from before, the homeless 

man from the streets of Los Angeles, the student from Copenhagen, and the Wall Street Banker, 

even an Audi is, in most cases, only accessible to one of the three.  

It is thus apparent that exclusivity is highly intangible, and that the definition of exclusivity is 

highly dependent on numerous different factors that may differ depending on the individual. 

The following thus aims to further explore the concept of exclusivity in relation to a number of 

these factors.  
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3.2.2 Brand personality 

Many brands make use of a brand personality to capture the interest of possible consumers. In 

fact, consumers often automatically ascribe personalities to brands (Heding, Knudtzen & 

Bjerre, 2016, p. 121). When thinking of a brand like Apple and their brand personality, many 

would likely think of the brand as artistic, sophisticated, and creative (Dvornechuck, n.d.). On 

the other hand, when thinking of a brand such as Harley-Davidson, many would likely think of 

the brand as rugged, macho, tough, and freedom-seeking (Dvornechuck, n.d.). Yet again, when 

thinking of Tesla, many would likely think of the brand as exciting, visionary, charismatic, 

courageous, and spiritual (Dvornechuck, n.d.). But why do we assign such personalities to 

brands, why do brands use their personalities, and how can brands make further use of such 

personalities?  

 

One theory for this is that we ascribe personalities to brands for the same reason why we ascribe 

personalities to other people; it helps us determine how we are able to connect with others 

(Heding, Knudtzen & Bjerre, 2016, p. 127). In other words, the brand personality we assign to 

brands helps define the relationship we as consumers can form with the brand. This, however, 

also means that there must be a consumer-self. The theory of the consumer-self and how we as 

consumers use possessions, e.g., products from specific brands with specific brand personality 

traits, will be explained in detail in section 3.2.4, but in short, Belk proposes that “our 

accumulation of possessions provides a sense of past and tells us who we are, where we have 

come from, and perhaps where we are going” (Belk, 1998, p. 160). In relation to brand 

personality, this means that we as consumers use our interpretation of a brand’s personality as 

a way to express and extend our own self-expression. Brand personality can thus be used to 

create emotional attachment between brands and consumers (Heding, Knudtzen & Bjerre, 

2016, p. 120). This also means that brand personality can be used as a way to position a brand 

and differentiate a brand from competitors (Heding, Knudtzen & Bjerre, 2016, p. 120).  

 

What then makes up a brand personality? In an article in the Journal of Marketing Research 

from 1997, Jennifer Aaker proposes a theoretical framework centred around the dimensions of 

Brand Personality. Here, Aaker proposes five dimensions to a brand’s personality: Sincerity, 

Excitement, Competence, Sophistication, and Ruggedness (Aaker, 1997, p. 351).  

The facets of sincerity are down-to-earth, honest, wholesome, and cheerful. The facets of 

excitement are daring, spirited, imaginative, and up to date. The facets of competence are 
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reliable, intelligent, and successful. The facets of sophistication are upper class and charming. 

Lastly, the facets of ruggedness are outdoorsy and tough (Aaker, 1997, p. 352).  

These dimensions and traits can be found both when looking at the consumer’s perception of 

the brand as well as in product-related attributes. An example of how the dimensions and traits 

can be found when looking at the consumer’s perception of the brand can be seen when looking 

at a brand such as Burberry. Phan, Thomas & Heine (2011) describe the case of Burberry – the 

brand, founded in 1856, experienced much popularity over the years, but lost its allure to the 

customers in the late 90s and came into serious economic troubles (Phan, Thomas & Heine, 

2011, p. 216). In the mid-00s, the brand experienced a revival but also became massively 

popular with an unexpected segment: the so-called chavs of Britain. The chavs, described as 

“young people characterized by brash, loutish, and antisocial behaviour” (Phan, Thomas & 

Heine, 2011, p. 216), took to the brand of Burberry; the popularity soon spread to the British 

football hooligans as well, who adopted both the brand name and their famous checked pattern 

to symbolize them. Here, certain brand personality traits related to hooliganism were attributed 

to Burberry based on consumers perception and, some would perhaps even say occupation of, 

Burberry’s brand personality. For this example, one could also argue that the sophistication 

dimension to the Burberry brand that Burberry had built over the years was taken away or at 

the very least lessened by the popularity that grew around the brand within the football hooligan 

community.  

 

Conversely, examples of product-related attributes that can affect a brand’s personality can be 

brand name, logo, communication style, price, distribution, behaviour, etc. (Heding, Knudtzen 

& Bjerre, 2016, p. 134). Here, an example of a brand whose personality is deeply affected by 

product-related attributes could be Hermès and, in particular, their Birkin bag. The coveted 

Birkin bag is both very expensive, with prices starting at around £7000 with the most expensive 

Birkin bag selling for just over £200,000 at an auction in 2017 (Ramazzotti, 2018), and rather 

difficult to obtain. For the average consumer, purchasing a Hermès Birkin bag is usually 

associated with long waiting lists, requirements about a significant previous purchase history 

at Hermès, and general luck. In short, a Birkin bag is not something a consumer just goes into 

a shop to buy, the consumer has to earn it to be offered to purchase the bag in the first place. 

These product-related attributes communicate upper class, exclusivity, and sophistication. This 

exact example also highlights how the exclusivity of a brand can be related to the brand’s 

personality. One could particularly argue that Aaker’s ‘sophistication’ dimension of a brand’s 

personality relates to exclusivity, for the reasons stated in section 3.2.1. 
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Going back to the example of Burberry, another point worth looking further into is how brands 

cannot always control the personality that is attributed to their brand.  To explain this, the image 

triangle, as defined by Bordum and Hansen, can be used (Bordum & Hansen, 2005, p. 360). 

The model is based on Charles Sanders Peirce’s semiotic triangle, which consists of the 

interpretant, the sign, and the object (Hansen, 2014, p. 36). Here, Bordum and Hansen propose 

the three corners: identity, meaning what the company actually is, i.e., their purpose and 

meaning, profile, meaning what the company communicates, and image, meaning how the 

company is perceived (Bordum & Hansen, 2005, p. 360). If there are discrepancies between 

profile and image, a communication gap can be identified, if there are discrepancies between 

image and identity, an image gap can be identified, and lastly, if there are discrepancies 

between profile and identity, a credibility gap can be identified.  

 

 
Figure 1, image triangle (Bordum & Hansen, 2005, p. 360)  

 

This model is particularly useful for describing the example of Burberry, as the model proposes 

that a company can only control their profile and their identity whereas they cannot directly 

control their image. Only by aligning their profile and their identity, which is done through 

actually doing what they say they are doing and being what they say they are, are they able to 

influence their image – and even then, a certain image is never guaranteed. This is also the case 

for the brand personality, whilst a brand can try to control the personality they radiate, it will 

always be up to the consumer to decipher the personality of the brand based on the impressions 

the consumer has of the brand.  
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To sum up, brand personality is a tool for brands to position themselves and differentiate 

themselves from competitors. The brand personality can both be affected by the company itself 

through product-related attributes but also be affected by how the company is perceived. Whilst 

this perception cannot be controlled by the company, they are often able to influence it through 

homogeneity between what they are and what they say about themselves, although this is not 

always the case, as seen in the case of Burberry.  

3.2.3 Brand communities and social identity 

In addition to consumers ascribing personalities to a brand, consumers also often form 

communities centred around the brand. Thus, the concepts of social identity and brand 

communities are also connected to exclusivity and luxury. These brand communities offer a 

place to ‘belong’ and aids in strengthening the consumers’ understanding of themselves and 

their identities. By finding brand communities that consist of other individuals, whom one 

might aspire to be like or already feel a connection to, a brand community offers a community 

of like-minded people. But why do consumers form these brand-centred communities and how 

do the communities affect how exclusive brands are perceived to be?  

 

According to Tajfel, the ego and self-esteem of an individual are affected by the individual’s 

participation in social groups; this means that the concept of social identity is defined as the 

individual’s awareness of “that part of the individuals’ self-concept which derives from their 

knowledge of their membership of a social group (or groups) together with the value and 

emotional significance of that membership” (Tajfel, 1982, p. 24). Thus, Tajfel proposed that 

the groups, be it in the shape of the individual’s social class, family, sports team, or workplace, 

provides a great amount of pride, self-esteem, and a sense of belonging to the social world. 

 

According to Tajfel, this stereotyping of putting people, including oneself, into groups is based 

on a very normal cognitive process: grouping things together by noticing and often 

exaggerating the differences between groups and the similarities of things in the same group. 

Thus, the mind creates in-groups (us) and out-groups (them) – Tajfel’s hypothesis on this 

matter is that the group members of an in-group will often find negative aspects of an out-

group, which helps enhance their self-image of the in-group. Similar points are made by Miller 

(2010) who proposes that clothing is not only semiotically significant but also ontologically as 

it can provide insight into the gender, class, level of education, culture, jobs etc. and thus, 
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provides information and context to the understanding of ourselves and others, especially on 

matters which e.g., might not be polite to enquire about (Miller, 2010, p. 13).  

Individuals can, however, create their identities on the basis of other things than just their 

chosen in-groups; individuals might also engage with brands they feel reflect and consolidate 

their personality and define themselves through the consumption of the products and services 

of these brands (Tunali, 2016, p. 328). Thus, an individual's personality can be created around 

and reinforced by the created identity of a brand (Tunali, 2016, p. 328). When doing this, 

individuals might enter into an in-group brand community of like-minded individuals.  

 

Albert Muniz Jr. and Thomas C. O’Guinn presented the concept of brand communities, which 

they define as “a specialized, non-geographically bound community, based on a structured set 

of social relations among admirers of a brand” (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001, p. 412). They 

describe brand communities as “social entities that reflect the situated embeddedness of brands 

in the day-to-day lives of consumers and the ways in which brands connect to the consumer, to 

the brand and consumer to consumer” (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001, p. 418). There are no defined 

rules on which brands a brand community can possibly form around; they are, however, most 

likely to appear around brands with a strong, distinctive image and history (Muniz & O’Guinn, 

2001, p. 415). The concept of brand communities was developed further by Wong and Ahuvia 

in 1998, who discussed using consumption as means of attaining or surrendering group 

membership by using goods to either prove a membership to or alienating oneself from a group 

(Wong & Ahuvia, 1998, p. 428). Thus, brand communities can function as communities that 

aid the construction of an individual's social identity, which is supported by Tajfel’s claim that 

individuals often enhance their self-esteem by associating with groups that reflect their desired 

social identity (Mousavi, Roper & Keeling, 2017, p. 377). It is noted that the strength of social 

identification is essential and parallel to the level of participation, dedication and desire to build 

a relationship with the brand and its community (Mousavi, Roper & Keeling, 2017, p. 377). 

Thus, brands with a strong identity will often experience having a strong brand community 

 

In some cases, the brand communities that might appear around a brand may not be to the 

company’s liking or several, different brand communities might exist around the same brand.  

As explained in section 3.2.2, brands are not always able to fully control the image surrounding 

their brand, and the same goes for the brand communities that are built around a brand. Using 

the previously mentioned example of Burberry, an unexpected brand community was built 

around Burberry, i.e., a brand community consisting of so-called chavs and football hooligans 
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(Phan, Thomas & Heine, 2011, p. 216). Here, Bordum and Hansen’s image triangle can once 

again be used to explain how this surprising and possibly also unwished-for brand community 

emerged, as it is a clear example of how brands are not always able to control the communities 

that appear around their brand in spite of efforts made to attempt to control just that (Bordum 

& Hansen, 2005, p. 360).  

In the case of Burberry, the new and unexpected hooligan community adopted both the brand 

name and their famous checked pattern to symbolize them. As Phan, Thomas & Heine states, 

it reached a point where bars and clubs in some English towns simply started banning people 

dressed in Burberry clothing and accessories; unfortunately, the popularity of the brand did not 

even result in massive economic growth for Burberry, as this group, who were typically low-

income, often took to the purchase of counterfeited products instead (Phan, Thomas & Heine, 

2011, p. 216).  

 

Thus, a brand community that was very much unlike the target group of the brand and very 

much against the brand’s wishes, had suddenly appeared. On one hand, Burberry had their 

loyal, often quite affluent customers who had purchased and enjoyed their products over the 

years, whilst an unsolicited brand community of so-called chavs were growing on the side, with 

negative effects (Phan, Thomas & Heine, 2011, p. 216).  

According to Phan, Thomas & Heine, Burberry has managed to reinvent their brand by further 

empowering their ‘desired’ brand communities; this is done by having the brand image created 

and influenced by not only marketers but also consumers and the brand communities, which 

they are part of on social media (Phan, Thomas & Heine, 2011, p. 220). It is suggested that the 

brand-customer relationship must be re-casted, as the customer is an ally, rather than an 

audience as before (Phan, Thomas & Heine, 2011, p. 220). It is, however, noted that for a 

luxury brand to succeed in doing this, they must be careful not to dilute the brand equity through 

the mass accessibility that social media offers, as “managing a brand’s desirability and 

accessibility is a fine balancing act” (Phan, Thomas & Heine, 2011, p. 221). It is suggested 

that the way a brand’s social media platforms and the content posted on these must be carefully 

utilized to retain the exclusivity of the brand (Phan, Thomas & Heine, 2011, p. 221).  

 

To sum up, the concept and knowledge of social identity and, in connection, brand communities 

can be very useful to predict how a consumer identifies with social groups, and based on this, 

decide on suitable marketing strategies to target the consumer in question as well as possible. 
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3.2.4 Belk’s theory of the extended self 

According to Belk, an individual's identity consists of two selves: a core self and an extended 

self. The core self consists of the body and internal processes. He explains the core self as being 

fragile and that the core self needs support from the extended self (Belk, 1988, p. 141). This is 

where possessions come into play, as individuals attach themselves to possessions and the 

possessions thereby play a core part in how the individuals understand their extended selves 

(Belk, 1988, p. 139). To gain a more thorough understanding of exclusivity, the following 

section will elaborate on Russell W. Belk’s theory of the extended self, and how individuals 

use possessions to form their extended selves. 

  

Individuals use artefacts to support how they express themselves. In other words, “we are what 

we have” (Belk, 1988, p. 139). The extended self is thus an individual plus his or her 

belongings. Me and mine are intertwined, as the possessions form part of an individual and the 

individual defines itself with help from possessions (Belk, 1988, p. 140). However, possessions 

are nothing but objects until they are put in relation to a person’s self. Only then do they obtain 

meaning by becoming something in relation to the individual’s extended self. Put differently, 

items do not express someone when standing alone, but only become part of someone through 

the person's extension of his or her self. Furthermore, Belk argues that “only a complete 

ensemble of consumption objects may be able to represent the diverse and possibly 

incongruous aspect of the total self” (Belk, 1988, p. 140). Additionally, the extended self does 

not only apply to objects but also individuals, places, group possessions and body parts as a 

part of the extended self (Belk, 1988, p. 140).  

  

Interestingly, according to Belk, people from childhood extend their being from the 

environment, whereas adults extend their selves with the help of possessions (Belk, 1988, p. 

139). However, the extensions of the self, or identity formation, starts in childhood by 

“continuously expanding [a] set of things regarded as one’s own” (Belk, 1988, p. 141). This 

also suggests that the extended self is developed through possessions in childhood, or put 

differently, possessions are instruments in the transition from child to adult (Belk, 1988, p. 

141). 

  

It must be mentioned that since it is possible to extend the self via possessions, it is also possible 

to lose these possessions that form part of an individual’s identity. For instance, painting a 
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rather extreme picture, losing a possession is seen when natural disasters take all belongings 

from individuals or when people go to prison and are stripped of all their possessions, 

environments and even names. The loss of possessions can be perceived as a loss of or at the 

very least a lessening of the self (Belk, 1988, p. 142). In the case of losing identity, or part of 

the self, a new self is created with the help of new possessions. In other words, in the case of 

the lost self, the immediate reaction is usually self-restoration (Belk, 1988, p. 143). 

  

It is, furthermore, suggested that possessions reveal personality features of their possessors 

(Belk, 1988, p. 144). In other words, it is possible to perceive certain personality traits from 

items an individual holds dear. Therefore, the identity individuals can find in objects can be 

very high. In relation, purchasing valuable items or major objects might be a significant action 

from the individual, and the purchase and the emotions regarding the item can be very strong. 

These feelings towards an item have the possibility to “transform them in their own eyes [the 

owner] and in the eyes of others” (Belk, 1988, p. 145). This can make the item purchased even 

more valuable and can possibly create greater status for the individual that purchased that 

certain item (Belk, 1988, p. 145). An example could be purchasing a Hermès Birkin bag – a 

bag that only a selected group of people are able to purchase. By owning a Hermès Birkin bag, 

or maybe even just having the possibility to be able to buy a Hermès Birkin bag, the value of 

the bag can transform in the owner’s own eyes and also transform in the eyes of others in term 

of status, as mentioned above. 

 

However, the change of status might only be the case for other individuals that know of the 

hard-to-acquire Hermès Birkin bag, and also values the possession to be valuable or perceive 

the possession of a Hermès Birkin bag as a status marker (Belk, 1988, pp. 149, 153-154). In 

other words, here the level of exclusivity is only applicable for individuals that also perceive 

the product’s exclusivity to the same degree. 

The example above also shows how possessions can extend the self in symbolic terms. In this 

way, a possession can allow an individual to be a different person or reach a certain goal with 

the specific possession (Belk, 1988, p. 145). 

 

The extended self does not only include physical objects but can also be a process of self-

extension. For instance, this can be reflected in skills that individuals master, which then 

becomes part of the extended self (Belk, 1988, p. 150). An example could be acquiring the skill 

of riding the bicycle and then learning to navigate in the traffic on the Danish bike lanes, where 
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certain rules and regulations are necessary to understand and follow. Then, the formerly 

unknown bike system and regulations become part of the extended self, when the skill is 

mastered. 

Furthermore, knowledge is also a way to extend the self. To continue the example of the 

Hèrmes Birkin bag, simply the knowledge of the brand, their products, and their value can form 

a part of the extended self and thus allow individuals to belong to brand communities, as 

explained in section 3.2.3 By knowing of the brand, individuals can select or deselect 

possessions and thus select or deselect brand communities they want to belong to and identify 

with and select and deselect what brand communities are a part of his or her extended self 

(Belk, 1988, p. 151). 

  

We regard possessions as part of our identity and as part of ourselves. The possessions are an 

extension of our person (Belk, 1988, p. 145). According to Sartre, the only reason for 

individuals to desire something is to develop the self, or in other words, to “enlarge our sense 

of the self” and Belk continues to explain Sartre and his perception with “the only way we can 

know who we are is by observing what we have” (Belk, 1988, p. 146). In continuation, 

individuals sense the self, the being and express via the possessions owned – possessions define 

who individuals are (Belk, 1988, p. 146). 

   

There are four layers to the extended self: individual, family, community, and group (Belk, 

1988, p. 152). Belk presents a crucial distinction between the different layers with the 

following: “A primary distinction in the levels of self construct is between an individual versus 

collective conception of self. […] one of the key ways to expressing and defining group 

members is through shared consumption symbols” (Belk, 1988, p. 152). This leads back to the 

example of the Hermès Birkin bag. Here the individual might extend the self on an individual 

level, however, the perception of exclusivity might only be the same to other individuals within 

the same group, and knowledge is important in regard to the value of the specific Birkin bag, 

and the level of exclusivity is only perceived the same way by a group sharing the same brand 

manifestations of Hermès (Belk, 1988, pp. 153-154). Individuals not part of sharing the same 

brand manifestations do not necessarily share the same perception of Hermès and their Birkin 

bag’s level of exclusivity. 

Individuals who do not share the same perception of Hermès might come from different 

communities or families. According to Belk, research has found that families within different 

social layers do not share the same way of living or the same types of possessions, for instance 
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in terms of homes and their interior (Belk, 1988, p. 152). The individual's family background 

plays a part in terms of what individuals possess to extend the self, and hereby what and how 

individuals perceive.   

  

Sharing has reached another level with the help of the internet, as the internet has been a 

platform to facilitate sharing within communities (Belk, 2013, p. 1596). This is also seen in 

regard to exclusivity as communities online create forums for sharing and be included in a 

group sharing the same values, and for instance, share the same perceptions of exclusivity.  

  

To sum up, Belk’s theory of the extended self suggests that individuals are formed by 

possessions, which could e.g., be skills, objects, environments, learnings, and rituals. These 

possessions form individuals, as individuals “learn, define, and remind ourselves of who we 

are by our possessions” (Belk, 1988, p. 160). 

3.2.5 Self-disclosure and exclusivity  

Self-disclosure theory concerns what, how, and when individuals choose to disclose something 

about themselves (Derlega & Berg, 1987, p. 1). Self-disclosure consists of two elements: the 

self and the process of disclosure (Hargie, 2017, p. 266). To elaborate further, disclosure 

reciprocates “recipients of a self-disclosure input will respond by disclosing about themselves 

at a comparable level of intimacy” (Derlega & Berg, 1987, p. 4). In other words, it is the 

process of passing information about oneself from one individual to another. 

Self-disclosure is also a way of sharing. Sharing information – or in other words, disclosing 

information - recollecting and sharing both create and maintain relationships (Beike et al., 

2016, p. 434). However, the process of self-disclosure in relation to relationship-building is 

dynamic and complex (Beike et al., 2016, p. 434).  

 

Research suggests that self-disclosure is the core process of establishing relationships, as 

disclosing to another individual broadens the mutual understanding of one another. This 

relationship building, or beginning of a relationship, can be transferred into communities or 

even societies and does not exclusively relate to the intimate relationship between two 

individuals (Hargie, 2017, p. 268) (Mindtools, n.d.). The process of self-disclosure consists of 

three stages: trust, exchange, and modelling. 
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It is relevant to include the phenomenon of self-disclosure as it sheds an interesting light upon 

the process of transmitting information about an individuals’ inner reality, which also relates 

to brand communities and thereby the relationship between brand and customer in terms of 

exclusivity (Hargie, 2017, p. 267). In relation to this, it is suggested that individuals are shaped 

by others by disclosure, as Tsekeris notes: “it is widely acknowledged that the individual self 

is social to the core” to which Hargie adds: “Indeed, some would argue that what we present 

is a reflected self that is shaped by others, so that eventually we come to see ourselves as we 

think others see us” (Hargie, 2017, p. 268). 

  

In regard to self-disclosure and exclusivity it can be argued that the individual, or the self, 

discloses to other individuals in regard to what, how, and maybe even why, the individual 

interprets and understands exclusivity. The disclosure of preferences, likes, dislikes, and other 

personal information to other individuals can be related to consumers and how they interact 

with and interpret brands.  

In continuation, self-disclosure can be both verbal and nonverbal, as personal information can 

often be reflected via nonverbal communication (Hargie, 2017, p. 270). To draw a perspective 

to the aforementioned example of an individual acquiring a Hermès Birkin bag from section 

3.2.2, the bag itself might communicate information about the bag-owner such as social class 

or wealth. The self-disclosure could also be what the bag-owner likes and dislikes in terms of 

style and exclusivity. 

  

This leads to the fact that disclosure has many forms and aspects and is not only limited to 

verbal or nonverbal communication. Self-disclosure is also reflected in observations, thoughts, 

feelings, needs, and can also include personality traits (Hargie, 2017, p. 271). In relation to 

exclusivity and the investigation of the research question of this thesis paper, self-disclosure is 

especially interesting to look at in relation to social media marketing, which will be elaborated 

in section 4.2.6. 

Especially as self-disclosure has reached the digital world, where social media have become 

platforms for self-disclosure - whether the disclosure is between friends or concerns disclosure 

of the self to less familiar individuals – or accounts on social media (Davis, 2012, pp. 1528-

1529). Accounts refer to, for instance, influencers, companies, and brands that use social media 

to reach their target groups. 
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To sum up, self-disclosure regards the process of transferring information from one individual 

to another, or in the context of exclusivity, the term can include how individuals disclose to 

others via processing information in regard to exclusivity. 

3.3 Analysis  

The following section sets out to analyse data collected for this thesis in connection with the 

concept of exclusivity.  

3.3.1 Data from questionnaire 

As has been described above, exclusivity is a concept that can be defined very differently 

depending on the person asked. What is exclusive for some may not be exclusive for others, as 

their understanding of when something can be regarded as being exclusive might differ 

depending on their social class, age, economy etc. Furthermore, the factors that different 

individuals regard as important in order for a product or a brand to be considered to be exclusive 

might also differ depending on the same aspects.  

 

In a questionnaire conducted for this thesis, the respondents were - amongst other things – 

introduced to 10 different factors that could potentially relate to how exclusive the respondent’s 

perceived brands to be. The factors were as follows:  

 

● Quality of clockwork and strap 

● Design 

● High price 

● Low price 

● Selection of models 

● Reputation 

● Mentions (of the brand) from friends and family 

● Mentions (of the brand) from influencers  

● Promotions and promotional codes (e.g., from influencers) 

● Popularity 

 

The respondents of the questionnaire were asked to consider these factors twice: firstly, they 

were asked to consider and pick the five that they believed affects their perception of 
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exclusivity most positively. Secondly, they were asked to pick between the same factors, but 

this time choosing the five which affects their perception of exclusivity most negatively. 

 

The results of these rankings are illustrated in the graphs below: 

 
Figure 2, factors which affect the perception of exclusivity positively 

 

Here, the quality of the product, specifically the clockwork and strap, was considered to be the 

greatest factor in attaining an exclusive image in the mind of the consumers with 76.8% of the 

respondents choosing this to prioritise this factor. Shortly after this, the factor of ‘design’ 

follows with 69.74% of the respondents choosing this. The reputation of the watch brand is 

deemed to play the third biggest role at 59.08%. Additionally, the fourth most popular option 

is ‘high price’ at 33.73%, showing that consumers do believe higher-priced products to be more 

exclusive than similar, lower-priced products. The fifth most picked option was ‘mentions from 

friends and family’ at 18.73% which suggests that word-of-mouth is very much at play when 

it comes to attaining exclusivity for brands.  

 

Sorting by age groups, 'popularity' was considered to be a more important factor for those in 

the age groups under 29, whereas the selection of models is a greater factor for those in the age 

groups above 40. There was likewise a slight difference in the answers between genders, where 

male respondents showed to rank 'quality' and 'selection of models' higher than female 

respondents, who ranked ‘design’ and ‘mentions from family and friends’ higher. 
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Figure 3, factors which affect the perception of exclusivity negatively 

 

When asked to pick the five factors which affect the opinion on a brands exclusivity most 

negatively, the top-picked option was ‘promotions and promotional codes’ at 53.89%. What 

initially can be believed to be a nice treat for the consumers (by offering them the possibility 

to purchase products at a lower price) is thus seemingly a factor that puts off more than half of 

the respondents when it comes to attaining exclusivity. Shortly after this follows the factor of 

‘mentions from influencers’ at 47.26%. Next is the factor of ‘low price’, which corresponds 

well with the results from the previous graph which showed that ‘high price’ was believed to 

affect the exclusivity positively; it is, therefore, sensible that a low price is believed to do the 

opposite. Following this, ‘reputation’ was picked by 27.38% of the respondents, showing that 

a good reputation is of great importance for a company when it comes to achieving exclusivity. 

The fifth most picked factor was ‘quality of clockwork and strap’, picked by 23.92% of the 

respondents, illustrating that the quality of the products is vital. Considering the negative 

factors, the 13-17-year-olds did not rank 'mentions (of the brand) from influencers' and 

'promotions and promotional codes' as negatively as other age groups, highlighting a difference 

in the way these promotions are perceived by consumers depending on their age group. 
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3.4 Discussion 

The following sections set out to discuss whether high prices and low accessibility are 

necessary factors for a brand to be considered exclusive as well as how social classes might 

affect how exclusivity is perceived.  

3.4.1 Are high prices and low accessibility necessary factors for a brand to be 

considered exclusive?  

Defining exclusivity can be an elusive task, as it, as covered previously, can change depending 

on each individual's understanding of what exclusivity is. However, as covered in the analysis 

of responses from the conducted questionnaire, there are several factors that recur throughout 

the responses and which the general majority of the respondents seem to associate with 

exclusivity to a certain degree. 

 

The four options that were chosen by most respondents when asked about factors that affected 

their perception of exclusivity positively were as follows: quality (in this case of the clockwork 

and strap), design of the product, the reputation of the brand, and high prices. Similarly, the 

factors which scored the highest in affecting opinions negatively were to do with promotions 

and promotional codes, mentions from influencers, and low prices – all factors which aid in 

making the product more popular and accessible to the general public, but, in turn, apparently 

negates the exclusivity of the brand in the minds of the consumers. 

This poses the question: are high prices and low accessibility necessary factors for a brand to 

be considered exclusive?  

 

To answer this question, the case of Burberry might be interesting to look further into. As 

described previously, Burberry experienced a great rise in popularity in the mid-’00s; the rise 

in popularity, however, was primarily among chavs and hooligans, which, in turn, affected the 

general public’s view and opinion of Burberry negatively. The accessibility and price in this 

case is a curious tale; whilst the brand’s prices are in the higher end of the product category of 

clothes and accessories, it is rather accessible if you can afford it, as it is available in both the 

brand’s flagship stores, department stores, etc. The chavs and hooligans, often considered as 

belonging to a lower socioeconomic class, could often not afford the products of Burberry 

because of the high price points; because of this, they took to counterfeit products instead, 

resulting in a loss of both income and esteem for Burberry (Phan, Thomas & Heine, 2011, p. 
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216). Thus, Burberry experienced a decrease in exclusivity (in the minds of many), although 

their prices were still rather high. 

Conversely, another brand that experiences the opposite is Supreme; a streetwear company 

rooted in skate culture and founded in New York in the 1990s, it is typically not what one 

would associate with the concept of exclusivity. They are, however, one of the best examples 

of this in recent times. The brand releases new products every week; the products are, however, 

always released in extremely low quantities and are never mass-produced – thus, every time a 

new product is released, it will often be sold out in less than a minute (Macedo, 2015, p. 11). 

The retail prices of the products are rather affordable and typically not much more expensive 

than buying a similar product from a different store such as e.g., H&M (Macedo, 2015, p. 34). 

Thus, whilst the products are, however, typically often later resold at a premium price by 

resellers, they are – when initially purchased straight from Supreme – rather affordable. Even 

with this affordable price level, Supreme managed to achieve a certain form of exclusivity in 

the minds of their consumers, as the products have such low accessibility that they are still 

considered exclusive; as described by Macedo: “they began to employ luxury-like strategies of 

exclusivity and scarcity to generate demand for their products” (Macedo, 2015, p. 8).  

 

Thus, in the two cases described above, two different strategies of exclusivity have been 

discussed. In the case of Burberry, the high price levels originally encouraged a rather exclusive 

perception of the brand, but were, however, not enough to deter the loss of exclusivity when 

an unwanted group took to the brand.  On the other hand, the case of Supreme, a brand with 

affordable prices, are still considered rather exclusive because of their low accessibility. 

 

Another example of the shift in factors is that of Audi and Rolls Royce, as introduced in section 

3.2.1 In this case, Audi is an automobile manufacturer with a car selection that is generally 

considered a premium price level; however, their cars are typically readily available for 

purchase in any Audi-authorised dealership – thus, Audi is not a brand with low availability, 

but they are typically considered exclusive by the public. The level of exclusivity can, however, 

vary; in the same line of business is Rolls Royce. The price level of Rolls Royce is much higher 

than that of Audi and the availability much lower; as presented previously, Audi sold 1.6 

million cars in 2013 with Rolls Royce only selling 3,630 vehicles in the same year (Kapferer, 

2015, pp. 9-15). This shows that, even in the same industry, there can be varying levels of 

exclusivity, which is strengthened by the differences in the comprehension of exclusivity. 

Whilst a car from Audi is considered exclusive to many – typically simply for the fact that it is 
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priced at a higher price range and, because of that, unattainable for most – to people with a 

higher income than the average middle-class individual, Audi might be considered par for the 

course and rather average, with Rolls Royce being something that fits their belief of what 

exclusivity is.  

 

Based on the cases presented here, one thing has become increasingly obvious: what 

exclusivity is – and what makes something exclusive – is something that differs depending on 

many different factors; it is a dynamic concept that might change with time, as was the case 

with Burberry, or simply depending on whom you ask, as is the case with Audi and Rolls 

Royce. Similarly, a brand such as Supreme is considered very exclusive to a certain in-group, 

whilst people from the out-group might barely be aware of what the brand is and what it entails. 

Thus, exclusivity is a very fluid concept that might change based on e.g., socioeconomic 

standing, gender and age group. 

 

The data obtained through the questionnaire, as will be presented in section 4.3.1.1, tells the 

same story to a certain degree. Whilst there are a few curious differences in the answers when 

sorting between the genders and age groups, the general responses did highlight how the 

general public views the concept of exclusivity in the watch industry in particular.  The most 

chosen factors, when asked to choose which factors affected the opinion of exclusivity most 

positively, were those of quality, design, reputation (of the brand), and high price. ‘Popularity’ 

did not rank high as a factor – neither positively nor negatively – and the availability of a 

product (and whether it is an easily available product that a lot of people own) does, therefore, 

not seem to affect the understanding of exclusivity in this case. Yet, ‘high price’, which 33.72% 

of the respondents chose, seemingly plays a larger role. 39.19% even chose ‘low price’ as a 

factor which they considered disadvantageous to the exclusivity of a brand. There is thus 

clearly a distinction between the factors of price and availability in this case as well; a product 

can be readily available and still considered exclusive if the price point is high, whilst the 

opposite – a low availability watch at a lower price – would likely not be considered exclusive. 

 

However, as noted, the ranking does change depending on demographics, such as gender and 

age, and the understanding of ‘exclusivity’ as a concept might thus change depending on these. 

One example of this is in the ranking of positive factors; here, the younger age groups below 

the age of 29 considered ‘popularity’ to be a much more positively influential factor than the 

average respondent. This means that this age group completely dispels the understanding of 
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exclusivity as defined above; rather than considering popularity and high availability of a 

product as something that negatively affects exclusivity, it is seen as something that heightens 

it. The same trend is seen in the case of the negative factors, where ‘mentions (of the brand) 

from influencers’ and ‘promotions and promotional codes’ – which were picked as a negative 

factor by 53.89% and 47.26% of the general respondents respectively - were not seen as 

negatively influential factors by the young age group of 13-17-year-olds. The younger age 

groups are clearly an outlier when defining the concept of exclusivity, as they prioritise 

different factors and react discordantly to these compared to the average consumer and 

respondent. In the watch industry, it is, therefore, clear that marketing efforts must be 

considered and examined thoroughly before the launch of a product to make sure that they are 

received as desired by the targeted demographics; if this is not done correctly, the desired 

outcome might fail to appear.  

3.4.2 How is exclusivity perceived differently within different social classes? 

As mentioned previously, the social class to which an individual belongs can have an effect on 

how said individual perceives exclusivity. What is meant by this is, as touched upon in section 

3.2.1 that one can easily imagine that a homeless man regards exclusivity differently than a 

wealthy Wall Street banker. This section thus aims to discuss how exclusivity is perceived 

differently within different social classes. 

  

To draw the perspective back to some of the aforementioned examples, the example of 

Burberry clearly shows how individuals from different classes interact with the brand, and how 

these individuals perceive the brand and make it special to them.  

The example presented British hooligans’ and chavs’ possession of the brand, and how the 

brand came to extend the self in terms of being part of the British hooligan society or group. 

Clearly, the hooligan brand community and the affluent brand community were far apart from 

each other, and the example shows how different social classes and, in this particular example 

also brand communities, both possess and perceive items and brands differently. In this case, 

the hooligans’ possession of the brand became damaging to Burberry as the hooligans 

counterfeited the products since the brand and its product were out of reach for many in the 

hooligan brand community due to the fact that this group mainly consisted of lower 

socioeconomic class, as previously mentioned. It can thus be argued that Burberry lost its 

perception and image among the members of the affluent brand community and furthermore 
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lost revenue due to the counterfeiting of their products. However, Burberry managed to reclaim 

their brand and rebrand themselves and thereby created a new image. 

The case clearly paints a picture of how different social classes take in and possess a brand 

differently, and how differently social groups can extend the self in very different ways using 

the same brand and/or products. Additionally, the example also showcases how Burberry as a 

brand was out of reach economically for the hooligan brand community, however, counterfeit 

products maintained an exclusive image within the hooligan brand community, whereas the 

Burberry brand itself was damaged and the brands’ exclusivity decreased among other 

consumers (Phan, Thomas & Heine, 2011, pp. 216-221) 

  

Another example that clearly shows how different social classes perceive exclusivity would be 

the possession of nannies – or maids. In Chile, it is very normal to have a domestic worker - or 

in Chilean ‘nanas’ - in the house that takes care of children, cooks, and cleans the house. A 

large majority of the Chilean households from the upper-middle-class to the elite have a nana 

and having a nana has become a cultural image of the Chilean family since colonial times 

(Stipicic, 2014) (Figueroa, 2020). In other words, having a nana in the house is not generally 

perceived to be a luxury or something exclusive, as a majority of the upper-middle-class all the 

way up to the elite of Chilean households have a domestic worker in their house. However, as 

Chile is one of the most unequal countries in Latin America, there is another Chile: the Chile 

of the less economically fortunate classes, where having a nana is a rare sight (Beaubien, 2020). 

Having a nana in the house might not be perceived as a luxury for families that can afford to 

have a nana, as it is part of their daily life and is a phenomenon that has been cultivated for 

centuries, however, the lower classes might perceive having a nana as a luxury possession as 

it is out of their reach. The social gap and the extended capabilities that come with money is 

clear in Chile.  

In continuation, when comparing with other countries, having a nana, or a maid, would be 

interpreted as a luxury for both the upper classes as well as for the lower classes (Wanscher, 

2019) (Redder, 2019). For instance, in Denmark, it is highly unusual to have a maid in terms 

of the Chilean nana – one that both takes care of children and keeps the house. In Denmark, 

this combination of work might be interpreted as something royals would have, or the nana 

would be an au pair, and even then, only a small percentage of Danish households can afford 

to acquire or at least afford to prioritise spending money on au pairs (Rasmussen, Kristensen 

& Hansen, 2019).  
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In other words, a nana, or a maid, would in a middle-class to an upper-middle-class family in 

Denmark be considered unusual and likely also somewhat exclusive, whereas the same in a 

middle-class to an upper-middle-class family in Chile would be considered completely normal. 

This shows that there is also a cultural aspect to how different social classes perceive things.  

  

To draw the focus back to Chile, even though having a nana is normal for a large majority of 

the Chilean households in the upper society, the lower classes might perceive this as a luxury 

as having a nana in the house is a possession that is out of reach for that group of Chilean 

society – it is the lower classes that actually possess the work as a nana (Figueroa, 2019). These 

examples of having a maid in the house, which is a cultural phenomenon in Chile shows that 

even within the same border, luxury in regard to the same possession is perceived differently, 

but it also shows that having a maid is perceived differently from country to country.   

  

Going back to another previously mentioned example from section 3.2.1, a homeless person 

would possibly consider owning a nice car to be highly exclusive, whereas for a Wall Street 

banker, the same would be considered a given.  This example paints a clear picture of how 

something as simple as owning a car is perceived differently from social class to social class. 

As in the examples above, it is clear that not only economic resources determine whether an 

individual or a group perceive certain possessions as exclusive as both cultural and in-group 

perceptions determine what possessions are perceived as exclusive to that specific individual 

or group. 

  

To sum up, exclusivity is very different from individual to individual, and especially from 

social group to social group; however, both culture, economic resources and in-group 

perceptions have a say in what possessions are perceived as exclusive to that specific individual 

or group of individuals.   
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3.5 Sub-conclusion 

In the above theoretical presentation, analysis, and discussion, the concept of exclusivity has 

been examined in an attempt to find an answer to the previously stated sub-question:  
 

What defines exclusivity?   

 

Through discussions of the included theory, the analysis of the data and the discussions related 

to how price and accessibility affect exclusivity as well as how exclusivity is perceived 

differently within different social classes, it has been possible to gain insight into the concept 

of exclusivity. Based on this, it is first of all possible to conclude that there are many different 

definitions of exclusivity - not just when looking at how the different dictionaries define the 

word but also depending on the individual you ask. Secondly, whilst brand personality and 

brand communities centred around the brand are both factors that can affect how exclusive a 

brand is perceived to be, these are not factors that the brand is necessarily able to control, as 

Bordum and Hansen’s image triangle illustrates how it is always up to the consumer to decipher 

the impressions the consumer gets of the brand. Thirdly, brands, their products and the 

exclusivity of said brand and products can also be used to extend consumer’s selves and by 

utilising products considered exclusive, consumers are able to disclose a more exclusive 

persona to other individuals.  

When it comes to what actually makes a product or a brand exclusive, it is also clear that this 

differs widely. Whilst many may regard the same factors important for creating exclusivity, as 

seen in the data from the questionnaire, the definitions of these factors may vary depending on 

socioeconomic standing, gender, and age group.  

It is thus possible to conclude that whilst definitions of exclusivity can be attempted to be made, 

the concept of exclusivity remains rather intangible and undefinable.  

3.6 The continuum of perceived exclusivity  

Based on the above-discussed theory, analysis, discussion and sub-conclusion, it is apparent 

that exclusivity is a subjective term that is not only highly dependent on the individual’s 

socioeconomic standing and accessibility to luxury goods but also highly dependent on a 

number of other factors such as self-disclosure, social circles, self-disclosure within these 

social circles, brand communities, brand history, brand personality, etc.  
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Based on the above-discussed points, this thesis proposes a new framework for considering 

exclusivity: The continuum of perceived exclusivity. 

  

Whilst perceived exclusivity as a concept is not necessarily new to the academic field, with 

over 400 mentions of the exact phrasing in relation to marketing on some scholarly databases, 

the following aims to delineate the concept of perceived exclusivity and how the continuum is 

to be viewed and used as well to explain how it will be used throughout the following case 

study on Daniel Wellington.  

The concept of perceived exclusivity was first touched upon in a previous project on the same 

matter, where it was briefly described as a continuum (Laursen, Topholm & Wind, 2020, p. 4). 

Whilst this is still the case, further explanation of the concept may be necessary. As has 

previously been discussed, individuals view products, luxury, and exclusivity vastly different 

depending on a number of factors. This means that whilst individual A would maybe consider 

a brand to be highly exclusive, individual B would possibly not think the same of the brand, 

possibly even the exact opposite. Whether this is due to the individuals being part of different 

social circles, brand communities, or simply having different starting points in terms of 

financial funds or accessibility to luxury goods is, in this regard, rather insignificant. What is 

interesting in this example is that the two ends of the continuum are likely vastly different, 

whilst leads the two individuals to have two vastly different perceptions of the brand in 

question’s exclusivity. It is based on this assumption, that the concept of perceived exclusivity 

comes into play.  

  

The concept can be illustrated as simply as in the illustration below: 

 

 
Figure 4, continuum of perceived exclusivity 

 

As mentioned, a number of additional points should be made in regard to the continuum of 

perceived exclusivity. Firstly, neither end of the continuum is defined, due to the differing 

nature of how exclusivity is perceived and how exclusive brands are perceived to be depending 

on the individual you ask. Secondly, no point between the two ends of the continuum is defined. 
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This means that the continuum cannot be used as one would use e.g., a Likert scale, as the 

distance between the two ends of the continuum is also undefined. Going back to the example 

of individual A and individual B, one can imagine that for individual A, it may be rather easy 

for a brand to move from the ‘not exclusive’ end of the continuum to the ‘exclusive’ end of the 

continuum. For Individual B, on the other hand, moving just slightly towards the ‘exclusive’ 

end of the continuum may take much more effort from the brand. This means that the distance 

that the brand has to travel on the continuum to acquire a more exclusive perception in the eyes 

of individual B may be much longer than the distance needed to travel on the continuum to 

acquire a more exclusive perception in the eyes of individual A. Thirdly, it is also necessary to 

point out, that the continuum of perceived exclusivity is, in this thesis, viewed strictly from a 

consumer’s point of view. This means that the concept is solely centred around how the 

consumer views the product or the brand.  

  

The above description of the concept of perceived exclusivity and its concomitant continuum 

will form the basis for how the concept and continuum will be used in this thesis in regard to 

the case study on Daniel Wellington. It is not clearly defined by Daniel Wellington where on 

such a continuum of perceived exclusivity the company wishes to be placed and either end of 

the continuum is, also in the case of Daniel Wellington highly dependent on the individual’s 

individual perception of exclusivity and perceived exclusivity of Daniel Wellington. As such, 

the continuum serves as a space in which Daniel Wellington’s perceived exclusivity can move 

in either direction. The continuum does not require a definition of how much or how little 

movement on the continuum is needed to garner a significant shift in the perception of the 

brand rather nor does it require a definition of where exactly the brand is placed in the eyes of 

the consumers.   
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4. Case study on Daniel Wellington  

With the point of departure in
the previous presentation of the
continuum of perceived
exclusivity,  the fol lowing aims
to explore the case company of
Daniel Well ington in order to
examine whether and to what
extent the company's marketing
approach has affected its
perceived exclusivity.
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4.1 Introduction  

As mentioned in the introduction for this thesis, Daniel Wellington is a Swedish watch brand 

founded in 2011. The company is largely known for using influencer marketing, where 

sponsored posts are often accompanied by promotional codes (Lee, 2020). In the company’s 

early years, this proved itself to be a successful strategy, as the company grew by 4700% from 

2013 to 2015 (Wilson, 2018). Based on this, the following case study sets out to explore and 

provide an answer to the second sub-question:  

 

How has Daniel Wellington built their brand identity and how do they differentiate 

themselves from competitors?  

 

Furthermore, results from the previous project indicated that Daniel Wellington’s use of 

influencer marketing and price fluctuations as their marketing approach may have affected how 

the company was perceived in the eyes of the consumer, and thus the case study also sets out 

to explore the third and final sub-question: 

 

How does Daniel Wellington’s marketing approach affect their perceived exclusivity? 
 
The following thus seeks to present a number of theories pertaining to brand identity and 

differentiation and to analyse how Daniel Wellington’s marketing approach has affected their 

perceived exclusivity in the eyes of the consumers. Following this, discussions of the above as 

well as how influencer marketing in particular may affect perceived exclusivity can be found. 

Finally, recommendations for how Daniel Wellington may be able to restore their perceived 

exclusivity and thus improve net sales are presented and discussed.  

4.2 Theory 

The following section sets out to present the theory used to explore the two sub-questions 

mentioned above. 

4.2.1 The Corporate Brand Identity Matrix  

The Corporate Brand Identity Matrix (CBIM) is a tool for organizations to structure and 

examine their identity as well as the corporate brand identity, as corporation and brand are two 

entities that go hand-in-hand (Urde, 2013, p. 742). 
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The concept of corporate brand is used to refer to the organization behind a brand, which also 

forms part of the brand (Urde, 2013, p. 743). To create a consistent and strong brand identity, 

it is necessary to create the brand framework to define and align the brand with the process of 

establishing the brand. By doing this, it is possible to align the different elements in the brand-

building process and thereby mitigate jeopardizing the brand strategy in the building process 

(Urde, 2013, p. 742).  

When a brand is aligned with the corporation behind the brand, the brand identity is reflected 

in the “organisation’s culture, core values and mission” (Urde, 2013, p. 743). The strategic 

management of the brand in the brand-building process of the brand identity is key to creating 

a balanced brand identity where corporate strategy and brand identity are in accordance (Urde, 

2013, p. 742). 

  

Urde describes a well-defined corporate brand identity as “the bedrock of the management and 

the overall long-term building of such brand” (Urde, 2013, p. 742). 

It is a great advantage to have a corporate identity that aligns with the brand, as also illustrated 

by the image triangle covered in section 3.2.2. If a brand is ‘forced’, and not aligned with the 

company, it is much more likely to have a lower level of value compared to a brand that is 

aligned with the corporation behind the brand. For instance, a framework that is forced upon a 

brand might have a tendency to rely more on the visual identity of the brand, and thereby 

undervalue and neglect business relationships (Urde, 2013, p. 743). 

  

A key indicator between a corporate brand identity and a product brand identity is revealed via 

the language. If the brand and its corporate brand identity align, stakeholders typically refer to 

the brand as ‘they’ or ‘we’, whereas a product brand identity is referred to as ‘it’ by stakeholders 

(Urde, 2013, p. 743). Even though the language might be a smaller indicator in the big picture, 

the choice of language plays a significant part in laying the foundation or the framework to 

establish a corporate brand identity (Urde, 2013, p. 743). 

A corporate brand identity has several advantages such as a competitive advantage in terms of 

brand performance, strategy as a resource, a source for equity, and “as a vehicle for integrated 

corporate-level marketing” (Urde, 2013, p. 743). 
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The Corporate Brand Identity Matrix 

The following section will take its point of departure in the CBIM, which provides valuable 

insight into a corporate brand identity and thus can form the basis of the strategic framework. 

Looking into the CBIM may provide useful insight since the corporate identity can 1) play a 

significant role in how a product is perceived by consumers and stakeholders, and 2) examine 

the framework for the case company’s brand identity.  

  

Urde argues that a brand is a sign that communicates meaning to stakeholders and continues to 

explain that “when that corporate brand identity is communicated and interpreted, it will 

create an equivalent or more developed sign in the minds of the customers and non-customer 

stakeholders” (Urde, 2013, p. 744). Therefore, it is essential to have concordance between 

corporate identity and products and communicate it to stakeholders. This process is a social 

process since corporate brand identity can be described as a social construction (Urde, 2013, p. 

743).    

Some companies have an outside-in approach to identity, where the branding approach is 

image-driven; however, this approach is rather one-sided, as it does not include the company 

behind the product. The company behind the product is a great source for identity and having 

an inside-out approach where company and product identity correlates can boost the brand 

identity (Urde, 2013, p. 748). Urde explains this by quoting Balmer:  “Corporate brands ‘are 

born out of corporate identities, but live in the minds of groups and individuals’” (Balmer in 

Urde, 2013, p. 746). 

  

Overview of the matrix 

The CBIM is a matrix that defines a corporate brand’s identity and consists of nine parameters 

that form the basis of a brand identity which is visualised in the model below. The nine 

parameters are: value proposition, relationships, position, expression, brand promise, 

personality, mission and vision, culture, and competences. The nine parameters are put into 

three layers: an internal oriented layer (bottom), an external oriented layer (top), and a layer 

that includes both internal and external layer (middle) (Urde, 2013, pp. 750-751).  
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Figure 5, Corporate Brand Identity Matrix 

 

The internal parameters are mission and vision, culture, and competences, which all come from 

the sender of the communication. The external parameters are value proposition, relationships, 

and position, all of which come from the receiver of the communication. Some parameters are 

both internal and external, and in the matrix, these parameters are personality, expression, 

promise, and core values (Urde, 2013, pp. 750-751). It must be mentioned that no element in 

the matrix can stand alone, as all parameters are interrelated in one way or another. In other 

words, the “corporate brand identity is coherent, each of the other elements will inform and 

echo the brand core, resonating with the company’s values and what the brand stands for” 

(Brandorientation, n.d.). Furthermore, as the CBIM focuses on both market-oriented and brand-

oriented parameters, it is possible to clearly distinguish between the different parameters and 

their contribution to the corporate brand identity as the external elements reflect the market-

oriented identity, whereas the internal elements reflect a brand-oriented identity (Urde, 2013, 

p. 751). 

  

Internal elements 

The internal elements relate to the reality of the company and its values, as this forms the 

foundation of the company and thereby the corporate brand identity. 
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The mission explains why the company has been established and aims to explain to 

stakeholders what the purpose of the company is besides the economic purpose (Urde, 2013, 

p. 751). 

The culture reflects the internal workplace and includes values and beliefs, and furthermore, 

how the corporation does business and behaves. Especially within the culture, it is possible to 

investigate a potential competitive advantage and the culture is “the source of the brand’s 

‘aspiration’ and its products […] and also a means of communication” (Kapferer in Urde, 

2013, p. 751). The competences encompass a corporations’ capabilities and the process of how 

to do business (Urde, 2013, p. 752) 

  

Internal-external elements 

The internal-external elements of the matrix consist of the parameters personality and 

expression, as these parameters form a ‘bridge’ between the internal and external parameters 

(Urde, 2013, p. 752). 

The brand core is also the core of the CBIM as this parameter is interrelated with the other 

parameters of the matrix and works as a guideline for the rest of the components. 

The personality of the corporation is dependent on the employees’ representation of the 

company, whilst the element ‘expression’ concerns verbal and visual corporate brand identity 

as well as both tangible and intangible attributes such as design, graphics, voice, logo, flagship 

products, and prototypes (Urde, 2013, p. 752). 

  

External elements 

The external elements define how the identity is perceived by external stakeholders, and these 

external elements influence the overall image of the corporation significantly, as these must be 

coherent with the internal elements as well as the internal-external elements. Kapferer argues 

that “a brand identity creates a model with which audiences can identify, that mirrors the 

customer’s self-image and creates a reflection of it” (Kapferer in Urde, 2013, p. 753). 

Value propositions include the relationship towards customers as the value proposition ideally 

shall lead to a relationship where the customers ultimately purchase from the corporation (Urde, 

2013, p. 753). 

The relationship is a vital part of the corporate brand identity that is built up and established 

over time and includes the communication aspect of the business relationship between the 

company and its stakeholders (Urde, 2013, p. 753). 
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The position element of the CBIM suggests how management and the corporate brand connect 

with stakeholders in terms of how the brand identity is stored in the mind of the stakeholder, 

and thereby how the corporation and its brand are positioned in the market (Urde, 2013, p. 

753). 

 

The CBIM can be a useful tool for analysing brands, and also the case of Daniel Wellington, 

to fully understand the company’s brand identity, and to better understand its customers and 

marketing efforts. The matrix addresses “a range of identity issues, such as clarifying ‘mother 

and daughter’ brand relationships [...], and improving the company’s overall image” since the 

corporate brand and the product brand are two entities that are intertwined. Both should thus 

be analysed to fully understand the overall brand and thereby obtain a better understanding of 

the brand as well as why the brand brands itself as it does (Brandorientation, n.d.) (Urde, 2013, 

p. 242).  

 

The four passes  

The matrix is divided into four passes: strategy, competition, interactions, and communication. 

Each pass focuses on selected elements, which create a “narrative about your strategy and 

your corporate brand” when combined (Brandorientation, n.d.). In other words, the nine 

elements can help as guidelines to both structure and create a corporate brand identity. The four 

passes put the nine elements into perspective, and the matrix thus serves as a tool to define the 

corporate brand identity and to set the framework for creating a strategy. 

4.2.2 Uniqueness drivers  

Creating and sustaining a competitive advantage is no easy task. In 1980, Michael Porter 

identified two main routes a company can take to create a competitive advantage: cost 

leadership and differentiation. In other words, to gain a competitive advantage, companies can 

choose to focus on making their costs lower compared to their competitors and thus gain a 

financial advantage, choose to focus on adding valued uniqueness to their product and thus 

gain a market advantage or both and gain a market and financial advantage (Hooley et al., 2017, 

p. 242). Whilst numerous different cost drivers have been identified, the following will focus 

on the uniqueness drivers related to adding valued uniqueness to a brand and its products due 

to the customer-oriented approach of this thesis.  
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To achieve differentiation or to make the product or the brand more unique, five main drivers 

can be identified: product differentiation, distribution differentiation, price differentiation, 

promotional differentiation, and brand differentiation (Hooley et al., 2017, p. 245).  

  

Product differentiation  

In relation to product differentiation, Theodore Levitt proposes four levels to a product: The 

generic core offer, the expected offer, the augmented offer, and the potential offer (Levitt in 

Hooley et al., 2017, p. 246).  

The core offer is the basic product or service offered. Whilst this level seems rather simple, it 

can consist of many things and is highly dependent on what needs the consumer is looking to 

satisfy. An example of a generic or core offer could be when an individual purchases a raw 

snack bar. Here, the core offer could be hunger relief, craving satisfaction, health, convenience, 

or maybe gaining a certain image of seeming healthy to others. Another example could be a 

car. Here, the core offer can be a means of transportation, convenience, gaining a certain image, 

etc. In other words, what the generic or core offer is, is highly dependent on what drives the 

customer to purchase and consume the product or service in the first place (Hooley et al., 2017, 

p. 246).  

The expected offer consists of the additional benefits the customer can expect to be provided 

with the core offer. In other words, what makes up the expected offer is the physical, tangible 

product (Hooley et al., 2017, p. 247). Going back to the example of the raw snack bar, this 

would include aspects such as a nice taste, a pleasant texture, captivating packaging, etc. With 

the example of the car, the expected offer would be the actual car, heating system, radio, etc. – 

all things that a customer would expect to get when purchasing a car today. 

The augmented offer is then made up of the additional benefits that go beyond what is normally 

expected. These are the benefits that differentiate the product or service from what competitors 

are offering (Hooley, et al., 2017, p. 246). In the example of the raw snack bar, this could be 

added protein, added vitamins, biodegradable packaging, etc. In the example of the car, this 

could be new technologies unique to that product or brand, additional services such as 

additional roadside assistance, offering a longer guarantee than other manufacturers, the ability 

to customize the car to a higher extent, etc.  

The last level to the product identified by Levitt is the potential offer. This is made up of the 

additional benefits that are not currently a part of the offer but could potentially become part 

of the augmented offer in the future and thus be used to sustain a competitive advantage 

(Hooley et al., 2017, p. 246). For the examples of the raw snack bar and the car, the potential 
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offer could consist of the same benefits as mentioned in relation to the augmented offer, if these 

benefits are not currently offered as a part of the product or service. In reality, the scope of the 

potential offer is only limited by the imagination (Hooley et al., 2017, p. 246).  

  

The reason why this distinction between the different levels of the products is relevant is that 

product differentiation can be achieved on different levels (Hooley et al., 2017, p. 247). Once 

again, going back to the example of the car, the car manufacturer can achieve product 

differentiation on the levels of the generic or core offer and the expected offer by e.g., ensuring 

that the car is made of high-quality materials. Things such as the seats and, in recent years, also 

the digital interface of the car are part of the expected product, but here manufacturers can 

achieve product differentiation by, for instance, ensuring that the seats are very comfortable 

and of nice visual design or by ensuring that the digital interface is easy-to-use, of high quality, 

and fast (Hooley et al., 2017, p. 248). 

Likewise, the manufacturer can also achieve product differentiation with the level of the 

augmented product by adding benefits not offered by competitors such as the ones mentioned 

earlier. Here, it is worth noting that over time, the additional benefits added through 

augmenting the product or service offered, can either be copied by competitors or simply 

become part of what is expected and thus become part of the expected offer. This is why the 

fourth level, the potential offer, is especially important if a company chooses to differentiate 

their product through augmenting their product (Hooley et al., 2017, p. 246). 

 

Distribution differentiation 

A company can also differentiate a product or itself from competitors through distribution. This 

is done by having a different route to the market or a different coverage of the market than the 

competitors (Hooley et al., 2017, p. 251). Here, both a wider coverage as well as a narrow 

coverage of the market can lead to differentiation. An example of this, that also relates back to 

exclusivity, could be Hèrmes. Here, Hèrmes differentiate themselves from many other luxury 

bag manufacturers by making, for instance, the Birkin bag highly inaccessible for the average 

consumer that does not have a significant previous purchase history at Hèrmes. By only selling 

Hèrmes Birkin Bags to the chosen few, Hèrmes differentiates their brand and product from 

their competitors through distribution, as many competitors will sell their bags to anyone who 

can afford them in their stores or online (Ramazzotti, 2018).  

As mentioned, a brand can also achieve distribution differentiation by being the most accessible 

option. An example of this could be Arla’s dairy products in Danish supermarkets. In Denmark, 
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Arla is arguably the dominating brand when it comes to milk products, with the company one 

time having a reported market share of 90% (Berlingske, 2012). Arla products are available in 

most grocery stores and the brand offers a wide range of milk products. The accessibility of 

Arla’s products has, arguably, been a part of why Arla has become the dominating player in 

the field in Denmark, and thus, the wide distribution has differentiated Arla from many of the 

company’s competitors.  

  

Price differentiation 

Price can also be a way in which a brand can differentiate itself from competitors. Price 

differentiation can be reached both by having significantly lower or by having significantly 

higher prices than competitors (Hooley et al., 2017, p. 251).  

If a company has a cost advantage over competitors, using lower prices can be a successful 

strategy for differentiating a product or service from those of the competitors. An example of 

this could be the Danish chain store Normal, whose main selling point is that they offer normal 

products, i.e., regular products from popular brands, at abnormally low price points. This is 

possible because the supply chain in the case of Normal is much shorter, which means that the 

company is able to differentiate itself through price due to its cost advantages (Bohnsen, 2014).  

Likewise, going back to the example of Hèrmes, premium prices can also be used to 

differentiate a product or a brand, especially if the product has perceived advantages that justify 

the premium price point. In the case of Hèrmes, the company is able to partly differentiate 

through prices due to the quality and the covetousness of their products.  

  

Promotional differentiation  

Promotion is yet another way through which a brand can achieve differentiation. This can be 

done by using different types of promotions, varying the intensity of promotions, or by 

differentiating the content of the promotions (Hooley et al., 2017, p. 251).  

An example of a company that has gained a competitive advantage partly through promotional 

differentiation could be the Danish petrol company OK a.m.b.a. In its advertisements, the 

company has had a heavy focus on the fact that it supports a number of small, local sports 

teams (Drivkraft Danmark, 2020). This focus is rather different to that of the company’s main 

competitors, who tend to focus on convenience and quality. Whether this differentiated focus 

is the sole reason why OK a.m.b.a. in 2019 had the biggest market share of petrol (27.9%) is 

difficult to say, but one could imagine that it has played a part in why some consumers have 

chosen OK a.m.b.a. over the company’s competitors (Drivkraft Danmark, 2020).   
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Likewise, a brand such as Tesla has also managed to gain a promotional differentiation by 

simply not having a marketing budget at all, as the brand has become one of the most popular 

and well-known brands without spending anything on marketing (Luck, 2019).  

Thus, simply doing something that stands out from what the competitors are doing in terms of 

marketing and PR can help a company differentiate itself from competitors and thus possibly 

also gain a stronger competitive advantage (Hooley et al., 2017, p. 252).  

 

Brand differentiation  

The last way through which a brand can differentiate itself from competitors is by simply 

having a strong brand that consumers have an opinion on. Here, it is all about being number 1 

– in other words: being the market leader (Hooley et al., 2017, p. 253).  

Here, the example of Coca Cola and Pepsi Cola can be used to shed light on how brands can 

differentiate themselves from competitors by simply having a brand that consumers have an 

opinion on. Many consumers are strongly opinionated when it comes to just that example and 

many have a preference for either Coca Cola or Pepsi Cola. In reality, the two products are 

fairly similar, with some consumers claiming minor differences in taste, the products are 

distributed similarly through many of the same channels, the pricing is fairly comparable and 

whilst the content of the promotions naturally differ, the promotional efforts made are, 

arguably, also of somewhat similar nature. Here, the products, and thus also the brands are still 

rather differentiated because of brand differentiation.  

Generally, to obtain brand differentiation, brands must have a rather great amount of brand 

awareness, as is also the case with both Coca Cola and Pepsi Cola (Hooley et al., 2017, p. 252).  

  

To sum up, brands can differentiate themselves or their products from their competitors through 

one or multiple differentiation drivers. Here, it can be especially valuable for a company to 

closely consider and identify their key differentiation variables that offer the most leverage for 

differentiation (Hooley et al., 2017, p. 253). Furthermore, brands can benefit from focusing on 

particular sets of uniqueness drivers, as seen with for instance price differentiation, where 

having a differentiated product is often highly beneficial.  

4.2.3 Product life cycle 

The product life cycle is a concept and model that has been developed to explain the stages a 

product goes through from when it is initially introduced into the market until it is once again 
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taken off the shelves. The product life cycle model premises that all products go through this 

process and that all products thus have a limited lifespan (Kotler et al., 2016, p. 502). It divides 

the life cycle of a product into four main stages: introduction, growth, maturity, and decline 

and is usually portrayed as a bell-shaped figure, as can be seen in figure 6 below, with both the 

number of sales and the profit made peaking in the maturity stage (Kotler et al., 2016, p. 502). 

 

 
Figure 6, product life cycle model 

 

Worth noting is that this is not the only pattern a product life cycle can take. As seen with the 

Burberry example introduced in section 3.2.2, some products can bounce back and thus take 

on a much different pattern. As such, products can take on numerous other product life cycle 

patterns such as a growth-slump-maturity pattern, a cycle-recycle pattern, a scalloped pattern, 

a style pattern, a fashion pattern, a fad pattern, etc. (Kotler et al., 2016, pp. 502-503). Based on 

the numerous different patterns it is evident that products take on vastly different product life 

cycle patterns, however, the following will take point of departure in the classic product life 

cycle curve, as seen in figure 6, for the purpose of keeping the introduction to the model simple.  

  

The product life cycle model can be used for a myriad of things, including deciding when to 

decrease, increase, or rethink advertising, when to reduce or increase pricing, when to expand 

or retract to or from markets, etc. Additionally, it can also be used to explain why a company 

is experiencing increases or reductions in sales and profits in relation to a certain product 

(Kotler et al., 2016, p. 502).  

  

Introduction stage  

When a product is first introduced or launched into a market, sales can often be expected to be 

rather slow. The same is the case for the profits, which are often negative due to the investment 
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costs needed to launch the product in the first place (Hooley et al., 2016, p. 73). Here, 

promotional expenditures are often at their highest ratio to sales, as this is the stage in which 

the company must inform potential consumers of the product, induce customers to trial the 

market offering, and secure distribution in retail outlets (Kotler et al., 2016, p. 502). This is 

especially the case if the company is attempting to take advantage of the pioneer advantage, as 

can be done when introducing a completely new product to the market. When doing so, the 

company must create a need for the product among the consumers, but when done correctly, 

this can yield a number of benefits, including making consumers remember the pioneer’s name, 

as seen in the case of Hoover, which leads to the pioneer being able to establish the standards 

for the attributes of the product or product class, etc. It is, however, also worth noting that this 

pioneer advantage is by no means inevitable (Kotler et al., 2016, p. 506).  

Competition is typically rather low during this phase, as the need for the product among 

consumers is generally not very high yet, however it can, already during the introduction phase, 

be beneficial to keep a close eye on possible competitors and when they could potentially 

launch their variant of the product (Hooley et al., 2017, p. 73).  

  

Growth stage 

When consumers start taking to the product and some maybe even repeat purchase the product, 

the product is in the growth stage (Hooley et al., 2017, p. 74). This stage is characterized by a 

rapid climb in demand and sales, which means that the ratio between promotional expenditures 

and sales tend to decline during this stage (Kotler et al., 2016, p. 510). 

This is also the stage where competitors typically enter the market and bring new attributes and 

promotional efforts, which means that promotional expenditures are often kept at the same 

level or are possibly increased slightly to meet the competition and attempt to maintain a market 

leader position (Kotler et al., 2016, p. 510). To further meet the competition, prices either 

remain or fall slightly to keep current customers and attract more price-sensitive buyers (Kotler 

et al., 2016, pp. 510-511). To further sustain a significant market share, this is also the stage in 

which companies may choose to improve their product either to meet the standards of the 

products of competitors or to exceed the standards of the products of competitors. This can, 

e.g., be done by improving the quality of the product, by improving the styling, adding new 

product features, adding new models, adding new accessory items, adding personalisation 

options, etc. (Kotler et al., 2016, p. 511).  
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Maturity stage 

When the growth rate slows down, the product can be argued to have reached its maturity stage 

(Hooley et al., 2017, p. 74). This stage is typically significantly longer than the two previous 

stages and can be divided into three sub-stages: 1) growth, 2) stable, and 3) decaying maturity, 

and this stage can thus be argued to take on the same pattern as the entire product life cycle 

model (Kotler et al., 2016, p. 511). During the growth sub-stage of the maturity stage, the sales 

growth rate is still increasing but not as rapidly as in the previous growth stage. During the 

stable sub-stage, sales tend to flatten, and future sales are now governed by population growth 

and the demand for replacement (Kotler et al., 2016, p. 511). In the decaying maturity sub-

stage, sales start to decline and customers switch to other market offerings (Kotler, et. al, 2016, 

p. 511).  

During the maturity stage, the competition tends to intensify. Companies search for niches in 

the market and the weakest competitors usually exit, possible to become suppliers to the 

stronger competitors or to be bought by the stronger competitors (Hooley et. al, 2017, p. 74). 

This is also the stage in which many brands try to re-invent and revamp their product life cycles 

or simply replace the product form with a new one (Hooley et al., 2017, p. 74).  

Three main ways to change the course for a brand and thus avoid ending in the decline stage 

any sooner can be identified: market modifications, product modifications, and marketing 

programme modifications (Kotler et al., 2016, p. 513). Market modification entails expanding 

the market by either working to up the number of brand users, which can be done through 

converting non-users, entering new market segments, or attracting competitor’s customers, or 

working to up the usage rate per user, which can be done through making customers use the 

product on more occasions, making customers use more of the product on each occasion, or 

making the customers use the product in new ways. (Kotler et al., 2016, p. 513). Product 

modification entails making modifications to the product attributes and benefits by improving 

quality, improving features, or improving style (Kotler et al., 2016, p. 513). Marketing 

programme modification entails marketing managers trying to stimulate sales by looking at 

prices, distribution, advertising, sales promotion, personal selling, and services (Kotler et al., 

2016, p. 514). 

  

Decline stage 

If the companies are unable to stimulate sales, the product goes into the decline stage, which is 

characterized by a decline in sales which can both be slow or rapid (Hooley et al., 2017, p. 74). 

Sales can both stagnate at a lower level than previously experienced or plunge to zero, which 
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often leads to a withdrawal of the product from the market (Kotler et al., 2016, p. 515). When 

sales stagnate at a lower level, the product may remain available on the market, but the number 

of products offered and the number of channels through which the products are available may 

decline, as carrying a weak product can be very costly (Kotler et al., 2016, p. 515). 

4.2.4 Co-branding 

The following section sets out to present theory relating to co-branding.  
 
Co-branding defined 

Rao and Ruekert have defined co-branding as two or more products being integrated either 

short-term or long-term and a symbolic or a physical brand alliance (Rao & Ruekurt, 1999, p. 

87). This definition was later revamped to define co-branding as something that occurs when 

“two or more independently existing brands are combined into a joint product or are marketed 

together in some fashion” – the brands participating in the co-branding must however still 

continue to individually be on the market (Rao & Ruekert, 1999, p. 259). Co-branding is thus 

when an arrangement is made – for example for marketing purposes – where a product or 

service is associated with more than just one brand name and beyond the principal manufacturer 

of the given product (Boad & Blackett, 1999, p. 9). 

The concept of co-branding does bear resemblance to general strategic alliances – here the 

main distinguishable factor is that co-branding embraces and involves both brands visibly, 

whereas a strategic alliance (such as e.g., a joint venture) does not necessarily promote and 

visualize that the brands are cooperating and in alliance, and sometimes a new ‘master’ brand 

is even created (Boad & Blackett, 1999, p. 18).  

 

Categories of co-branding 

As argued by Boad and Blackett, the level of shared value creation – defined as the added value 

to the brand’s equity by the co-branding arrangement – achieved will increase along with the 

type of co-branding that is entered into by the involved companies. They thus introduce and 

define the different stages of a co-branding partnership: reach/awareness co-branding, values 

endorsement co-branding, ingredient co-branding and complementary competence co-

branding (Boad & Blackett, 1999, p. 9). The levels are structured in a way where each level 

also contains and includes the lower – meaning that e.g., the third level also includes the first 
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and second. Each stage is thus a required precedent for entering the next (Boad & Blackett, 

1999, p. 9). The stages are visualised in the model below: 

 

 
Figure 7, shared value creation 

 

Reach/Awareness co-branding 

The lowest level of share of shared involvement and value creation is the level of ‘reach-

awareness’. This covers situations where the co-operation in branding enables both parties to 

rapidly increase awareness of their brand through the exposure which they achieve to the 

partner-brands customer base (Boad & Blackett, 1999, p. 9). This level typically requires 

relatively low investment and level of action to work. It also does not usually demand a long-

term binding contract but is used more ad-hoc with the partners negotiating a deal 

corresponding to their immediate needs (Boad & Blackett, 1999, p. 10)  

 

Values Endorsement co-branding 

The levels of reach-awareness and values endorsement co-branding are very similar; the main 

difference is the fact that the brand alliance, in this case, is specifically designed to include and 

emphasise the inclusion of recommendation and endorsement to the other’s brands to 

accentuate the brands values and/or positioning (Boad & Blackett, 1999, p. 11). At this level, 

the participating companies cooperate because they have – or wish to achieve – an alignment 

of their brand values in the mind of the consumers. From this level and beyond the value 
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creation spectrum, the selection of appropriate partnerships is vital as the values of the company 

which is partnered with reflects directly on one's own brand (Boad & Blackett, 1999, p. 12).  

 

Ingredient co-branding 

Ingredient co-branding is a level which is often employed; in this type of co-branding, the 

respective brand's competitive advantage is promoted, as to combine the brand's perceived 

values in an extended solution; often a new united product (Boad & Blackett, 1999, pp. 12-13). 

One example of this can be the car brands Audi, Bentley, Aston Martin, and Lamborghini, 

which all pride themselves on the car stereo being from the renowned audio-product 

manufacturer Bang & Olufsen. In such an example, the customer is promised a stereo which is 

arguably better than what other car manufacturers offer, as this is produced by a specialized 

team, whilst the rest of the car is completed by the car manufacturers themselves; thus, 

everyone does what they do best. Often, these partnerships are made by brands that have 

commonalities when it comes to brand image and positioning in their respective fields, which 

results in a strong and successful co-branding, as each brand is enhanced by the other (Boad & 

Blackett, 1999, pp. 13-14). 

 

Complementary Competence co-branding 

The fourth and highest level of co-branding is defined as when “two powerful and 

complementary brands combine to produce a product that is more than the sum of the parts 

combined” and “relies on each partner committing a selection of its core skills and 

competencies to that product on an ongoing basis” (Boad & Blackett, 1999, p. 14). In the case 

of ingredient co-branding, which was just introduced above, there is a junior partner who 

contributes a specific component to the senior partner's product. In the case of complementary 

competence co-branding, this cooperation is taken to a higher level, requiring both partners to 

cooperate fully and involves a range of different components (Boad & Blackett, 1999, p. 14). 

This level of agreement often comes into play by the companies establishing a new joint brand 

or a formal alliance, as this is a rather extensive commitment (Boad & Blackett, 1999, p. 15). 

 

Consequences of co-branding 

Co-branding is believed to have a great effect on consumer’s brand perceptions (Simonin & 

Ruth, 1998); this can be argued to be exactly the target of entering into such an arrangement, 

but it is vital to be aware that it might also affect the participating brands negatively if anything 

goes awry – according to Lindstrom (2002), a staggering 90% of co-branding ventures fail. 
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Thus, entering into a co-branding arrangement can involve a great amount of risk as it can 

result in both a loss of investment, but also damage to the brand – similarly, customers might 

experience uncertainty if a brand that they are loyal towards enter into a partnership with a 

brand that they do not like. This incompatibility of corporate personalities might thus result in 

a potential loss of loyal customers if the partnerships are not carefully considered (Boad & 

Blackett, 1999, p. 39). This is particularly notable in terms of brand separation as well; 

dismantling co-branding and re-establishing a brand on its previous stand-alone basis can be 

very difficult (Boad & Blackett, 1999, p. 44). Whilst the contractual obligations of the co-

branding might end, the recognition and value in the market do not immediately disappear and 

consumers might end up believing there to be a connection for a long time in the future – 

something which is, naturally, undesirable as one cannot control what the other brand might do 

or say. Thus, a controversial statement from a previous co-branding partner might reflect badly 

on a brand, even though they have not cooperated in a long while (Boad & Blackett, 1999, p. 

44). 

 

Finding the right partner 

As is clear by the previously introduced arguments, finding the right partner for a co-branding 

partnership is crucial for it to succeed – this is also particularly important as consumers evaluate 

co-branded products based on their prior knowledge and awareness of the involved brands 

(Helmig et al., 2007).  

 

For a partner to be considered ‘right’, there are several aspects in which they must match. First 

of all, the brand identity of the involved partners must match. As is covered in section 3.2.2, it 

is argued that the consumer's perception of the brand identity is what ultimately leads to a 

strong brand identity. Thus, it is extremely important that this aspect is considered when 

choosing a company to partner with and there must thus be an image and identity-fit between 

the two parties.  

 

Beyond this, it is also important that there is a fit in brand equity; meaning that the co-branding 

initiatives must result in value creation in one way or another for both parties. However, studies 

have found that a successful co-branding partnership does affect both parties positively (if they 

are otherwise a great fit), even if one brand has a higher equity than the other – the brand with 

the higher equity will not be weakened by the partnership, whilst the lower equity brand will 

experience improved perception through the partnership (Washburn et al., 2000, pp. 600-601). 
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It is, however, required that one of the brands must have a rather high amount of equity, as two 

low-equity brands will continue to be evaluated as low in a co-branding attempt (Washburn et 

al., 2000, p. 600).  

 

Thirdly, there must be a fit between the products involved. This requires a capability of the 

categories of products involved in the co-branding; studies show that if consumers do not 

perceive the products and companies as appropriate partners, any potential positive perceptions 

will not be transferred between the partners (Simonin & Ruth, 1998, p. 33). To a large extent, 

the relatedness and compatibility of the products are believed to be more important and decisive 

than the brands themselves (Simonin & Ruth, 1998, p. 33). There is believed to be two 

dimensions of a product fit: a complement and a substitute dimension. Products are considered 

to be complements if they are consumed jointly to satisfy a particular need – this is especially 

seen in the cases of Ingredient co-branding (Aaker & Keller, 1990, p. 30). Substitute products 

typically have a common application and context of use, so that one product can replace the 

other in usage (Aaker & Keller, 1990, p. 30). 

4.2.5 Finding the right customer 

The process of finding ‘the right customer’ for a company is a very important step in the process 

of building a solid company, as acquiring first-time customers might initially be easy, but those 

might defect as quickly as they came and e.g., never repurchase. On the other hand, finding the 

right customer has a lot of benefits; customer loyalty is heightened, which is an important factor 

for business sustainability, brand reputation is affected as the customer retention rate reflects 

well on the company – even marketing spend costs are reduced, as knowing which exact 

segment to target will save the company from spending marketing efforts on irrelevant 

audiences. 

 

Finding the right customer, however, is a process that involves working with a lot of different 

metrics – and even when working with these to illustrate what the right customer might look 

like, it is important to note that individual customers are different and that the impact of 

different marketing tools on e.g., the customer lifetime value, might not be appropriate 

depending on the context and the customer (Dixon, 2011, p. 315). 
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The right customer can be defined as someone whose needs are aligned with whatever service 

or product the company offers – customer satisfaction is a vital driver of loyalty and retention 

and is typically defined as when a product or service meets, or even exceeds, the expectations 

of a customer – this can be transaction-specific or overall (Dixon, 2011, p. 315).  

However, whilst satisfaction is advantageous, it is not a complete measure to identify the right 

customer, according to Dixon, who proposes the following eight metrics to use in combination 

with one another, as to achieve as exact a picture of the customer as possible (Dixon, 2011, p. 

315). 

 

Customer loyalty 

According to Dixon, the metric of customer loyalty is simply about keeping the customer – this 

can be done in two ways: through contractual loyalty or by non-contractual means, such as e.g., 

behavioural or attitudinal loyalty (Dixon, 2011, p. 317). Behavioural loyalty is e.g., product 

loyalty, where the same product is repurchased, or company loyalty, which is when additional 

products from the same company are purchased over time. Behavioural measures such as repeat 

purchase frequency and relative volume of purchase can be used to summarize customer 

loyalty. (Dixon, 2011, p. 317). 

Attitudinal loyalty is defined by repurchase intent, word of behaviour activity and propensity 

to refer (Dixon, 2011, p. 317). However, Dixon notes that Bolton, Lemon and Verhoef argues 

that a shift is currently ongoing from a reactive strategy of allocating resources to currently 

loyal customers, to the proactive strategy of focusing on creating and maintaining loyal 

behaviours (Dixon, 2011, p. 317). 

 

Customer purchase behaviour 

Customer purchase behaviour is a very commonly used approach – it includes examining data 

such as purchased upgrades, repurchase rates, cross-purchasing and returns (Dixon, 2011, p. 

317). One model which is typically used to do this is the RFM model, which scores customers 

on the Recency, Frequency and Monetary factors of their purchase. 

 

Share of Wallet 

‘Share of Wallet’ is a behavioural metric, which in short, is used to determine the percentage 

of a customer's purchases (for a certain category of products) that the customer purchases from 

the organization in question. Not only does this metric provide an indication of different 

customer groups’ potential value, but it is also an important input when directing the marketing 
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and sales strategies (Dixon, 2011, p. 317). It must, however, be noted that the company in 

question must be aware of the cost of marketing vs. the gross margins of the customer group, 

as the actual profitability of the segment might be negative, although the share of wallet is high 

(Dixon, 2011, p. 317). 

 

Net Promoter Scores 

‘The Net Promoter Score’ is calculated via the question: “how likely is it that you would 

recommend [organization in question] to a friend or colleague?”. Originally invented by 

Frederick Reichheld, it is a useful way to calculate whatever a customer is right, as a customer 

must be an advocate for the company to be considered (Dixon, 2011, p. 318). When using this 

metric, current customers who answer the question are divided into three groups, depending on 

what their answer is: promoters, passives and detractors (Dixon, 2011, p. 319). 

 

Customer advocacy 

The growth of e-commerce has shown that choosing an organization based on word-of-mouth 

referrals yields more sales, rather than searching the web to find a product. Therefore, it is very 

important to consider the impact that a customer can have on other customers through e.g., 

blogging, posting online reviews, participation in brand communities etc. (Dixon, 2011, p. 

319). 

 

Customer security 

When attempting to retain customers, it is vital to optimize the customer relationship and match 

or exceed the needs of the customer. Burke, Inc. has developed the Secure Customer Index in 

an attempt to measure satisfaction, the likelihood of repurchase and recommendation, brand 

preference in comparison to competitors and whether the organization is believed to have 

earned the customer’s loyalty. If the company scores high in each of these categories, the 

customer can be considered ‘secure’ (Dixon, 2011, p. 319). 

 

Profitable loyalty 

The French marketing and consulting firm IPSOS’ Profitable Loyalty metric suggests a focus 

on the customer segments that show the greatest profitable loyalty across three dimensions: 

attitude (affective commitment, brand preference), behaviour (share of wallet, momentum – 

meaning recent change in behaviour) and value (profitability) (Dixon, 2011, p. 322). 
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However, as this approach solely considers the past patterns of behaviour, attitude and profit, 

it assumes that these patterns will remain unchanged. It is, therefore, suggested for an 

organization to also introduce a forward-looking approach, to consider both present 

profitability and future profit potential (Dixon, 2011, p. 322). 

 

Customer Lifetime Value 

The Customer Lifetime Value (CLV) has a forward-looking approach and is, therefore, an ideal 

supplement to the profitable loyalty metric, as introduced above (Dixon, 2011, p. 323). It is 

defined as “the present value of all future profits achieved from a specific customer during the 

length of the customer's relationship with the organization” (Dixon, 2011, p. 323). As the CLV 

is focused on long-term profit, it positively affects the financial performance of the 

organization. There are, however, several challenges when attempting to calculate the lifetime 

value of a customer; one example is the need of forecasting the expected duration of the 

customer-organization relationship. One way of typically getting around this is by limiting it 

to a three- to five-year range (Dixon, 2011, p. 324).  

 

Although the focus is typically on retaining existing customers, it is also necessary to have 

strategies in place to attract new customers to an organization (Dixon, 2011, p. 325). To do 

this, Dixon introduces a strategy presented by Blattberg, Getz and Thomas: using a prospect 

perspective, where the acquisition process does not end with a customer's first purchase, but 

only with the execution of a repeat purchase (Dixon, 2011, p. 324). However, when using the 

CLV, all costs associated with the customer acquisition – however long the process is – must 

be taken into account (Dixon, 2011, p. 324).  

 

When estimating the expected lifetime value of a targeted market segment, two key steps are 

introduced: gathering information and determining the basis for segmenting and targeting the 

right prospective customers (Dixon, 2011, p. 324). Information that is relevant to this is e.g the 

estimated cost to acquire a customer, the average revenue generated by current customers, 

projected products to be purchased (typically based on the industry, market position, size of 

the company etc.), the estimated cost of goods sold for the estimated purchases and the 

estimated cost to service and maintain similar customers (Dixon, 2011, p. 324).  

 

Following this is the process of determining the appropriate basis for segmenting prospective 

customers. This is done in an attempt to prioritize the most attractive prospects for the 
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marketing efforts – here, the prospective customer with the highest estimated lifetime value 

will be prioritized the highest (Dixon, 2011, p. 324). This process can also be conducted by 

identifying the prospectives who are likely to yield the highest revenue in the short term, as the 

company thus maximizes both short-term results and longer-term profitability (Dixon, 2011, 

p. 324). 

 

An important thing to consider is the process of ‘de-selecting’ customers. Whilst this can seem 

very counterintuitive when the target is to gain and retain customers, this process can be 

introduced if some customers e.g only purchase low-margin products and services that yield 

no profits when the cost to service them is considered (Dixon, 2011, p. 328). Before deciding 

whether or not to ‘de-select’ and disengage a customer, it is necessary to look at both the current 

profit contribution and the lifetime value of the customer (Dixon, 2011, p. 328).  

4.2.6 Self-disclosure in relation to influencer marketing 

As touched upon in section 3.2.4, individuals often extend their selves through possessions 

(Belk, 1988, p. 139). This extension of the self also applies to self-disclosure, where it however 

contains another element, other individuals. The disclosure happens when there is an 

interaction between individuals - when an individual gives information to another individual 

(Hargie, 2017, pp. 234-235). The definition, self-disclosure, is reflected when an individual 

trusts another individual, and thereby transmits trust towards the other individual. This trust 

develops attraction towards the possession displayed and there is a social exchange in terms of 

disclosure. 

  

The self-disclosure theory is divided into three stages: trust attraction, social exchange, and 

modelling. 

Trust attraction is defined as when another individual discloses to another, which reflects trust, 

and then attracts the disclosure. When trust is created between individuals, reciprocation is 

more likely to happen (Hargie, 2017, pp. 290-292). In terms of influencer marketing, an 

influencer would, for instance, work together with a company and thereby show the company’s 

products to his or her followers on social media, for instance, Instagram. Followers of the 

influencer get validated in terms of following the influencer displaying the product, as they 

might reflect themselves or look up to that person, and in the choice and taste in regard to the 

given type of product. 
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Social exchange is defined as when an individual invests in a relationship and gets something 

in return (Hargie, 2017, pp. 292-293). An example could be a business relationship between an 

influencer and a company. Here, the company would use the influencer, the influencer’s 

personality and the influencer’s brand to reach out to the influencer’s followers and promote 

the company’s products. The social exchange happens when the business relationship is 

mutually beneficial, e.g., if the company pays the influencer monetarily or by gifting the 

influencer products. If the social exchange is not mutually beneficial, i.e., when costs outweigh 

benefits, one of the parties will likely end the business relationship or demand changes to the 

business relationship (Hargie, 2017, p. 293). 

Modelling refers to when individuals want to imitate the behaviours of others. In other words, 

when individuals disclose to other individuals. In terms of influencer marketing, an example 

of modelling could be when an influencer discloses an example of what to expect to get from 

a given product. This could e.g., be quality, exclusivity, or certain results. If the followers then 

imitate the behaviour, i.e., purchase the product and show the product in the same fashion, 

modelling is happening (Hargie, 2017, pp. 256-258). An individual can motivate and encourage 

other individuals to act alike, as individuals desire to imitate individuals they reflect themselves 

in (Hargie, 2017, pp. 293-294) 

  

The theory of self-disclosure in regard to influencer marketing can be put into perspective of 

Belk’s theory of possessions, as presented in section 3.2.4. The acquisition of certain 

possession can extend the self. This is also the case when other individuals, e.g., influencers on 

social media, display certain possessions. The items displayed by the influencers extend the 

influencer’s self which influences the followers of the influencer to perceive the items as more 

attractive and thus make the followers desire the same items to become a part of their extended 

selves. An example of this could be when an influencer displays a designer bag, e.g., a Hermès 

bag, as a part of his or her extended self and then influences followers to also want the designer 

bag to become a part of their own extended selves and thus influence the followers to model 

the influencer. In regard to self-disclosure, the possessions exist within societies, which in the 

example of influencer marketing, can be the social media world as a whole or a specific 

influencer’s social media community.  
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4.2.7 Secondary data 

The following section sets out to present the secondary data used to explore the two sub-

questions related to Daniel Wellington. 

4.2.7.1 Summary of previous project questionnaire 

In a questionnaire conducted in spring 2020 regarding the same topic as this thesis project, and 

with a focus on both customers and potential customers, the following insights are relevant in 

regard to analyzing Daniel Wellington and the company’s price settings in relation to 

stakeholder perceptions.  

  

The questionnaire consisted of a pool of 526 respondents and offered insight into potential 

customer’s perception of Daniel Wellington. 54% of respondents were female whilst 46% were 

male. All age groups were represented, although there was a significant overrepresentation of  

23-29-year-olds (21.50%), 30-39-year-olds (17.20%), and over 40 (47.66%) compared to 13-

17-year-olds (5.42%), 18-22-year-olds (8.04%). Of the 526 respondents, 52.1% were already 

acquainted with the brand (Laursen, Topholm & Wind, 2020, p. 7). These respondents 

associated the brand with the following top-four qualities: 24.70% ‘moderne’ (modern), 

17.38% ‘medium kvalitet’ (medium quality), 11.74% ‘fair værdi for pris’ (fair value for price), 

and 11.28% ‘overvurderet’ (overrated). (Laursen, Topholm & Wind, 2020, p. 8). 

Additionally, the pool of respondents with prior knowledge of Daniel Wellington primarily 

knew of the brand through social media (29.89%), and in continuation, this group of 

respondents had ‘often seen’ (20.79%) or ‘sometimes seen’ (17.42%) paid advertisements for 

Daniel Wellington on social media (Laursen, Topholm & Wind, 2020, p. 8). It must be noted 

that in the questionnaire, the term ‘social media’ covered blogs, Facebook, Instagram, 

YouTube, and the like. Furthermore, of the respondents who had seen advertisements on social 

media, the majority had a negative perception of the brand, as the responses to this type of 

advertising were distributed as follows: 0.93% ‘meget positivt’ (very positively), 18.69% 

‘positivt’ (positively), 37.38% ‘overhovedet ikke’ (not at all), 23.36% ‘negativt’ (negatively), 

12.15% ‘meget negativt’ (very negatively), and 7.48% ‘ved ikke’ (do not know) (Laursen, 

Topholm & Wind, 2020, p. 8). 

  

The remaining respondents without prior knowledge of Daniel Wellington were asked to rate 

on a scale from 1-10 how likely it would be for them to purchase a product from Daniel 
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Wellington based on a short description of the brand. Here, the mean was 2.79 out of 10 

(Laursen, Topholm & Wind, 2020, p. 8). The mean was a little higher (3.96) for respondents 

with previous knowledge of the brand (Laursen, Topholm & Wind, 2020, p. 8). 

 

A comparative analysis between the previous project questionnaire and the questionnaire 

conducted for this thesis can be found in section 4.3.1.2.  

4.2.7.2 Data from previous exam paper  

In the previous sections, data from the previous written and submitted project has been 

featured; this was done as the quantitative data gathered from the previous project is considered 

relevant and useful as a supplement to the primary data gathered for this thesis. The decision 

to feature these interviews was made as the current COVID-19 restrictions limited the 

possibility of conducting new interviews with store personnel, as the stores, at the time of 

collecting data, were closed. Along this line, an author of this thesis has partly covered the 

subject of Daniel Wellington in a previously submitted exam paper for the course ‘Business to 

Business Sales and Relations Management’ taken at Copenhagen Business School – primary 

data gathered for this exam project is also believed to be of use in this project, as it is 

information that is otherwise not available elsewhere and is, therefore, described and accounted 

for in the following section. 

 

The purpose of the exam – and the focus of the presented research question – covered Daniel 

Wellington’s relationship with their external vendors. The paper focused on customer retention 

and what means Daniel Wellington are suggested to use to increase this. 

 

The general results of the data gathered will be presented below, and full transcripts of the two 

interviews conducted for the paper are available in Appendix B. 

 

The first interview was conducted with a sales assistant at an external vendor for Daniel 

Wellington located in Frederiksberg, Denmark. At this particular store, the products of Daniel 

Wellington were (at the time of the interviews) on sale. When asked about this, the sales 

assistant interviewed highlighted some general factors: troubles with repairs and warranties, 

but also that Daniel Wellington were cumbersome in their cooperation when it came to e.g., 

order a specific item for a customer. It was emphasised that it was hard to actually get in touch 
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with Daniel Wellington when it came to this matter, as attempts of contact from the store were 

simply not returned by Daniel Wellington.  

In the interview, the sales assistant informed the interviewer that offering the products on sale 

would lead to a loss for the store, but that the store just wished to “get rid of them” and that 

“the brand was not a bestseller”. The interviewee considered it ‘rare’ that someone would 

come into the store to specifically purchase a Daniel Wellington product (Appendix G, 

interview 1). 

 

The second interview was conducted at an external vendor for Daniel Wellington. Here, the 

interviewee, who worked as a sales assistant, informed that the store actually typically 

experienced a reasonable number of sales of Daniel Wellington’s products – whilst the 

interviewee noted that the number of sales had ‘definitely decreased’ since the brands’ peak 

popularity a couple of years ago where it was considered the store’s bestseller products, the 

interviewee noted that “I still sell at least one every time I’ve got a shift” (Appendix G, 

interview 2).  

However, the interviewee also described the same points of complaints as the sales assistant at 

the other external vendor; difficulties of getting hold of the brand when it comes to repairs, 

warranty complaints and special orders of products.  

 

Both interviewees described a feeling of Daniel Wellington prioritising their own stores and e-

commerce platforms, rather than their external vendors.   

4.3 Analysis 

The following sections set out to first analyse the primary data collected for the thesis as well 

as to analyse the case company of Daniel Wellington.  

4.3.1 Analysis and presentation of data 

In the following sections, the primary data collected for the thesis will be presented and 

analysed.  
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4.3.1.1 Quantitative analysis 

Customers, in the shape of both current and potential ones, are considered great and important 

stakeholders. To gain insight into the opinions of this stakeholder group, a questionnaire has 

been distributed online. 

 

The questionnaire was anonymous to ensure that the respondents could answer freely. The 

questionnaire was available to participate in between November 26, 2020 and January 14, 2021 

and a total of 347 responses were recorded. The questions and aggregated results of each 

question are enclosed in Appendix C. The questionnaire was presented through 

www.qualtrics.com with a total of 14 questions. 

 

Before the questionnaire began, the respondents were faced with an introduction that explained 

the general subject of the questionnaire, how long it would take to complete and a disclaimer 

regarding GDPR. After this, they were faced with a number of demographic questions 

including gender, age and postal code to be able to group responses as well as to be able to 

assess the generalisability of the data collected.  

In terms of gender representation, 52.33% of respondents were female, 47.38% male, and 

0.29% preferred not to say.  

When asked their ages, 4.06% were between the ages of 13-17, 3.19% between the ages of 18-

22, 33.04% between the ages of 23-29, 15.09% between the ages of 30-39, 39.71% between 

the ages of 40-59, and 4.06% above 60. This means that respondents below 22 and above 60 

were largely underrepresented in the pool of respondents. Furthermore, it is also worth noting 

that men under 22 were even more underrepresented, as only 16% of respondents under 22 

(1.15% of total pool of respondents) were male.  

In terms of geographical location, 46.49% of total respondents were from Copenhagen or 

Greater Copenhagen. 14.33% of respondents were from the rest of Zealand. 5.26% of 

respondents were from Funen and the rest of the respondents, 32.75% were from Jutland with 

the majority of these (17.54% of total respondents) from Eastern Jutland, which primarily 

consists of Aarhus and surrounding cities. 1.17% preferred not to say. This means that there 

was a considerate overrepresentation of respondents from Copenhagen and a considerate 

underrepresentation of respondents from Funen and parts of Jutland such as Northern Jutland 

and Southern Jutland. 
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After this, the respondents were faced with a number of watch brands including Tag Heuer, 

Skagen, Tissot, Seiko, Rolex, About Vintage, Michael Kors, Daniel Wellington, Omega, and 

Casio. These brands were chosen based on a subjective judgment of which brands most Danish 

respondents would know of. Furthermore, these brands were also included based on a 

conscious choice to have brands with significantly more expensive products (Rolex, Omega, 

Tag Heuer), brands with somewhat similar price points (About Vintage, Michael Kors, Tissot, 

Seiko) and brands with less expensive products (Skagen, Casio). Here, 59.94% of respondents 

answered that they knew of Daniel Wellington, making it the 2nd least known brand of the 10 

brands included. Only About Vintage was less known with 14.12% of respondents answering 

that they knew of the brand.  

 

Here, it is worth noting that a larger percentage of 13-17-year-olds (71.43%), 18-22-year-olds 

(81.82%) and 23-29-year-olds (86.84%) knew of Daniel Wellington compared to the 30-39-

year-olds (60%), 40-59-year-olds (39.42%) and those above 60 (21.43%). This data thus shows 

that Daniel Wellington is more well-known by the younger segment. Whilst there was a slight 

difference in how many of the female respondents knew of Daniel Wellington (64.44%) and 

how many of the male respondents knew of Daniel Wellington (56.44%) this difference was 

much less significant and could simply be due to the small size of the pool of respondents.  

 

Following this, the respondents were asked to rank brands from which they found to be the 

most exclusive (1) to least exclusive (10). Only the brands which the respondent claimed 

knowledge of in the previous question were presented to them. Here, the mean of Daniel 

Wellington’s ranking was 6.63, making them the 2nd least exclusive brand of the brands 

included. Only Casio was ranked less exclusive with a mean of 7.07. Interestingly enough, 

Skagen ranked 6th with a mean of 5.49 despite having significantly cheaper products than 

Daniel Wellington. Of the brands with somewhat similar price points, Tissot was ranked 4th 

with a mean of 4.40, Seiko was ranked 5th with a mean of 4.82, Michael Kors was ranked 7th 

with a mean of 5.78 and About Vintage was ranked 8th with a mean of 6.45. Whilst this overall 

indicates a correlation between price and exclusivity, it also shows that price is not the only 

factor, as seen with Skagen.  

 

Here, Daniel Wellington was consistently placed amongst the three least exclusive brands 

across all age groups, with those over 60 ranking them the highest (8th place out of 10) and 18-
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22-year-olds ranking them the lowest (10th place out of 10). Furthermore, men were slightly 

more sceptic of Daniel Wellington (9th place out of 10) than women (8th place out of 10).  

 

Next, the respondents were presented with a number of different factors and asked to consider 

the five factors which affect their perception of a brand’s exclusivity most positively. Here, the 

top five ranking was 1. ‘quality of clockwork and strap’ (picked by 76.8% of respondents), 2. 

‘design’ (picked by 69.74% of respondents), 3. ‘reputation’ (picked by 59.08% of respondents), 

4. ‘high price’ (picked by 33.72% of respondents), and 5. ‘mentions (of the brand) from friends 

and family’ (picked by 18.73% of respondents). 

 

Here, there was a rather significant difference in what the different age groups answered. 13-

17-year-olds ranked the factors 1. ‘design’ (64.29%), 2. ‘quality of clockwork and strap’ 

(57.14%), 3. ‘mentions (of the brand) from family and friends’ (57.14%), 4. ‘reputation’ 

(42.86%), and 5. ‘popularity’ (35.71%). 18-22-year-olds ranked the factors 1. ‘quality of 

clockwork and strap’ (90.91%), 2. ‘design’ (72.73%), 3. ‘reputation’ (36.36%), 4. ‘high price’ 

(36.36%), and 5. ‘mentions (of the brand) from family and friends’ (18.18%). 23-29-year-olds 

ranked the factors 1. ‘quality of clockwork and strap’ (79.82%), 2. ‘design’ (72.81%), 3. 

‘reputation’ (70.18%), 4. ‘high price’ (43.86%), and 5. ‘popularity’ (20.16%). 30-39-year-olds 

ranked the factors 1. ‘quality of clockwork and strap’ (80%), 2. ‘design’ (69.09%), 3. 

‘reputation’ (61.82%), 4. ‘high price’ (29.09%), and 5. ‘mentions (of the brand) from family 

and friends’ (23.64%). 40-59-year-olds ranked the factors 1. ‘quality of clockwork and strap’ 

(75.18%), 2. ‘design’ (70.08%), 3. ‘reputation’ (51.82%), 4. ‘high price’ (29.2%), and 5. 

‘selection of models’ (16.79%). Those above 60 ranked the factors 1. ‘reputation’ (71.43%), 2. 

‘quality of clockwork and strap’ (57.14%), 3. ‘design’ (57.14%), 4. ‘high price’ (21.43%), and 

5. ‘selection of models’ (14.29%).  

 

This data suggests that the general popularity of the brand is more important to those under 29 

whereas the selection of models is a more important factor to those above 40.  

Furthermore, there was also a rather interesting difference in the answers between men and 

women. Female respondents ranked the factors 1. ‘design’ (69.44%), 2. ‘quality of clockwork 

and strap’ (68.33%), 3. ‘reputation’ (52.22%), 4. ‘high price’ (33.33%), and 5. mentions (of the 

brand) from family and friends’ (21.11%). Male respondents ranked the factors 1. ‘quality of 

clockwork and strap’ (85.89%), 2. ‘design’ (71.17%), 3. ‘reputation’ (68.1%), 4. ‘high price’ 

(34.35%), and 5. ‘selection of models’ (17.18%). This suggests that male respondents are 
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slightly more concerned with quality and selection of models compared to female respondents 

whereas female respondents are more concerned with the design and what family and friends 

have recommended to them compared to male respondents.  

 

Following this, the respondents were asked to choose between the same factors, this time asked 

to consider the five that affect their perception most negatively. Here, the ranking was: 1. 

‘promotions and promotional codes (e.g., from influencers)’ (picked by 53.89% of 

respondents), 2. ‘mentions (of the brand) from influencers’ (picked by 47.26% of respondents), 

3. ‘low price’ (picked by 39.19% of respondents), 4. ‘reputation’ (picked by 27.38% of 

respondents), and 5. ‘quality of clockwork and strap’ (picked by 23.92% of respondents).  

 

Once again, there was a rather significant difference in what the different age groups answered. 

13-17-year-olds ranked the factors 1. ‘low price’ (35.71%), 2. ‘high price’ (35.71%), 3. 

‘popularity’ (28.57%), 4. ‘reputation’ (28.57%), and 5. ‘quality of clockwork and strap’ 

(21.43%). 18-22-year-olds ranked the factors 1. ‘mentions (of the brand) from influencers’ 

(63.64%), 2. ‘promotions and promotional codes (e.g., from influencers)’ (45.45%), 3. ‘high 

price’ (36.36%), 4. ‘quality of clockwork and strap’ (27.27%), and 5. ‘low price’ (18.18%). 23-

29-year-olds ranked the factors 1. ‘promotions and promotional codes (e.g., from influencers)’ 

(68.42%), 2. ‘mentions (of the brand) from influencers’ (57.89%), 3. ‘low price’ (43.86%), 4. 

‘reputation’ (28.95%), and 5. ‘quality of clockwork and strap’ (20.18%). 30-39-year-olds 

ranked the factors 1. ‘mentions (of the brand) from influencers’ (54.55%), 2. ‘promotions and 

promotional codes (e.g., from influencers)’ (43.64%), 3. ‘low price’ (30.91%), 4. ‘reputation’ 

(27.27%), and 5. ‘quality of clockwork and strap’ (27.27%). 40-59-year-olds ranked the factors 

1. ‘promotions and promotional codes (e.g., from influencers)’ (52.55%), 2. ‘low price’ 

(42.34%), 3. ‘mentions (of the brand) from influencers’ (39.42%), 4. ‘reputation’ (27%), and 

5. ‘quality of clockwork and strap’ (26.28). Those above 60 ranked the factors 1. ‘promotions 

and promotional codes (e.g., from influencers)’ (42.86%), 2. ‘mentions (of the brand) from 

influencers’ (35.71%), 3. ‘low price’ (28.57%), 4. ‘reputation’ (28.57%), and 5. ‘design’ 

(28.57%).  

 

This suggests that for the 13-17-year-olds, mentions (of the brand) from influencers on social 

media and promotions and promotional codes (e.g., from influencers) are not as negative a 

factor as it seems to be for the older age groups. The factors were ranked the same between 

both genders.  
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Afterwards, the people who claimed knowledge of Daniel Wellington as a brand (59.94% of 

total respondents) were faced with a number of questions. Respondents were asked about where 

they knew Daniel Wellington from. Here, the majority of those with previous knowledge of 

Daniel Wellington (32%) chose ‘jewellery stores (goldsmiths, malls, jewellery shops etc.)’. 

21.35% claimed knowledge from ‘family and friends’ and 19.10% claimed knowledge from 

‘influencers on social media’.  

 

Here, there was also a significant difference between the different age groups. Here, 13-17-

year-olds primarily answered, ‘family and friends’ (44.44%) and ‘influencers on social media’ 

(22.22%). 18-22-year-olds primarily answered, ‘jewellery stores (goldsmiths, malls, jewellery 

shops etc.)’ (85.71%) and ‘influencers on social media’ (14.29%). 23-29-year-olds primarily 

answered, ‘influencers on social media’ (36%) and ‘jewellery stores (goldsmiths, malls, 

jewellery shops etc.)’ (28%). 30-39-year-olds primarily answered, ‘jewellery stores 

(goldsmiths, malls, jewellery shops etc.)’ (40%) and ‘family and friends’ (26.67%). 40-59-

year-olds primarily answered, ‘jewellery stores (goldsmiths, malls, jewellery shops etc.)’ 

(29.63%) and ‘family and friends’ (27.78%). The three respondents above 60 respectively 

answered ‘jewellery stores (goldsmiths, malls, jewellery shops etc.)’ (33.33%), ‘Other’ 

(33.33%) and ‘regular advertisements on social media’ (33.33%).  

 

Furthermore, there was also a rather interesting difference in the answers between men and 

women. Women primarily answered, ‘jewellery stores (goldsmiths, malls, jewellery shops 

etc.)’ (30.34%) and ‘influencers on social media’ (29.21%) whereas men primarily answered 

‘jewellery stores (goldsmiths, malls, jewellery shops etc.)’ (33.71%) and ‘family and friends’ 

(22.47%), suggesting that more women seem to be exposed to advertisements for Daniel 

Wellington from influencers on social media than men.  

 

After this, the same respondents were asked if they had previously seen advertisements with 

promotional codes or sales on Daniel Wellington’s products. Here, 20.79% claimed to have 

seen such advertisements for Daniel Wellington ‘often’, whilst an additional 17.42% claimed 

to have seen such advertisements for the brand ‘sometimes’. That means that a total of 38.21% 

had often seen or sometimes seen such advertisements. 48.88% claimed to never have seen 

such advertisements for the brand whilst 12.92% chose ‘do not know’. 
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Here, a significantly larger percentage of the 13-17-year-olds, 18-22-year-olds, and 23-29-

year-olds had seen advertisements with promotional codes or sales for Daniel Wellington. Of 

the 13-17-year-olds, 33.33% had seen such advertisements often and 11.11% had seen such 

advertisements sometimes, meaning that a total of 44.44% of 13-17-year-olds had often or 

sometimes seen such advertisements. Of the 18-22-year-olds, 28.57% had seen such 

advertisements often and 28.57% had seen such advertisements sometimes, meaning that a total 

of 57.17% of 18-22-year-olds had often or sometimes seen such advertisements. Of the 23-29-

year-olds, 37.33% had seen such advertisements often and 21.33% had seen such 

advertisements sometimes, meaning that a total of 58.66% of 23-29-year-olds had often or 

sometimes seen such advertisements. Of the 30-39-year-olds, 6.67% had seen such 

advertisements often and 10% had seen such advertisements sometimes, meaning that a total 

of 16.67% of 30-39-year-olds had often or sometimes seen such advertisements. Of the 40-59-

year-olds, 3.7% had seen such advertisements often and 12.96% had seen such advertisements 

sometimes, meaning that a total of 16.66% of 40-59-year-olds had often or sometimes seen 

such advertisements. Of those above 60, 0% had seen such advertisements often and 66.67% 

had seen such advertisements sometimes. For this age group it is however worth noting that 

the pool of respondents above 60 consisted of three respondents for this question and thus this 

particular result can, therefore, not be considered generalisable.  

 

This suggests that such advertisements may be more targeted towards 13-17-year-olds, 18-22-

year-olds, and 23-29-year-olds or that these are at least the age groups that respond to this type 

of marketing approach.  

As with the previous question, there was once again a rather interesting difference in the 

answers between men and women. For the women, 32.58% had seen such advertisements often 

and 22.22% had seen such advertisements sometimes. That means that 52.8% of women had 

often or sometimes seen such advertisements. For the men, 8.99% had seen such 

advertisements often and 14.61% had seen such advertisements sometimes. That means that 

23.6% of men had often or sometimes seen such advertisements. This suggests that such 

advertisements may be more targeted towards women or that women are at least generally more 

likely to respond to this type of marketing approach than men.  

 

Those who claimed previous knowledge of Daniel Wellington from influencers on social media 

were then asked how and to which degree this may have affected their perception of the brand. 
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Here, 38.24% chose ‘very negatively’, 35.29% chose ‘negatively’, 11.76% claimed ‘not at all’, 

11.76% chose ‘positively’, 0% chose ‘very positively’ and 2.94% ‘do not know’.  

 

Here, there was also an interesting difference between what the different age groups answered. 

For the 13-17-year-olds 50% chose ‘positively’ and 50% chose ‘not at all’. For the 18-22-year-

olds, 100% chose ‘very negatively’. For the 23-29-year-olds, 7.41% chose ‘positively’, 7.41% 

chose ‘not at all’, 44.44% chose ‘negatively’, 10% chose ‘very negatively’ and 3.7% chose ‘do 

not know’. For the 30-39-year-olds, 33.33% chose ‘not at all’ and 66.67% chose ‘very 

negatively’. For the 40-59-year-olds, 100% chose ‘positively’. There were no respondents over 

60 for this question. This data suggests that the 18-22-year-olds, 23-29-year-olds, and the 30-

39-year-olds are more negatively affected by mentions (of the brand) from influencers on social 

media than the 13-17-year-olds and those above 40. It is however also worth noting that the 

pool of respondents was with a total of 34 respondents rather small for this question and thus 

this particular result may, therefore, not be considered generalisable.  

 

For this question there was also a significant difference between the responses from men and 

women. For the women, 15.38% chose ‘positively’, 11.54% chose ‘not at all’, 30.77% chose 

‘negatively’, 38.46% chose ‘very negatively’, and 3.85% chose ‘do not know’. This means that 

for 15.38% of the women were positively affected by mentions (of the brand) from influencers 

on social media and 69.23% of the women were negatively affected by mentions (of the brand) 

from influencers on social media. For the men, 12.5% chose ‘not at all’, 50% chose 

‘negatively’, and 37.5% chose ‘very negatively’. This means that 87.5% of men were 

negatively affected by mentions (of the brand) from influencers on social media.  

 

This data suggests that whilst it is true for both genders that mentions (of the brand) from 

influencers on social media affects their perception of the brand negatively, a larger percentage 

of men are affected negatively compared to women.  

 

Those who claimed to have often or sometimes seen advertisements with promotional codes or 

sales for Daniel Wellington were then asked how and to which degree this may have affected 

their perception of the brand. Here, 24.32% chose ‘very negatively’, 51.35% chose 

‘negatively’, 16.22% chose ‘not at all’, 5.41% chose ‘positively’ and 2.70% chose ‘very 

positively’ and 0% chose ‘do not know’.  
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Here, there was once again an interesting difference between what the different age groups 

answered. For the 13-17-year-olds 66.67% chose ‘not at all’ and 33.33% chose ‘negatively’. 

For the 18-22-year-olds, 50% chose ‘very positively’ and 50% chose ‘very negatively’. For the 

23-29-year-olds, 7.41% chose ‘positively’, 10.71% chose ‘not at all’, 57.14% chose 

‘negatively’, and 25% chose ‘very negatively’. For the 30-39-year-olds, 50% chose ‘not at all’ 

and 50% chose ‘very negatively’. For the 40-59-year-olds, 100% chose ‘negatively’. There 

were no respondents over 60 for this question. This data suggests that those above 23 are more 

sceptic towards this type of marketing approach compared to the 13-17-year-olds and the 18-

22-year-olds.  

 

For this question, there was once again also a significant difference between the responses from 

men and women. For the women, 3.45% chose ‘very positively’, 3.45% chose ‘positively’, 

20.69% chose ‘not at all’, 58.62% chose ‘negatively’, and 13.79% chose ‘very negatively’. For 

the men, 12.5% chose ‘positively’, 25% chose ‘negatively’, and 62.5% chose ‘very negatively’. 

This data suggests that whilst it is true for both genders that this type of marketing approach 

affects their perception of the brand negatively, a larger percentage of the women were not 

fazed by this type of marketing approach compared to men.  

 

Lastly, the respondents were asked to leave their email addresses in case they were willing to 

answer a number of follow-up questions. Here, 29.1% left their email addresses. The email 

addresses will not be disclosed in this thesis, as the respondents were promised full anonymity. 

The results of the follow-up questions sent out via email are presented in section 4.3.1.3. 

 

To sum up, the data gathered from this questionnaire first of all shows that Daniel Wellington 

as a brand is more known by those under 30 compared to those over 30 and that slightly more 

women than men know of the brand. The data also shows that the men that do know of Daniel 

Wellington are slightly more sceptical towards the brand compared to the women that know of 

the brand, although this difference is very slight and can be argued to be due to the size of the 

pool of respondents.  

 

For which factors affect the perceived exclusivity of a brand positively and negatively 

respectively, the data suggests that those under 30 are more concerned with the general 

popularity of a brand when judging a brand’s exclusivity than those over 30, whereas those 

over 40 are more concerned with the selection of models when judging a brand’s exclusivity 
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than those under 40. Here, the data also shows that especially men are concerned with the 

selection of models with more men choosing this option than women, whereas women are more 

concerned with design and what their family and friends think compared to men. The data also 

shows that whilst there is a general tendency towards promotions and promotional codes (e.g., 

from influencers) and mentions (of the brand) from influencers affecting the perceived 

exclusivity of the brand negatively, this did not quite seem to be the case for the 13-17-year-

olds whereas it most definitely was the case for the rest of the age groups. 

 

Most respondents with previous knowledge of Daniel Wellington knew of the brand through 

jewellery stores, family and friends, or influencers on social media.  

Almost 40% had previously seen advertisements with promotional codes or sales for Daniel 

Wellington, which mostly had a negative effect on their perception of the brand with around 

75% of respondents claiming just this. This was particularly the case for those above the age 

of 23.  

Of those with previous knowledge of Daniel Wellington through influencers on social media, 

also almost 75% said that the fact that they had gotten to know the brand through influencers 

on social media had affected their perception of the brand negatively. Here, slightly more men 

said that this had affected their perception negatively compared to women, although this 

difference was once again somewhat slight.  

4.3.1.2 Comparative analysis of questionnaires 

This section will have the point of departure in both the questionnaire conducted in the spring 

of 2020 and the questionnaire conducted in the winter of 2020, to see if the results of the 

questionnaires are similar and thus provide a stronger basis for generalising (Laursen, Topholm 

& Wind, 2020). For the purpose of the comparative analysis, the questionnaire from spring 

2020 will be referred to as Q1 and the questionnaire from winter 2020 will be referred to as 

Q2. For the rest of the thesis, when referring to ‘questionnaire respondents’, this refers to the 

questionnaire from winter 2020.  

The questions for Q2 were partly created taking their point of departure in the questions from 

Q1 and thus the following will examine the questions that are in fact comparable. As some 

questions had a rather small pool of respondents, particularly when looking at what the different 

age groups responded, the following will focus on the results that had a larger pool of 

respondents, as it can be argued that a question with a pool of respondents in a certain age 
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group of e.g., three respondents cannot at all be considered generalisable and is, therefore, not 

useful in relation to giving a meaning answer to the problem statement of this thesis.  

 

Q1 had 526 respondents whereas Q2 had 347 respondents. In Q1, 53.08% were female and 

46.17% were male. In Q2, 52.33% were female and 47.38% were male, which means that the 

gender representation was fairly equal in the two questionnaires. In terms of how old the 

respondents were in the two questionnaires, in Q1, 13-17-year-olds made up 5.42% of 

respondents compared to 4.04% in Q2. Likewise, in Q1, 18-22-year-olds made up 8.04% of 

respondents compared to 3.19% in Q2. 23-29-year-olds made up 21.5% of respondents in Q1 

compared to 33.04% in Q2. In Q1, 47.66% were above 40 compared to 39.71% of respondents 

in Q2 being 40–59-year-old and 4.06% being above 60. Those above 40 were split into two 

age groups in Q2, as a majority of respondents in Q1 belonged to this age group. Therefore, in 

the following the two age groups 40-59 and 60+ from Q2 will be presented as one (40+) to 

make the data comparable to the data from Q1. This means that the age representation was also 

somewhat similar in the two questionnaires with slight deviations as presented above.  

 

In Q1 52.1% of respondents had previous knowledge of Daniel Wellington compared to 

59.94% of respondents in Q2. This means that the number of respondents who knew of Daniel 

Wellington before the questionnaire was rather similar between the two questionnaires.  

 

Q1 revealed that respondents who have previous knowledge of Daniel Wellington chose to 

describe the brand and their watches as modern, of medium quality, and to be sold for a fair 

price among the top three qualities. Based on this, it can be argued Daniel Wellington's products 

stand somewhat in contrast to what the respondents consider to be exclusive, as respondents in 

Q2 state that the following have a positive influence on exclusivity: quality, design, reputation, 

high price, and recommendations from friends and family. The consumer's perception of Daniel 

Wellington from Q1 contrasts their perception of exclusivity, as ‘medium quality’ and ‘fair 

price’ are not in accordance with what is generally perceived to be exclusive such as ‘high 

price’ and ‘quality’. Additionally, in Q2, when respondents were asked to rank the brands that 

they know of, Daniel Wellington ranked amongst the three least exclusive of the brands 

presented, as mentioned in 4.3.1.1, which further supports the notion that Daniel Wellington is 

not generally perceived to be a highly exclusive brand in the eyes of the consumers.  
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Both questionnaires revealed that a rather large percentage of respondents had previous 

knowledge of Daniel Wellington from social media and influencer marketing, respectively 

28.89% in Q1 and 19.10% in Q2. This signals that Daniel Wellington’s marketing efforts are 

highly visible on social media and through influencer marketing.  

In Q1 all age groups except for the 13-17-year-olds mainly knew of Daniel Wellington through 

social media. The 13-17-year-olds primarily knew of the brand through friends and family. 

However, in Q2, when looking at the different age groups and how they responded, for the age 

groups 18-22, 23-29, 30-39 and 40+, the majority had previous knowledge of the brand from 

stores and jewellers. Again, a majority of the 13-17-years-olds knew of the brand via friends 

and family.  

 

In relation to advertising and marketing efforts, the two questionnaires are also comparable as 

respondents in both questionnaires had ‘often seen’ or ‘sometimes seen’ promotional 

advertisements. Furthermore, advertisements via social media had affected their perception of 

Daniel Wellington negatively in both questionnaires. In Q1 the age groups that most often 

(those who responded ‘ja, ofte’) had been exposed to promotions and advertisements on social 

media were the age groups 13-17, 18-22, and 23-29 compared to Q2 where the age groups that 

were most often exposed to promotions and advertisements on social media were mainly 13-

17 and 23-29. Interestingly, in Q2 ‘promotions and promotional codes’ and ‘mentions from 

influencers’ were the two factors, among various others, that had the most negative 

manifestations in regard to advertisements for watches.  

For gender representation, in Q1, 27.91% of men had seen advertisements often compared to 

54.08% of women. In Q2, only 8.99% of men had seen advertisements often compared to 

32.58% of women.  

Looking at the overall responses, 60.67% of the men and 37.08% of women, who participated 

in Q2, had not seen promotional advertisements from Daniel Wellington, compared to 18.6% 

of men and 17.35% of women in Q1. Although this development in the results of the later 

questionnaire, where more respondents said that they had not seen advertisements, does not 

seem natural, this data suggests that these particular results cannot be considered generalisable. 

To generalise on this, more data would have to be gathered on this matter.  

  

Interestingly, in Q1, respondents with previous knowledge of the brand showed a higher 

probability to purchase a watch from Daniel Wellington compared to the respondents who had 

no prior knowledge of the brand. This is despite the fact that a majority of the respondents who 
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knew of Daniel Wellington, had had their perception of the brand affected negatively by their 

marketing efforts via social media. However, in Q2, when respondents were asked to identify 

which five factors from a list of 10 predetermined factors influenced their perception of a 

brand’s exclusivity most negatively, both respondents with knowledge of Daniel Wellington 

as well as respondents with no knowledge of the brand, ranked ‘promotions and influencer 

marketing’ as features that detracted on brands’ perceived exclusivity.  

 

In continuation, despite both promotional codes and influencer marketing generating mostly 

negative manifestations in the minds of the respondents, promotional codes seem to generate 

slightly more negative manifestations with 75.67% of respondents in Q2 claiming that 

promotional codes affect their perceptions of a brand either negatively’ or ‘very negatively 

compared to 73.53% claiming the same in regard to influencer marketing. Interestingly, 

however, influencer marketing seems to generate more intense negative manifestations, with 

38.24% choosing ‘very negatively’ specifically compared to 24.32% choosing ‘very 

negatively’ in regard to promotional codes.  

This is interesting as Q1 showed that the respondents with previous knowledge of the brand 

were slightly more likely to purchase a Daniel Wellington watch than the respondents with no 

knowledge of the brand, despite the fact that they 1) had seen promotions and influencer 

marketing on social media, and 2) these marketing efforts were perceived negatively by them. 

In Q1, when asked about Daniel Wellington advertisements on social media and whether these 

had affected their perception of the brand, only 35.51% of the responses stated that the 

advertisements had affected their perception ‘very negatively’ and ‘negatively’ combined. This 

is despite the fact that a larger majority of the respondents had become acquainted with Daniel 

Wellington via social media compared to respondents in Q2 as aforementioned. In other words, 

influencer marketing and promotional codes have, at least for the respondents of the 

questionnaires, generated a negative effect on how they perceive the brand. Whilst there is a 

slight difference between which is worse between the results of the two questionnaires, this 

difference is minor and thus also inconclusive.  

  

When comparing the results of the two datasets, it is possible to state that the results are 

somewhat comparable. Even though respondents were exposed to slightly different questions 

in the two questionnaires, both sets of data conclude the same in regard to consumers' 

perceptions of exclusivity and how these perceptions can be influenced by marketing efforts 

by promotions and discount codes and influencer marketing. Furthermore, the results of the 
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questionnaire reveal that a larger percentage of women tend to be exposed to promotional 

advertisements from Daniel Wellington through social media compared to men.  

4.3.1.3 Email interviews 

As described in section 2.2.2, email interviews were conducted with respondents from the 

questionnaire – 14 responses in total were collected. All respondents of the questionnaire had 

the opportunity to leave their contact information when answering the questionnaire if they 

wished to allow for further questions. 

 

The first question was about whether their opinions of Daniel Wellington have changed in the 

time period in which they had known of the brand. This question probed a number of very 

different responses. Some of the responses claimed that their opinion and perception of the 

brand had not changed at all and noted that they had purchased the products for e.g., their wife 

or their daughter. Another respondent noted that his understanding of the brand had developed 

into a more positive perception over time:  

 

"In terms of quality, I initially doubted whether the watches were 'proper', mainly due 

to the relatively cheap price [...]. Today, I see the brand as a safe, budget-friendly and 

sensible solution” (Appendix H, interview 3). 

 

The same opinion was expressed by another respondent who noted: “My attitude has probably 

changed as I have seen people wear the watches and as I have seen them in several stores; 

exposure = perceived quality/popularity” (Appendix H, interview 8), emphasising the fact that 

for some, popularity and exposure can be a factor which affects their perception positively. 

 

Others noted that their opinion had also changed, but for the worse. Several noted that their 

initial opinion of the brand was actually rather positive, but turned negative over time – one 

example being the following respondent who expresses that his opinion of the brand changed 

as his general understanding of watches grew: 

 

“I initially noticed the watch due to its popularity in my circle of friends [...] I thought 

the watch was elegantly and stylishly designed, which I still do. In terms of quality, I 
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had no understanding of the watch, neither in mechanical terms nor on ‘the finish’, but 

I did perceive the watch as a watch of reasonable quality [...]. 

As my interest in watches has increased, I have become increasingly aware of the lack 

of quality in the watches from Daniel Wellington. As a result of my growing awareness 

of the quality of various brands, it became clear to me that Daniel Wellington was 

nothing more than a mass-produced watch from China marketed as an exclusive watch. 

Daniel Wellington have gone from being a watch that I could to some extent imagine 

myself wearing to me not wanting to ever wear or buy one” (Appendix H, interview 4). 

 

This point is supported by another respondent who describes how he initially considered the 

brand to be quite fashionable and forward-thinking and that he was rather impressed with both 

their “nice, simple watches” (Appendix H, interview 4) and the impressive growth rates of the 

company in its first years, but that their lack of innovation in recent years has affected his 

opinion negatively. 

Another respondent notes that his opinion has changed negatively as he considers it a “cheap, 

fashion watch”, arguing that it had just as quick an exit from the market as its entrance and 

initial popularity. This point is supported by another respondent who claims that his perception 

of the brand was rather negative from the start – noting that whilst the price point was in the 

higher end of ‘normal watches’, it was primarily a “fairly anonymous watch for people who do 

not dare take a stand” (Appendix H, interview 13) and that he believes that it can be 

categorised with brands such as Audi and Tommy Hilfiger, which are “a bit expensive, but 

also quite boring brands that do not stand out” (Appendix H, interview 13) and that this has 

only affected his opinion to be even more negative. 

 

Yet another respondent noted that her opinion had also changed for the worse. She initially 

perceived the brand to be rather exclusive and was surprised at the price range of the products 

as she, considering her perception of the quality and the design, had expected a higher price 

point. She notes that her perception of the brand has primarily changed to be more negative, 

because of their influencer collaborations: 

  

“I think the brand has lost a lot of its exclusivity due to their social media marketing. 

It seems like they are giving any influencer over 1000 followers a discount code [...] 

For me, it has had a slightly negative effect, as it does not seem that they are 
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investigating whether it even makes sense to give certain influencers a discount code 

and enter into a partnership with them” (Appendix H, interview 11). 

 

Thus, there are varying opinions on the matter. For some, their opinions of Daniel Wellington 

are rather positive, but for a majority of the interviewed respondents, negative opinions are 

stated with many stating a lack of quality and the use of influencer marketing as the primary 

reasons. 

 

In the second question, the respondents were asked to consider which factors they believe 

Daniel Wellington should work on if they wish to achieve a more exclusive market position in 

the future - both in terms of product, marketing and other factors. 

 

Whilst a few of the respondents noted that they believed that their current strategy of marketing 

and branding was sufficient, many had suggestions for what could be done. 

One respondent notes that he believes that the biggest factors which affect his perception of 

exclusivity are the quality of the product, nice packaging, and a good buying experience 

(Appendix H, interview 2). The quality of the watch is a recurring factor with many of the 

respondents noting this as the one thing that they would change to achieve a greater amount of 

exclusivity – with one respondent simply summing it up by saying: “they should make some 

nicer watches of better quality” (Appendix H, interview 13). 

 

Another respondent even notes that he believes that Daniel Wellington is in no way able to 

achieve exclusivity in his mind as it is without a drastic revamp in quality: 

 

“In my perspective, DW is not a candidate to achieve an exclusive market position due 

to the mix of price/quality and target group [...] the only option would be to introduce 

a design line where the quality of the materials must be increased [...]” (Appendix H, 

interview 6). 

 

Yet another suggestion was about the ‘front figures’ used in marketing. This respondent noted 

that more exclusive brands used ‘famous people’ (mentioning examples such as Tag Heuer’s 

Brad Pitt and Leonardo Dicaprio and Omega’s George Clooney and Cindy Crawford) to wear 

their watches, stating that persons such as Amalie Szigethy or Linse (both famous Danish 

reality stars) should not be used by an exclusive brand. The point about usage of influencers 
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and reality stars are made by several different respondents, with one person noting that “when 

it comes to watches, I prefer something that not everyone wears and I do not mind paying extra 

to avoid that” and with one respondent simply stating: “If they were to appear more exclusive, 

they would have to stop making the watch such ‘common property’ on SoMe” (Appendix H, 

interview 5). Another respondent notes that whilst the use of influencers, in particular, is not 

the problem, it seems as if “all young girls and boys who want to play influencers get free 

watches and a discount code [...]”, suggesting that Daniel Wellington must “find influencers 

or ambassadors who truly represent the brand's values and cut down heavily on the discount 

codes, as it affects the aim of an exclusive market position badly” (Appendix H, interview 14). 

 

Another respondent suggests a general overhaul of the company’s strategies; he notes that 

beyond improving the quality of the product, several other things must be done to achieve 

exclusivity in his mind: 

 

“[...] the price must be significantly higher (DKK 4-7,000 for a watch), marketing must 

be targeted at a slightly older segment so that it does not just become a ‘confirmation 

watch’, They must stop producing in other product categories (e.g., jewellery) and 

focus on being a watch brand and develop different styles there - currently they hit only 

one out of maybe 5 of the biggest categories (Diving Watches, Chronograph, etc.)” 

(Appendix H, interview 12). 

 

This is supported by another respondent who suggests the introduction of a ‘Hero product’ (a 

term used to describe a brand’s bestseller and their ‘biggest pride’) that is priced at a higher 

point than the rest of their products, but which is also of better quality. This respondent notes 

that something similar was done by the Danish watch brand About Vintage, who collaborated 

with Frédérique Constant (a Swiss luxury watch brand) to produce a limited edition watch of 

which only 100 were produced, priced at 30.000 DKK, which attracted a large number of watch 

connoisseurs to the brand (Appendix H, interview 14). 

 

Thus, there seems to be a general consensus between the respondents that two of the biggest 

factors which Daniel Wellington must work on to be perceived more exclusively is those of 

quality and marketing strategies. The lack of quality is described to be one of the biggest 

problems in the minds of consumers with a large percentage of those suggesting that this is one 

of the ultimate reasons that they have a negative perception of the brand. Similarly, the 
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responses suggest that many consumers believe that it seems as if ‘everyone’ is eligible to 

promote the products of Daniel Wellington - something that does not seem to reflect well on 

the brand. 

4.3.1.4 Experiment  

As described in section 2.2.3, an experiment with a fictitious brand was conducted to assess 

the effects of influencer marketing and promotional codes as a marketing effort whilst also 

eliminating other factors such as the product life cycle, potential general dislike for watches, 

potential general dislike for the brand etc. For this, a fictitious brand akin to Daniel Wellington 

named Arthur Noble was created. Six respondents from the questionnaire agreed to participate 

in the experiment. The following sets out to present and analyse the findings from the 

experiment.  

  

In the first part of the interview, the interviewees were told to look around a website created 

for Arthur Noble and comment on what they saw. Once three minutes had passed, the 

interviewees were furthermore asked what their immediate impression of the brand was. Here, 

words such as ‘stylish’ (4 out of 6 mentioned this), ‘high quality’ (4), ‘high-end/fancy’ (4), 

‘minimalistic’ (3), and ‘simple’ (2) were mentioned as words the interviewees associated with 

the brand based on what they had seen on the website.  

  

Following this, the interviewees were asked to rank Arthur Noble on a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being 

not exclusive and 10 being very exclusive. Here, the average was 6, the median was 7, the high 

was 7.5, and the low was 6.  

Finally, the interviewees were asked on a scale of 1 to 10 how likely it would be for them to 

purchase a pair of sunglasses from the brand based on their immediate impression. Here, the 

average was just above 4, the median was 3.5, the high was 9, and the low was 2. Here, some 

of the interviewees with lower ranks noted that it was mostly due to the fact that they either are 

not on the lookout for new sunglasses or because they simply do not use sunglasses.  

  

In the second part of the interview, the interviewees were sent a link to a fictitious Instagram 

feed consisting of 15 posts that were a picture of regular posts from regular people and fictitious 

sponsored Instagram posts for Arthur Noble from influencer profiles. An example of what one 

of these posts might look like can be seen in Appendix E. Once again, the interviewees were 
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told that they could comment as they scrolled through the feed and after they had scrolled 

through the feed, they were once again asked what their impression of the brand was now. 

Here, words such as ‘cool’ (1), ‘trustworthy’ (1), and ‘high-end’ (1) were mentioned, but some 

interviewees also mentioned more negative words such as e.g., ‘cheap’ (1).  

  

When asked about their immediate impression, one interviewee noted: “It seems like they’re 

trying to reach a broader target group by using these influencers, but it still seems like a pretty 

luxurious product. It’s not so luxurious that it’s only attainable for very few people though” 

(Appendix F, interview 2). However, not all interviewees were as impressed with the influencer 

advertisements, with another interviewee noting: “The fact that they make such heavy use of 

influencers makes it seem like they’re trying to make their brand seem more popular than it 

actually is” (Appendix F, interview 3) and another noting: “Some influencers are known for 

advertising for cheaper, low-quality products. So, when I see that type of influencer advertising 

for a product, I instantly think of the product as being of lower quality. The discount codes and 

cheap products don’t appeal to me” (Appendix F, interview 4).  

  

Following this, the interviewees were once again asked to rank Arthur Noble on a scale of 1 to 

10, 1 being not exclusive and 10 being very exclusive. Here, the average was 6.3, the median 

was 7.25, the high was 8, and the low was 3.  

Finally, the interviewees were asked on a scale of 1 to 10, how likely it would be for them to 

purchase a pair of sunglasses from the brand after having seen sponsored posts for Arthur Noble 

from a number of influencer profiles. Here, the average was 3.75, the median was 3, the high 

was 9, and the low was 1.  

  

In the third and final part of the interview, the interviewees were sent yet another link to a 

fictitious Instagram feed consisting of 15 posts that were a picture of regular posts from regular 

people and fictitious sponsored Instagram posts for Arthur Noble from different influencer 

profiles. The structure of this feed was the same way as described above and an example of this 

feed can thus also be seen in Appendix E. Once again, the interviewees were told that they 

could comment as they scrolled through the feed and after they had scrolled through the feed, 

they were once again asked what their impression of the brand was now. Here, words such as 

‘fashionable’ (1), ‘untrustworthy’ (1), ‘Bad value for money’ (1), and ‘cheap’ (1) were 

mentioned as words the interviewees associated with the brand.  
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Here, several things were noted by the interviewees about the use of influencers as a marketing 

strategy, with one interviewee noting “I don’t like it when influencers try to make me buy a 

certain product in a forceful manner. So I probably wouldn’t even pay attention to this type of 

content” (Appendix F, interview 6). Several interviewees also noted things regarding the 

choice of influencers with one interviewee saying “[using certain influencers] can really make 

the exclusivity of a brand plummet to zero” (Appendix F, interview 4) and another interviewee 

noting “if I first heard of the brand through this type of influencer, I don’t think my first 

impression would be very good [...], it seems kind of ill-considered when brand use this type 

of influencer” (Appendix F, interview 6).  

Following this, the interviewees were once again asked to rank Arthur Noble on a scale of 1 to 

10, 1 being not exclusive and 10 being very exclusive. Here, the average was 5.8, the median 

was 6, the high was 8, and the low was 3.  

Finally, the interviewees were asked on a scale of 1 to 10, how likely it would be for them to 

purchase a pair of sunglasses from the brand after having seen another feed of sponsored posts 

for Arthur Noble from a number of influencer profiles. Here, the average was 2.4, the median 

was 2, the high was 3.5, and the low was 1.  

  

To finish off the interviews, the interviewees were asked if they had any final comments on the 

brand and their choice of marketing strategy. Here, one interviewee commented on the use of 

influencers by saying: “They use a lot of reality TV personalities, YouTubers and bloggers [...] 

For some of the influencers, it seems as if they haven’t done their research in terms of which 

influencers they use and what their reputation is. To me, that reflects badly on them” 

(Appendix F, interview 3).  

Another interviewee reflected on the effects of influencer marketing by saying: “It’s all about 

which influencers, how many influencers and over how much time said influencers are 

advertising for a certain product. One wrong move can trigger a ‘No thanks’ feeling towards 

the brand, which is a shame when you actually started out liking the idea of the brand” 

(Appendix F, interview 4). In relation to creating an exclusive image, the same interviewee 

added: “With the reality TV personality group of influencers, you are able to reach a lot of 

people and probably also sell a lot of products within a short time span. That’s perfectly fine, 

but then you just shouldn’t aim for creating an exclusive image – to me, those two things seem 

contradictory” (Appendix F, interview 4). 
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Based on the above presentation of the data collected in the experiment, it is possible to set up 

the data on how exclusive the brand is perceived to be in the following graph: 

 

 
  Figure 8, how exclusivity was rated in the experiment 

 

The graph shows a number of interesting trends. First of all, both the average and the median 

increases slightly between the interviewees viewing the website and the interviewees viewing 

the first Instagram feed. This suggests that using influencers to advertise for a product or brand 

can most definitely increase the perceived exclusivity of said product or brand. However, 

judging by the fact that both the average and the median decrease between the first Instagram 

feed and the second Instagram feed, it seems that the choice of influencers and possibly also 

the frequency of how often these advertisements from influencers show up on the feed can 

affect the perceived exclusivity of a brand negatively. This is not only supported by some of 

the quotes included above, but also in the graph on the lowest score, which decreases from a 6 

to a 3 and ultimately ends up at a 1 after the second Instagram feed. This suggests that, to some 

individuals, the use of influencer marketing seems considerably off-putting. However, it is also 

worth noting that the highest score increased between the website and the first Instagram feed 

and maintained the high score between the first and the second Instagram feed. This thus 

suggests that it is not the case for all individuals that the use of influencer marketing affects the 

perceived exclusivity of a brand negatively.  
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Based on the data collected it is also possible to set up a graph on how influencer marketing 

affects the likelihood of the interviewees purchasing the product. This can be visualised in the 

following graph:  

 
Figure 9, how likelihood of purchase was rated in the experiment 

 

This graph also shows a number of interesting trends. In contrast to the graph on exclusivity, 

both the average and the median decreased between each of the three different parts of the 

experiment. This means that there is a slight incongruity between how the perceived exclusivity 

developed throughout the experiment and how the likelihood of purchase developed throughout 

the experiment, which suggests that the link between the exclusivity of a product and how 

appealing a product is to the consumer might be weaker than first anticipated.  

Another interesting point to note is the fact that the highest score in regard to likelihood of 

purchase decreases significantly with 61% between the first and the second Instagram feed, as 

this was not the case with the highest score in regard to exclusivity. This once again implies 

incongruity between the perceived exclusivity and the likelihood of purchase and indicates that 

the likelihood of purchase may be affected more negatively by the use of certain influencers 

than the perceived exclusivity, although both are generally affected negatively.  

  

To sum up, the data from the experiment shows that whilst the use of influencers can affect the 

perceived exclusivity of a brand positively, using certain influencers, especially those whose 

values may not correspond with the values of the brand, can also affect the perceived 

exclusivity of a brand negatively. The data furthermore suggest incongruity between perceived 

exclusivity and likelihood of purchase, as the data collected for the experiment suggested that 

influencer marketing generally speaking affects the likelihood of purchase negatively in the 
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case of the six interviewees interviewed for the experiment. In this regard, it must be noted that 

the scope of the experiment was rather small and additional interviews would have to be made 

to conclude anything solely based on the data collected in the experiment.   

4.3.2 Analysis of Daniel Wellington 

In the following sections, the case company of Daniel Wellington will be analysed with offset 

in the Corporate Brand Identity Matrix, as presented in section 4.2.1, and uniqueness drivers, 

as presented in 4.2.2. 

4.3.2.1 Corporate Brand Identity Matrix 

The aim of this section is to analyse Daniel Wellington’s brand identity on the basis of the 

Corporate Brand Identity Matrix as presented in section 4.2.1. The matrix is used as a tool to 

gain a better understanding of Daniel Wellington as a brand, the position the company aims to 

take in the market, the company’s customers, and the company’s marketing efforts. 

  

The nine elements 

Value proposition 

With a timeless and classic look of the brand’s products, the company wishes to appeal to a 

broad audience of consumers as supported by the description on their website: “We believe 

that the traditional yet crisp design of our watches [...] will appeal to everyone with a taste for 

classic and timeless design” (Daniel Wellington - design, n.d.). The company furthermore 

wishes to appeal to this broad audience in a wide array of occasions, which is made evident by 

the following description also from the website: “the Daniel Wellington watch is suitable for 

any occasion” – whether this being a suit-and-tie event or a day at the beach (Daniel Wellington 

- our story, n.d.).  

 

Relationships 

Firstly, the company has made heavy use of influencer partnerships to increase the company’s 

visibility on social media and to ultimately sell more products. This is e.g., reflected on the 

company’s webpage, where a whole page is dedicated to these partnerships (Daniel Wellington 

- cooperate, n.d.). Secondly, the company’s watches can be found in several jewellery stores 

and retailers; this distributional strategy will be elaborated further in section 4.3.2.2 under 

distribution differentiation (Daniel Wellington - store locator, n.d.). Additionally, in interviews 
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conducted for previous exam projects, as described in section 4.2.7.2, employees from two 

jewellery stores selling Daniel Wellington watches provided insight into how Daniel 

Wellington handles their business-to-business (henceforth only referred to as ‘B2B’) 

relationships. Whilst this insight cannot be considered generalisable, it was evident that, in the 

case of the two jewellery stores, the B2B relationships were not as well-handled as the 

employees from the jewellery stores wished (Appendix G). As seen in the case of one of the 

jewellery stores, this led to reduced loyalty from these retailers, as the employee from this 

jewellery store explicitly stated that the store had ended their business relationship with Daniel 

Wellington due to issues related to Daniel Wellington’s B2B communication (Appendix G, 

interview 1).  

 

Additionally, since Daniel Wellington only has one flagship store in Denmark, the company 

does not have as much direct interaction with its customers as it potentially could have, and as 

it, based on its financial report from 2019, seemingly also wants to have (Daniel Wellington 

AB, 2019, p. 3). Since Daniel Wellington only has this one physical flagship store, it is 

plausible to assume that the majority of Daniel Wellington purchases made in Denmark are 

either made through external retailers or through Daniel Wellington’s web shop, although there 

are no public numbers available on this subject. 

 

Position 

Daniel Wellington's intended position in the market is to be the go-to brand for consumers that 

want luxury products at affordable prices. This is further supported by the company's marketing 

approach and website (Appendix A). Additionally, as covered in section 4.3.2.2 under brand 

differentiation the company did have a favourable position in the market due to its marketing 

strategy, however, data indicates that Daniel Wellington no longer holds as favourable a 

position in the market as they used to, as will be elaborated further in section 4.3.2.2 under 

product differentiation using the product life cycle model. Based on the marketing strategy the 

company has used – which is primarily through social media marketing – the potential 

customers are no longer pulling the brand towards themselves (Laursen, Topholm & Wind, 

2020, p. 16). 

  

Expression 

In terms of the external expression, Daniel Wellington’s main form of communication is 

through their own social media channels as well as through influencers, of which the latter, in 
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the early years of the company’s existence, was rather unusual. Today, this approach to 

communication is no longer unique, as many competitors also make frequent use of this (Bailis, 

n.d.) 

Furthermore, the classic and minimalistic design of the brand’s products does not distinguish 

the brand from competitors, and it might, therefore, be difficult for the consumers to recognize 

the brand from a distance. When this is said, however, it can be argued that if consumers see 

an influencer, or a photo displaying a classic and timeless watch, their minds might wander to 

Daniel Wellington, as the connection between Daniel Wellington and classic, timeless designs 

may have been imprinted in the minds of many consumers due to the company’s heavy use of 

its marketing approach. This is due to the fact that Daniel Wellington can, to a certain extent, 

be argued to be considered a pioneer in the market for influencer marketing, as Daniel 

Wellington was one of the first to fully take advantage of this (Pulvirent, 2015) (Kotler et al., 

2016, p. 506). 

In terms of the internal expression of Daniel Wellington, useful data to uncover this has not 

been available. As the internal aspects of Daniel Wellington have not been the main focus of 

this thesis, the data gathered has furthermore not focused on these internal aspects.  

  

Brand promise 

The company’s brand promise is to create timeless design suitable for any occasion at an 

affordable price. Furthermore, the company engages in CSR in terms of sustainability 

initiatives and promises to offer sustainably produced accessories (Daniel Wellington - 

sustainability, n.d.). Worth noting in this regard is that the sustainability initiatives are not 

mentioned on any product sites on Daniel Wellington’s website, which might suggest that these 

sustainability initiatives have not been implemented fully in the company’s supply chain as of 

yet (Daniel Wellington - watches, n.d.). 

  

Personality 

The company uses its founder, Filip Tysander, as its core protagonist and uses the founder’s 

encounter with a British man named Daniel Wellington whilst travelling as their creation story 

(Daniel Wellington - our story, n.d.). However, due to the company’s heavy use of influencer 

marketing, it can be argued that the brand’s personality, from a consumer’s perspective, has 

become the summary of the influencers the company has associated itself with rather than the 

story it is trying to convey. It can thus be argued that the corporate characteristics have been 

influenced by many individuals. 
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Mission & vision 

The company’s mission and vision are to create timeless watches and accessories at an 

affordable price. The inspiration is very clear: minimalistic and classic design that can be used 

for many years to come, as the design is “timeless” and inspired by “an intriguing British 

gentleman with impeccable yet understated style” (Daniel Wellington - our story, n.d.). 

Furthermore, the company also notes how it wishes to “offer the best quality/price ratio in the 

industry” (Daniel Wellington AB, 2018b, p. 3).   

It can also be argued that the company’s engagement in CSR is a part of the company’s mission 

and vision. Here, the company’s mission is to reach its four sustainability goals by 2030, which 

are stated as being the following: responsible materials (aim for all materials to be renewable 

or recyclable), fair jobs throughout (ensuring fair working conditions throughout the full supply 

chain), outstanding products (offering the best quality-price-ratio in the industry), and planet 

positive (having a net positive environmental impact) (Daniel Wellington - sustainability, n.d.).  

  

Culture 

As the data collected for this thesis does not reveal much about the internal culture of Daniel 

Wellington and as data on this is not readily available online, not much can be said in regard 

to the internal culture of the company. However, as covered in the section on the company’s 

relationships, data from previously conducted interviews with employees from jewellery stores 

selling Daniel Wellington watches suggests that the B2B relationships are not a high priority 

for the company (Appendix G). Whilst this could be a coincidence, the fact that this is 

mentioned by more than one employee in more than one store selling the watches means that 

there might be a culture within Daniel Wellington for prioritizing own sales channels (i.e., web 

shop and flagship stores) over external vendors. This is further supported by the company’s 

financial reports, where it is stated that, going forward, the company wishes to focus on their 

own distribution channels rather than on external vendors (Daniel Wellington AB, 2019).  

 

Brand promise 

The company’s brand promise is to create timeless design suitable for any occasion at an 

affordable price. Furthermore, the company engages in CSR in terms of sustainability 

initiatives and promises to offer sustainably produced accessories (Daniel Wellington - 

sustainability, n.d.). 
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Competences 

The core competences of Daniel Wellington can be argued to be creating timeless design 

suitable for any occasion at an affordable price. Furthermore, the company’s marketing 

approach can also be argued to be a part of Daniel Wellington’s core competences, as this was 

something the company succeeded at from the very beginning, as proven by their growth of 

4700% from 2013 to 2015 (Wilson, 2018). 

  

The four passes 

Strategy 

The nine elements in the matrix can be analysed in various ways, as presented in section 4.2.1. 

The first diagonal pass, which consists of the elements position, brand promise, and mission & 

vision, relates to strategy. In this regard, it is relevant to look at whether the mission and vision 

engage and inspire people within and beyond the organisation, whether the mission and vision 

translate into a promise that the organisation will fulfil, whether that promise is manifested into 

the company’s position and whether the positioning resonates with the promise and values, 

which align with the corporate mission and vision (Brandorientation, n.d.). 

 

In the case of Daniel Wellington, it can be difficult to say whether the company’s vision and 

mission inspire internal stakeholders, however, based on the fact that the company remains in 

business, it can be assumed that external stakeholders are, to a certain extent, inspired. This is 

furthermore supported by an employee at an external vendor interviewed for a previous exam 

project, who states that the Daniel Wellington watches are still selling (Appendix G, interview 

2). However, another interviewee representing another jewellery store, states that her store 

wants out of the business relationship because the Daniel Wellington watches do not sell well 

any longer and because there is a lack of communication and service from Daniel Wellington’s 

side (Appendix G, interview 1).  

 

In relation to whether the brand lives up to its brand promise and how this is reflected in the 

company position, it can be argued that the brand does live up to it, as all products are in line 

with the company’s promise. As aforementioned under ‘Brand promise’, it does however seem 

like the company’s CSR initiatives in regard to sustainability have not yet been fully 

implemented in the supply chain, as these initiatives are not mentioned on the specific product 

sites. Sustainability and CSR initiatives have become topics that are top of mind for many 

consumers, as also noted by an interviewee from the experiment who notes that “[sustainability 
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programmes] are one of those things that really catch my eye” (Appendix F, interview 4). It 

could, therefore, be beneficial for Daniel Wellington to incorporate their sustainability 

initiatives in their marketing approach – and furthermore, incorporate sustainability and CSR 

initiatives as an integrated part in the company’s supply chain, in an attempt to differentiate the 

company and its products from the many competitors on the market (Andersen & Skjoett-

Larsen, 2009, p. 77).  

In continuation, it can be argued that the position of the brand is becoming weaker, as the 

company’s net sales are decreasing, as will be elaborated further in section 4.3.2.2 under 

product differentiation. This is furthermore supported by data from the questionnaire as well 

as from a previously conducted questionnaire, as presented in section 4.3.1.1 and 4.3.1.2, where 

it is clear that Daniel Wellington does not have as favourable a position in the mind of the 

consumers as they used to. In addition to the questionnaires, this is even furthermore supported 

by the results of the email interviews, where several participants mentioned the brand moving 

from a stronger market position to a weaker one over the years. Furthermore, several 

participants also responded that they believed that Daniel Wellington might be able to obtain a 

more favourable position in the market if the company were to reconsider its strategy 

(Appendix H). 

 

Based on the fact that Daniel Wellington are generally moving in a more unfavourable direction 

on the exclusivity continuum, it can be argued that it would be beneficial for Daniel Wellington 

to reconsider their strategy, as the position of the brand has become and still is becoming 

weaker. This movement to a weaker position will be further explored in section 4.3.2.2 under 

product differentiation using the product life cycle model.  

 

Competition 

The second diagonal pass in the matrix focuses on competition and takes a closer look at value 

proposition, brand promise, and competences. In this regard, it is relevant to look into whether 

the competences, brand promise, core values, and value proposition fit well together, whether 

the current competences allow the company to keep its brand promise and provide a solid basis 

for competitive and appealing value propositions (Brandorientation, n.d.). 

Based on the analysis above, it can be argued that the brand promise, values, and competences 

fit well together. This is due to the values of creating the timeless and classic look of the Daniel 

Wellingtons products appealing to a broad audience, which thereby are in concordance with 

the brand promise, and go hand in hand with the core competences of creating just that.  
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Although these seem to be in concordance, it can be argued that the company no longer 

differentiates itself from competitors as the company’s marketing strategy no longer has as 

strong an appeal to the broader audience according to the questionnaire data collected. The 

social media marketing strategy, which Daniel Wellington was a one of the first companies to 

take advantage of, is no longer unique to the company, which means that this no longer forms 

the basis of a strong competitive advantage. The competitive advantage is further diminished 

by the fact that many competitors now also offer a similar look within the same price range as 

Daniel Wellington. 

  

In continuation, the company does seemingly engage in CSR and sustainability, however, these 

CSR initiatives are only visible on the company’s website under the tab ‘sustainability’ at the 

very bottom of the company’s webpage, which means consumers must actively search for the 

company’s initiatives to be informed about their CSR initiatives. Furthermore, the company 

does not incorporate information about their CSR initiatives on any other channel, such as e.g., 

their Instagram. This is done by other competitors, such as About Vintage, who actively 

communicates their CSR initiatives on their product pages and on other channels, such as their 

Instagram with statements such as “we save 20 baby turtles for every sold watch” (About 

Vintage - MP, n.d.) (About Vintage - Sustainability, n.d.) (About Vintage – Insta, n.d.). It is 

thus evident that Daniel Wellington does not gain much competitive advantage through their 

communication of their CSR initiatives.  

 

Based on the above, there are clear indicators that the company could improve its position in 

regard to the competition by either reinventing the company’s competences or changing the 

company’s communication style to make sure relevant brand promises as well as value 

proposition are communicated effectively to relevant stakeholders. 

  

Interaction 

The vertical pass encompasses the elements expression, brand promise, and personality, 

focused on interaction. This pass regards how well the organizational values and culture 

resonate with and engage people inside and outside the company (Brandorientation, n.d.). 

As this section is highly dependent on how well employees embrace the elements of the 

corporate identity, a thorough analysis of this thus requires internal data, or at the very least 

data collected from internal sources. As this is not a part of the pool of data collected for this 

thesis, it is difficult to determine how well the organisational values and culture of Daniel 
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Wellington resonate with and engage people inside and outside the company (Brandorientation, 

n.d.).  

 

Communication 

The final horizontal pass focuses on communication and puts emphasis on the elements:  

relationships, brand promise, and culture. In this regard, it is relevant to analyse the company’s 

core brand and assess how the company’s personality is communicated to relevant stakeholders 

(Brandorientation, n.d). 

 

As mentioned in section 4.2.5, customer satisfaction is a driver for both loyalty and retention 

and is typically seen when services and products are in accordance with customer expectations, 

as also mentioned in the section on relationships. As elaborated earlier, there are several metrics 

that can be used to ensure customer loyalty and positive customer relationships, which includes 

both business-to-consumer (henceforth referred to as ‘B2C’) and B2B customers. In interviews 

conducted for previous exam projects also on the topic of Daniel Wellington, employees at two 

jewellery stores stated that their relationship with Daniel Wellington has been damaged by 

miscommunications and poor customer service from Daniel Wellington (Appendix G). This 

leads to a decrease in product loyalty from these retailers, which is further supported by an 

employee at an external vendor stating that they had ended their business relationship with 

Daniel Wellington due to the poor retailer conditions (Appendix G, interview 1). Based on this, 

it can be argued that poor B2B communication can damage Daniel Wellington’s chances of 

securing sales to the end-customer, as Daniel Wellington, seemingly, are not willing to ‘go the 

extra mile’ to maintain their B2B relationships and that these external vendors thus do not 

become positive ‘ambassadors’ for the brand. 

In continuation of the external vendors not being positive ‘ambassadors’, it can be argued that 

the influencers with whom the company enters into partnerships can also be considered to be 

ambassadors for the brand and that these influencers become a part of the company’s extended 

self, as these serve as spokespeople for the company. In relation to this, it can be argued that 

the company’s personality is communicated fairly well through these influencers, as data from 

a previously conducted questionnaire reveals that the majority of respondents associated Daniel 

Wellington with words such as ‘modern’, ‘medium quality’, and ‘fair value for money’, as 

covered in section 4.3.1.2. 
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Due to a lack of information regarding internal factors such as the company culture, it has been 

difficult to analyse some parameters in the Corporate Brand Identity Matrix. However, even 

though some information might be lacking, other elements have provided useful information 

about the company, and the matrix has, therefore, acted as a useful tool to gain a better 

understanding of Daniel Wellington as a brand as well as the company’s customer and 

marketing efforts. 

Based on the findings above, it is evident that Daniel Wellington does attempt to communicate 

their CSR initiatives, however, as this is not done through all communication channels and 

most importantly not through the communication channels with the biggest audiences, this 

message is not getting across as effectively as it potentially could have. This mission is thus 

not communicated effectively to the company’s customers, which leads to gaps in the strategy. 

Whilst this may initially seem like an issue, it also marks an opportunity for Daniel Wellington 

to potentially evolve their strategy and thus potentially regain a more advantageous position in 

the market.  

4.3.2.2 Uniqueness Drivers 

Product differentiation 

Daniel Wellington is mostly known for their range of watches, but the brand also sells watch 

straps and a range of jewellery products. The jewellery line includes necklaces, rings, earrings, 

and bracelets, most of which are sold in plated gold, rose gold, and silver. Whilst not disclosed 

explicitly, the jewellery line mainly caters to the brand’s female customers with women 

modelling all but one piece on the brand’s website ("Jewellery from Daniel Wellington", n.d.). 

As noted in a previously written and submitted project, this product portfolio does not differ 

much from competitors of similar price points such as Cluse, Larsson & Jennings, and Fossil, 

as these also offer both watches and less popular ranges of jewellery (Larsson & Jennings, n.d.) 

(Fossil, n.d.) (Cluse, n.d.) (Laursen, Topholm & Wind, 2020, p. 9).  

To assess the product further, the product life cycle, as presented in section 4.2.3 can be used. 

For this, it may be useful to take a look at the company’s financial reports. Whilst the 

company’s financial reports do not distinguish between the different products in the company’s 

product portfolio, the watches are arguably the hero product of the company and it is likely that 

this is also the product that brings in the most revenue. Furthermore, one could also argue that 

in the context of this thesis, the product consists of Daniel Wellington as a brand rather than a 

particular watch or piece of jewellery. 
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In the company’s financial reports, the company divides the world into three main markets: 

Sweden, the EU (excl. Sweden), and the rest of the world. The company’s net sales peaked in 

2017 in all of the three markets with a total of 2,433,478,000 SEK, as can be seen in figure 10. 

The following year, the total net sales declined by 16% with the most significant decline 

happening in Europe (25.87%) and Sweden (24.75%) compared to a much less significant 

decline in the rest of the world (11.79%). In 2019, the negative trend continued with an overall 

decline in net sales compared to 2018 of 18.47%, once again with the most significant declines 

compared to 2018 happening in Sweden (42.36%) and Europe (41.02%) compared to the rest 

of the world (10.02%). This, in total means, that the company has experienced a 56.63% decline 

in Sweden from 2017 to 2019, a 55% decline in Europe from 2017 to 2019, and a 20.62% 

decline in the rest of the world from 2017 to 2019 leading to a total decline in net sales from 

2017 to 2019 of 31.56% (Daniel Wellington AB, 2013) (Daniel Wellington AB, 2015) (Daniel 

Wellington AB, 2016) (Daniel Wellington AB, 2017) (Daniel Wellington AB, 2018a) (Daniel 

Wellington AB, 2019). In the financial report for 2019, it is noted that the net sales for 2019 

were affected by COVID-19, as the company’s sales took a hit in the last few months of 2019 

and the first few months of 2020 in China especially. It is furthermore noted that the company 

expects a further decrease in net sales in the coming year (2020) due to the fact that many stores 

and functions have had to close temporarily to limit the spread of the virus (Daniel Wellington 

AB, 2019). One could, however, based on the general negative trend that the company’s net 

sales have seen since 2017, argue that the negative trend would likely still have continued in 

2019 had it not been for COVID-19. 

 

 
Figure 10, net sales 

 

The general negative trend is also seen in the company’s net profit/loss, which peaked in 2016 

at a total of 961,986,000 SEK, as can be seen in figure 11. The following year, in 2017, the 

company’s net profit declined by 6.69% to 901,667,000 SEK and the year after that, in 2018, 

the net profit declined by another 42.49% compared to the year before (2017) to 518,505,000 
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SEK. In 2019, the net profit took a significant hit, as the company exited the year with a net 

loss of -216,547,000 SEK, a staggering decline of 141.76% from the previous year. This 

decline can not only be explained by the decline in net sales, as this, at best, covers only about 

half of the lost profit and may thus also, in part, be due to a slight increase in the number of 

employees (273 in 2018 to 297 in 2019) and a significant increase in management salaries, 

which has led to an increase in total staff expenses of just under 20,000,000 SEK (Daniel 

Wellington AB, 2019).  

 
Figure 11, net sales and profit 

 

The net sales and net profit/loss can be visualised in the following graph:  

 

 
Figure 12, graph of net sales and net profit 

 

Relating this graph to the product life cycle, as presented in section 4.2.3, it is clear that the 

graph of the net sales resembles that of the product life cycle. 

The graph of the net sales has been overlapped with the product life cycle in figure 13, as can 

be seen below. Here, two points have been marked. The first mark, mark A, represents the point 

at which Daniel Wellington was placed in the same model in a previously written and submitted 

project from spring 2020 (Laursen, Topholm & Wind, 2020, p. 11). Here, Daniel Wellington 
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was placed in the model based on the newest data available at the time, which was Daniel 

Wellington’s 2018 financial report. As can be seen on the net sales graph, the actual graph is 

just below this point. What is interesting in this regard is the fact that this is concurrently also 

the data point for 2018, meaning this previous placement was rather accurate. The second mark, 

mark B, represents the point at which Daniel Wellington is now placed based on the newest 

data available as of April 2021, the 2019 financial report. This thus suggests that Daniel 

Wellington have moved into the decline phase.   

 
Figure 13, net sales and product life cycle model  

 

As noted earlier, the rate at which sales were declining was much steeper in Sweden and Europe 

compared to the rest of the world. It, therefore, makes sense to distinguish between the two 

markets: Europe (incl. Sweden) and the rest of the world. Here, one could, based on the much 

less steep decline, argue that for the rest of the world Daniel Wellington have possibly not yet 

moved into the decline stage and thus is somewhere in the decaying maturity sub-stage of the 

maturity stage, as presented by Kotler et. al (Kotler et al., 2016, p. 511). However, as the data 

gathered takes point of departure in Danish consumer’s view of Daniel Wellington and 

perception of the brand’s exclusivity, this distinction can be argued to be of less importance 

than Daniel Wellington’s overall placement in the product lifecycle model and Daniel 

Wellington’s placement in relation to the European market in the product life cycle model, both 

of which place Daniel Wellington in the decline stage. 
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Distribution differentiation 

As mentioned in section 4.2.2 is it possible for a brand to differentiate itself through the choice 

of distribution channels. In the case of Daniel Wellington, the company’s watches are available 

to Danish consumers through the company’s own online store, the company’s flagship store in 

Copenhagen, through local independent retailers, and through bigger retailers such as 

department stores, which makes the watches highly accessible for Danish consumers. 

 

According to Daniel Wellington’s website is it possible to purchase a Daniel Wellington watch 

through no less than 302 distributors in Denmark (Daniel Wellington - store locator, n.d.). 

Comparing the number of retailers with other brands such as Cluse or About Vintage, which 

also sells watches within the same price range as Daniel Wellington, the company has an 

advantage and differentiate itself from the competitors on this point; Cluse has one retailer in 

Denmark apart from the company’s own online store, whilst About Vintage have 43 retailers 

including several flagship stores apart from their online webstore (Cluse, n.d.) (About Vintage 

- store locator, n.d.). Whilst it is evident that Daniel Wellington have a competitive advantage 

in terms of distribution in the number of retailers compared to competitors; the company has 

fewer flagship stores compared to About Vintage. This can be argued to be a disadvantage, as 

Daniel Wellington could potentially benefit from increasing the number of flagship stores, to 

have better control of the customer experience and thus get to know the customers and their 

purchasing habits even better. This is based on the fact that it is possible to assume that the 

high number of 302 distribution channels in Denmark alone decreases the control and customer 

knowledge. It must be noted that the number of retailers only includes physical stores and the 

brand’s own online store and not any other online retailer also selling Daniel Wellington 

watches. 

  

When comparing the accessibility of Daniel Wellington with more expensive and high-end 

watch brands, it is clear that being highly accessible is part of the strategy. Rolex has seven 

retailers in Denmark whilst Omega has nine (Rolex, n.d.) (Omega, n.d).  

  

In 2017, Daniel Wellington made a change of strategy and decided to reduce the number of 

distributors, in an attempt to gain more control of the customer experience and thereby the 

brand experience when purchasing the company’s products through external distributors such 

as local retail stores or concession stores (Daniel Wellington AB, 2018a, p. 25). However, the 

fact that Daniel Wellington’s number of distribution channels is still significantly larger than 
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that of their competitors means that it can be argued that Daniel Wellington does hold a 

differentiated position in the Danish watch market when compared with competitors. 

 

Price differentiation 

Another metric through which a brand can differentiate itself is through pricing. Considering 

pricing, Daniel Wellington attempted, and initially succeeded in, filling a spot in the market 

for consumers who like products with a certain kind of classic, minimalistic design at an 

attainable price point compared to what many competitors offer. The brand describes their 

products as “aspirational, yet affordable luxury” – a phrasing which helps build expectations 

for the product and its quality, whilst highlighting the affordable price level (Daniel Wellington 

AB, 2018b, p. 3). The products vary in price but are priced in the range of 799 to 1999 DKK, 

depending on the materials used. In the Sustainability Report of Daniel Wellington, the brand 

notes how it wishes to “offer the best quality/price ratio in the industry”, which is what the 

company believes will differentiate its products from the ones of its competitors (Daniel 

Wellington AB, 2018b, p. 3).  When considering the watch market overall, this places Daniel 

Wellington in the lower price segment. In recent years, though, similar brands such as 

Nordgreen, Fossil, Larsson & Jennings, Skagen, and Cluse, all of whom offer products of a 

similar design at a similar price point, have begun to grow, which negates Daniel Wellington’s 

desired target to differentiate on this matter. Furthermore, email interview respondents note 

that they would be willing to pay more for a Daniel Wellington watch if the company was to 

increase the quality of the watches, which indicates that the current quality-to-price ratio 

offered by the company might not be the most advantageous (Appendix H). 

 

However, as will also be covered in further detail below under promotional differentiation, one 

of the main promotional strategies of Daniel Wellington is promotion through social media and 

influencers – this typically includes posts from influencers on their various platforms, which 

includes them sharing a promotional code (with the offered savings typically being 10-15% of 

the retail price) with their followers. By using this marketing tool, customers are able to 

purchase the product whilst feeling they got a great deal. Simultaneously, Daniel Wellington’s 

price point is thus lowered, which helps them differentiate themselves from the competitors 

who do not offer promotional discount codes as a promotional strategy. It is, however, worth 

noting that continuous use and availability of these promotional codes does affect the perceived 

exclusivity of the customers, according to the conducted questionnaire, as presented in section 

4.3.1.1. It is, therefore, seemingly a fine line that must be walked, as the strategy which might 
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help differentiate Daniel Wellington from their competitors pricewise might also potentially 

put off current and potential customers. 

 

Promotional differentiation 

When promoting a brand and its products, there are many possible strategies to use and it is 

arguably a rather important part of building a brand as it is what draws the customers in; 

therefore, it is important to consider which strategies to use and when. 

 

Daniel Wellington makes use of several different strategies, thus making use of a promotional 

mix. However, the primary strategy, and the backbone of the company’s promotional strategy, 

is argued to be that of influencer marketing on social media (Pulvirent, 2015). When choosing 

such platforms as a company’s main promotional channel, it is vital to have a clear definition 

of the targeted customer segment. This segment can be defined to be social media users, often 

in the younger age-groups; on the social media platform Instagram, the 18-24-year-old and 25-

34-year-old users make up 64% of the total user base and these age groups thus constitutes the 

main target group when using social media promotions (Statista, n.d.).  

 

By making use of influencers, the brand creates a great deal of visibility for their products; with 

the paid postings often being produced by the influencer to fit their general image and look. 

The followers are then ‘fed’ the products in a way which is much harder to ignore than a normal 

ad, as the ads are often disguised as the content of the influencer which they typically enjoy 

(Mathew, 2018). Furthermore, it also visualises the products, which can help the customer 

create a better understanding of what the product is and what it looks like when in use. Daniel 

Wellington also often re-post these posts on their own social media platforms (posting the same 

material on their own platform, as has already been posted elsewhere), meaning that the 

promotional posts reach both the follower group of Daniel Wellington and the follower group 

of the influencer; two groups which might not necessarily overlap. By re-posting these pictures, 

further credibility is achieved as the products are showcased in a natural and relatable setting 

rather than simply just professionally taken product pictures. 

When Daniel Wellington reaches other follower groups than their own by using influencers to 

promote products, the awareness of the brand increases. It is however worth noting that, as 

covered in section 4.2.4 on co-branding, the influencer’s image and reputation will likely reflect 

on Daniel Wellington and vice versa; thus, it is very important for Daniel Wellington to 
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carefully select the influencers which they choose to collaborate with and whose values 

matches the ones of the company. 

 

This type of marketing was not widely used at the time when Daniel Wellington initially 

introduced it to their marketing mix and rose to popularity because of it (Pulivent, 2015). It can 

thus be argued that Daniel Wellington – as a very new brand – managed to differentiate 

themselves from competitors on their marketing strategy. Since then, influencer marketing has 

become a commonly used promotional strategy, especially for newer entrants on the market, 

meaning that Daniel Wellington’s once rare and very differentiating strategy is now just 

making the brand one of many (Mathew, 2018). Whilst it can be argued that Daniel Wellington 

does differentiate themselves on this point, as none of the examined competitors makes use of 

this strategy to nearly the same degree as Daniel Wellington does, it is not necessarily enough 

(Kamilleundlavendel, 2020) (Jennifor R. Olson, n.d.). Thus, Daniel Wellington is no longer 

able to differentiate themselves from competitors on this promotional strategy alone, meaning 

that they must either reinvent their promotional strategy or attempt to differentiate themselves 

even further on other uniqueness drivers. 

 

Brand differentiation  

If a brand is having difficulties differentiating itself through product, distribution, price, and 

promotion, the brand itself is another metric through which a brand can differentiate itself from 

competitors. To achieve brand differentiation, the brand must become, if not the number one 

market leader, then at the very least one of the top market leaders. 

Daniel Wellington operates in a market in which there is a lot of competition and the threat of 

new entrants can be argued to be very high, as watches can be imported from countries such as 

China rather cheaply (Horton, 2015). As the market is relatively easy to enter, it comes as no 

surprise that there are actors within the watch market, and especially also within the price 

category in which Daniel Wellington operates. Classic watches with a minimalistic design, 

which is the core design identity of Daniel Wellington, have become more and more popular 

in the past decades, which have led to an increased pressure on the market (Laursen, Topholm 

& Wind, 2020, p. 13) (Pulvirent, 2015). As the design of Daniel Wellington’s watches is kept 

rather simple, it can easily be copied. In fact, just one search for ‘simple watch’ on e-commerce 

platforms such as wish.com, aliexpress.com and similar reveals a plethora of watches akin to 

those from Daniel Wellington (Appendix I). In fact, a search for ‘Daniel Wellington’ on 
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wish.com even reveals replicas of Daniel Wellington’s watches at prices as low as 23 DKK 

(Appendix I). Whilst the fact that replicas are available with the same branding on them is a 

tell-tale sign that Daniel Wellington has a rather strong brand, it also highlights and heightens 

the importance of having a differentiated brand for the Swedish watch brand. 

When Daniel Wellington was first founded, the brand quickly rose to popularity. In just three 

years after the first watch was sold, more than one million watches had been sold and $70 

million had been made (Horahalus, 2016). This was, partly, due to the company’s bold choice 

of making use of a, at the time, not so common marketing strategy: influencer marketing. Here, 

the company would offer a watch, and potentially also an unknown sum of money, in exchange 

for a post or a story on social media platforms such as Instagram, a photo and video-sharing 

social networking service founded around the same time as Daniel Wellington ("Instagram 

Marketing Case Study: Daniel Wellington Watches", n.d.). On the same platform, consumers 

could, and to this day still can, use the same #danielwellington-hashtag on their posts and 

become part of a brand community centred around the brand ("Instagram Marketing Case 

Study: Daniel Wellington Watches", n.d.). The use of influencers as a part of the branding 

strategy clearly worked, as the consumers took to the brand and extended their selves by 

purchasing and wearing a Daniel Wellington watch – just like they saw their favourite 

influencers do. The brand thus quickly became known as ‘the watch brand that all popular 

influencers were wearing’, and since many other brands at the time had not yet tapped into 

influencer marketing to the same degree as Daniel Wellington had, the choice of marketing 

effort helped build Daniel Wellington’s brand and give the brand an advantage in the market 

by differentiating it from competitors (Pulivent, 2015) (Wilson, 2018). 

However, since then, many other actors in the market and in similar markets have taken 

advantage of influencer marketing, this advantage has decreased significantly, which also 

means that the brand differentiation offered by the marketing approach has also decreased. If 

anything, it can be argued that the brand differentiation offered by the marketing approach 

today solely offers negative brand differentiation, as more than 75% of the questionnaire 

respondents who recalled having seen advertisements with promotional codes for Daniel 

Wellington on Instagram claimed that this had affected their perception of the brand negatively, 

as covered in section 4.3.1.1. It can thus be argued that Daniel Wellington no longer has as 

strongly differentiated a brand as they used to. 
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The fact that Daniel Wellington’s brand differentiation offered by their marketing approach 

has decreased does not, however, mean that the brand can no longer reap the benefits of the 

popularity gained in the company’s early years. Despite overall decreasing sales, the company 

is still selling a significant amount of watches each year, as covered in the section on product 

differentiation, and, as of April 2021, remains the 11th bestselling women’s watch on Ditur.dk, 

a popular Danish online watch retailer (Ditur.dk, n.d.). 

4.4. Discussion 

The following sections set out to discuss how the use of price fluctuations and promotional 

codes may have affected Daniel Wellington’s perceived exclusivity, how influencer marketing 

in particular may affect perceived exclusivity and to present a number of ways in which Daniel 

Wellington may be able to restore their perceived exclusivity and thus improve net sales.  

4.4.1 How has the use of price fluctuations and promotional codes affected Daniel 

Wellington’s perceived exclusivity?  

Daniel Wellington was founded in 2011, and as covered in section 1, rose to popularity rather 

quickly due to their, at the time, rather unusual choice of using social media influencers as their 

main marketing strategy. Additionally, they chose to accompany their advertisements with 

promotional codes, which can be argued to be a beneficial strategy to enter a market, as it 

entices consumers to purchase products when they feel as if they are being offered a good deal. 

However, as covered in 4.3.2.2 under promotional differentiation, the fact that Daniel 

Wellington has not changed their marketing strategy since first entering the market, has turned 

out to result in negative connotations in the minds of the consumers today.  

 

As covered in the analysis using the Corporate Brand Identity Matrix, the brand of Daniel 

Wellington has become weaker throughout the years. The brand promise is ‘to create a timeless 

design suitable for any occasion’ as covered in section 4.3.2.1, whilst maintaining prices that 

most people can get on board with. Furthermore, the company claims to engage in CSR 

initiatives, however, as covered in section 4.3.2.1, this is not currently communicated in the 

company’s marketing approach. These points raise the question of whether their strategy is the 

right approach to reach the consumers? The analysis of the brand conducted using the CBIM 

gave some interesting insights into this, including the fact that 1) Daniel Wellington today does 

not have the same market position as they once had and 2) the brand promise of CSR is not 
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used in the company’s branding approach. Additionally, several email interview participants 

mentioned that they believed it would be favourable for the brand to reconsider its strategy to 

reach a more favourable position in the minds of the consumers. In relation to this, the 

questionnaire showed that the use of promotional codes and price fluctuations did, in fact, lead 

to the brand having a less favourable position in the minds of the consumers, as 53.89% of 

respondents picked ‘promotions and promotional codes (e.g., from influencers)’ as the factor 

that influenced their opinion of a brand most negatively, making it the most picked factor of 

the 10 factors mentioned, as covered in section 4.3.1.2. In addition, of the questionnaire 

respondents who had previously seen advertisements for Daniel Wellington through 

influencers, 73.53% claimed that this kind of marketing had affected their perception of the 

brand negatively, as also covered in section 4.3.1.2 This suggests that whereas the marketing 

approach can be argued to have benefited the brand in its early years, it may also have played 

a part in why the popularity of the brand and its products seems to be decreasing now and thus 

also partly explain why the brand and its products can be argued to be in the decline phase of 

the product life cycle, as covered in section 4.3.2.2 under product differentiation.  

  

In continuation, it is interesting to consider and question whether Daniel Wellington’s 

perceived exclusivity has been affected by the negative connotations to its brand by the 

consumers. As an interviewee from a previously written and submitted project stated in relation 

to the promotional marketing efforts made by the company: “[…]  it is no longer a brand I 

think reflects any type of exclusivity” (Laursen, Topholm & Wind, 2020, pp. 47). Here, the 

interviewee continued: “you get the feeling that when the company has to offer so many 

promotional codes all the time, is it because they [the company] does not think the product is 

worth the original retail price” (Laursen, Topholm & Wind, 2020, pp. 47). This is an opinion 

that is seemingly shared with others, as the use of promotional codes and price fluctuations was 

revealed to be the factor that generated the most negative manifestations of the brand with more 

than half of respondents of the questionnaire picking this, as also mentioned above.  

 

In addition, as mentioned in the CBIM, Daniel Wellington’s brand promise is to create timeless 

pieces for any occasion. In regard to this, it seems reasonable to assume that the quality of the 

watches is thus also high enough for everyday wear and tear (Daniel Wellington - our story, 

n.d.). However, it seems that this is not the impression held by most consumers, with more than 

half of the email interview respondents mentioning that the products are of low quality 

(Appendix H). This is particularly interesting given that the brand advertises itself as 
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‘affordable luxury’ as luxury is usually associated with products of high quality, as covered in 

the definition of luxury found in section 3.2.1. Data from the questionnaire from the previous 

project furthermore supports this gap between the position the brand wants to have and the 

position that the brand actually has, as ‘medium quality’ was among the top choices when 

respondents were asked which words they associated with Daniel Wellington, as covered in 

section 4.3.1.2. 

 

Since exclusivity can be regarded as a continuum, as presented in section 3.6, this may to some 

be a luxury or seem exclusive. However, it seems that whilst the goal for Daniel Wellington is 

to appear more luxurious or exclusive than what is typical for the price range, this is not 

successful, as data from the questionnaire reveals that Daniel Wellington are considered no 

more exclusive than the brands with similar products in a similar price range, as covered in 

section 4.3.1.1.  

This then poses the question of whether it is possible for a brand’s perceived exclusivity to 

exceed its price range and whether it is possible for a brand such as Daniel Wellington to 

acquire a higher perceived exclusivity whilst staying in the same quality range and same price 

range. 

 

As elaborated in section 3.6, exclusivity can be regarded as a continuum, as what is considered 

to be exclusive may differ from individual to individual. Usually, however, qualities such as 

when a product is difficult to acquire due to low quantities, high prices, extraordinary quality, 

etc. attribute to them having a high degree of perceived exclusivity. In the case of Daniel 

Wellington, the watches are rather easy to acquire both online, in-store, and in a plethora of 

external distributors across Denmark. Furthermore, the watches are priced at a rather 

reasonable price point, taking the product category into consideration. Whilst this does not 

immediately reflect exclusivity in the sense described above, the fact that exclusivity is 

perceived differently from individual to individual means that they thereby might be perceived 

as exclusive items to some consumers. 

As the questionnaire from the previous project revealed, ‘fair value for money’ was, in addition 

to ‘medium quality’, also among one of the top choices when respondents were asked which 

words they associated with Daniel Wellington. It can thus be argued that Daniel Wellington 

may have some degree of perceived exclusivity in the minds of some consumers. However, 

having said that, the use of promotional codes and discounts have certain negative connotations 
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in the minds of some consumers when used in social media marketing, as the questionnaires 

also revealed.  

  

In continuation, since the company has made heavy use of influencer marketing, often 

accompanied with a promotional code, it can be discussed why consumers should purchase a 

watch from the brand in a jewellery store and pay full retail price if it is possible to purchase a 

watch with a 20% discount. In an interview conducted with an employee at a goldsmith for a 

previously written and submitted exam project, an employee rhetorically argues: “there are 

lots of bloggers with discount codes, so why pay full price here [at the jewellery store]?” 

(Appendix G, interview 1). 

In relation to this, jewellery retailers can be argued to represent a certain degree of exclusivity. 

As the Daniel Wellington watches are being sold alongside precious metals and diamonds in 

goldsmiths, it can be argued that this distribution platform contributes to consumers having 

luxurious connotations to Daniel Wellington, as seeing a Daniel Wellington watch displayed 

in a goldsmith might seem more appealing than seeing a Daniel Wellington watch in a 

supermarket such as Bilka. This is also supported in a quote from an interview conducted for a 

previously written and submitted project: “It’s like if Føtex [Danish supermarket] started 

selling Chanel products - it becomes too mainstream” (Laursen, Topholm & Wind, 2020, p. 

15). The employee at the goldsmith continues; “those who enter the store do not enter to buy 

a Daniel Wellington watch. It [Daniel Wellington watches] might not be something they [the 

customers] think they can purchase in a goldsmith” (Appendix G, interview 1). This thus 

suggests that the place in which Daniel Wellington products are sold also reflects on the brand’s 

perceived exclusivity.  

 

Daniel Wellington has a large distribution network with their products being sold through 

authorised retailers in more than 50 countries (“Where can I find an authorised retailer near 

me?”, 2021). Beyond 13 official flagships stores of their own, this means that there is a large 

number of stores that carry the products of Daniel Wellington. It is thus very important for 

Daniel Wellington to be aware of these B2B relationships in order to cultivate them and make 

sure that the vendors that are chosen to carry the products are an appropriate match to the brand 

values of Daniel Wellington (Store Locator, n.d.). As the retailers, which range from 

concessions in shopping centres to traditional goldsmiths, act as the connecting link between 

Daniel Wellington and the purchasing customer, it is vital for Daniel Wellington to make sure 
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that the B2B relationships are handled well in order to make sure that they reflect positively 

onto the brand.  

According to data from interviews conducted for previous exam projects, employees of two 

different external vendors claim to have problems with Daniel Wellington and their services 

on the B2B side of things. One of the companies experienced the problems to such a degree 

that they – combined with a large decrease in sales of the Daniel Wellington products – had 

decided to terminate the negotiated deal and contract with Daniel Wellington (Appendix G, 

interview 1). The store employee noted that working with the company is typically very 

cumbersome and that getting into contact with the company, e.g., because of repairs or special 

orders, was close to impossible. As noted by the sales assistant: 

 

“They [Daniel Wellington] can be difficult to get in touch with if, for example, we want 

to order a specific item that a customer wants… a specific model that they [the customer] may 

have seen on Instagram, which Daniel Wellington uses a lot [to promote their products], but 

it is not [...] we do not have all models here [...] Sometimes they have not even had the items 

available that have been advertised to us by them [...] I think they prioritize it for themselves 

and their own stores maybe” (Appendix G, interview 1). 

 

These points are supported by the other interviewed vendor; whilst that store is not ceasing to 

distribute the products of Daniel Wellington, they are still experiencing a large number of the 

same problems. The interviewed employee explained how the COVID-19-pandemic only made 

it worse, as Daniel Wellington completely shut down the intake of e.g., repairs or warranty 

cases or the distribution of new items and products – even the classic models (e.g., not any 

special orders) were impossible for the store to order. This points to a lack of interest on Daniel 

Wellington’s part to satisfy their external vendors – rather than having a select few retailers, it 

can be argued that Daniel Wellington might have engaged with too many retailers at once; 

whilst having a large number of distributors looks great on paper, it seems as if they are largely 

abandoned by the company after the initial sales process.  

Naturally, this reflects badly upon Daniel Wellington as the external vendors’ satisfaction 

levels are described to be at a low with sales numbers not making up for the lack of service 

from Daniel Wellington. However, losing distributors such as the goldsmiths and jewellery 

stores quoted above can prove to be a problem for Daniel Wellington; in the questionnaire 

conducted for the previous project on the same matter, 26% of respondents stated that their 
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knowledge and awareness of Daniel Wellington stemmed from having seen the products in a 

jewellery store (Laursen, Topholm & Wind, 2020, p. 27).  

Thus, Daniel Wellington risks losing distributors which have otherwise provided them with a 

great amount of visibility, which might ultimately also affect their sales numbers. This thus 

suggests that Daniel Wellington’s perceived exclusivity is also decreasing among external 

vendors, due to the communication difficulties they are having with the brand.  

 

As mentioned previously, there are several theories that cover the psychological reasons for 

purchasing exclusive goods. It was argued that the purchase of these goods aids the individual 

in developing and strengthening their fragile core-self, thus acting as an ‘extended self’, as 

presented by Belk. Purchasing and wearing certain brands often provides the individual with a 

brand community to potentially belong to, which can also aid them in building up their desired 

self, as the act of using these goods disseminates information about the wearer. According to 

Leigh and Gabel, teenagers and young adults who are considered to “still be finding their way 

in life” are especially receptive to being influenced by aspirational reference groups, such as 

e.g., social media influencers, and are likely to respond by engaging in “symbolic purchasing 

behaviour” (Leigh & Gabel, 1992, p. 28). A term defined as the type of purchasing that occurs 

when a customer acquires a specific good for what it signifies, based on the symbols attached 

to it by society (Leigh & Gabel, 1992, p. 28). 

Thus, the theories of extended self and brand community also come into play when examining 

the case of Daniel Wellington; these are especially interesting to consider since it has come to 

show that whilst Daniel Wellington themselves consider their products to be ‘affordable 

luxury’-products, the consumers largely do not agree with this sentiment, as shown in section 

4.3.1.3 Rather, many respondents of the email interviews believe the products to be of inferior 

quality (7 out of 14 respondents) and are put off by the promotional strategies that are used as 

this ‘cheapens the brand’ (7 out of 14) (Appendix H). This can be argued to work against Daniel 

Wellington’s own classification of their products as ‘luxurious’ and ‘exclusive’, as the 

consumers simply do not seem to agree with this description, putting the brand into an uneasy 

position.  

 

This poses the question: are Daniel Wellington’s products able to enter into and exist in the 

aforementioned contexts, such as brand communities and aiding the extended self, when their 

actual offerings are perceived to be so different from what Daniel Wellington promotes them 

to be? 
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Exclusivity can be considered as a continuum due to the different background and 

demographics of each individual, and there seems to be a link between a high price and quality 

and what the respondents believe to be exclusive, though the actual price-range that a good 

must be in to qualify as ‘highly priced’ may vary. However, as previously covered in section 

3.4.1, a high price point is not a definite requirement to be considered exclusive, as e.g., seen 

in the presented case of Supreme, as also mentioned in section 3.4.1 – as long as the product 

and brand in question provides a hedonic sensation in one way or another, it can become part 

of the extended self of a customer and make them desire to participate in a given brand 

community. The question is thus whether or not Daniel Wellington succeeds in providing this 

to the customers. 

 

One way to examine this is to consider the remarks of the respondents provided in the 

conducted email interviews, as presented and analysed in section 4.3.1.3. Here, both sides are 

represented; some respondents take a favourable view towards the brand, with one describing 

the brand as a “safe, budget-friendly and sensible solution” (Appendix H, interview 3). Thus, 

there are clearly consumers who are open to being part of the brand community of Daniel 

Wellington and to whom the products seem to be a sensible purchase which they might use to 

extend their self.  

 

However, the opposite is also represented with several respondents noting that they had a rather 

positive view of Daniel Wellington and their products at the beginning, which has since 

changed. The change of opinion is primarily credited to the quality of the products: 

 

1. “It became clear to me that Daniel Wellington was nothing more than a mass-produced 

watch from China marketed as an exclusive watch” (Appendix H, interview 4). 

 

2. In my perspective, DW is not a candidate to achieve an exclusive market position due 

to the mix of price/quality and target group [...] the only option would be to introduce 

a design line where the quality of the materials must be increased [...]” (Appendix H, 

interview 6). 

 

3. To make the concept long-lasting, the product must be made more exclusive by using 

better materials and different technology (mechanical work, sapphire crystal, etc.) 
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[...] They must stop producing in other product categories [e.g., jewellery] and focus 

on being a watch brand and develop different styles there - currently they hit only one 

out of maybe 5 of the biggest categories [Diving Watches, Chronograph, etc.]” 

(Appendix H, interview 12). 

 

These quotes, among others, provide an insight into the mind of the consumers; an insight that 

makes it rather clear that a large majority of the respondents does not consider Daniel 

Wellington to be an exclusive brand, primarily due to the quality of the products. 

 

Another point that is widely mentioned is the promotional strategy of the brand in which they 

make use of influencer marketing. This strategy is, across the board, noted as an off-putting 

factor for the respondents; curiously enough, even for the groups that are considered receptive 

to symbolic purchasing behaviour by Leigh and Gabel.  

One respondent directly notes that the influencer marketing strategy precludes exclusivity, 

noting that: “If they were to appear more exclusive, they would have to stop making the watch 

such ‘common property’ on SoMe” (Appendix H, interview 5). This point is supported by 

another respondent who is critical of the influencers chosen for collaboration with the brand: 

“They [Daniel Wellington] must find influencers or ambassadors who truly represent the 

brand's values and cut down heavily on the discount codes, as it affects the aim of an exclusive 

market position badly” (Appendix H, interview 14). Another respondent comments along the 

same lines by stating “it seems a bit like they [Daniel Wellington] are giving any influencer 

over 1000 followers a discount code [...]. For me, it has had a slightly negative effect, as it 

does not seem that they are investigating whether it makes sense to give certain influencers a 

discount code and enter into a partnership with them” (Appendix H, interview 11). These 

responses emphasise the importance of proper co-branding, as covered in section 4.2.4, but 

also highlights that the products becoming ‘common property’ by being widely promoted on 

social media is something that many consider off-putting and as something that negates 

exclusivity. 

 

These responses point to something interesting: even if the watches of Daniel Wellington are 

initially perceived to be classic and exclusive (and only lose this appeal later, when the 

respondents learn of the factors, which affect their opinions, such as the quality or the use of 

influencer marketing), the respondents are largely not willing to purchase the products at any 

point. This can be argued to emphasise that purchases of goods that are luxurious and exclusive 
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are largely done for oneself and to extend and support one’s self; had this not been the case and 

had the respondents only wished to impress others (be it an in- or out-group), the respondents 

would likely not mind purchasing something which does not lose its appeal until a closer look 

is taken. 

 

This proves that the customer group – not to be confused with the target group – of Daniel 

Wellington’s products are largely people who are not particularly interested in watches; as one 

respondent notes, “their watches are a great way to spice up your wardrobe [...] without it 

being too expensive” (Appendix H, interview 3). This is also supported by an observation of 

another respondent: 

 

“DW has become large because the target group cannot really see the difference 

between this brand [and others] and basically has no interest in watches - their road 

since establishment has been a ‘copy’ of the journey that Skagen [Danish watch brand] 

has been on and today they are without any real distinction [from competitors]” 

(Appendix H, interview 6). 

 

Thus, the main customer group of Daniel Wellington are likely to be people of a young age 

who are not willing to spend a fortune on a watch, but still wants it to look nice; as they do not 

have any particular interest in watches, they do not mind the quality of the products and are 

likely an easy customer to initially reach for the company. This can, however, prove to be 

challenging when it comes to the customer retention of the brand; as the customers are not very 

interested in neither the brand nor watches in general, they are likely to not be particularly loyal 

and might disappear from Daniel Wellington’s customer base as easily as they came along. In 

order to achieve a greater degree of exclusivity, there are thus some points on which Daniel 

Wellington might benefit from improving on – beyond the improvement of the quality and 

restructuring of their promotional strategy, there are several other points on which they can 

work to achieve this, as will be covered in section 4.4.3.  

4.4.2 How can influencer marketing affect perceived exclusivity?  

When deciding to enter into a co-branding collaboration, such as e.g., choosing to use an 

influencer to promote a product, there are some points that should be considered first. As 

covered in section 4.2.4, it is vital for a brand to consider and measure whether the branding 
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partner – in this particular case, an influencer – has a strong brand equity; this includes the 

product quality, brand awareness, and brand image (Aaker, 2013). If an influencer does not 

have a brand equity that matches the brand of the company, there might be significant 

consequences for the brand over time. One of the largest challenges of a co-branding 

constellation is that it can possibly threaten – and perhaps even ruin – the brand equity of the 

existing brand. This is especially the case when it comes to brand associations – as defined by 

Aaker, the brand associations are what a consumer uses to differentiate brands. It might provide 

them with a reason-to-purchase and create attitudes based on previous experiences and 

memories. In short, the value of a brand name is largely connected to its associations or 

meanings to the consumers (Aaker, 2013). When entering into a co-branding relationship, the 

two brands are conjoined in the minds of the consumers, which means that they can each 

enhance or diminish the consumers' perceptions of each of the constituent brands. This means 

that a consumer might attribute a previous, potentially negative experience with one of the 

brands to the other, thus affecting their brand associations as well, because of a situation which 

they were not responsible for. 

 

Thus, it is highly necessary for a brand to carefully consider which influencers to collaborate 

with, as any possible negative sides to these influencers might reflect directly onto the brand 

itself. A particular case of this is highlighted in section 4.3.1.4 in an interview with a participant 

who is being presented with the fictive brand of Arthur Noble and the fictive Instagram feeds 

of influencers who promote the brand. Here, the participant, noticing a promotional Instagram 

post from a particular influencer whose entire family is involved in reality-TV, reacts with the 

following: 

 

“[...] Okay, [name of influencer redacted], no way! The [name redacted]-family has 

been removed from the list. He, and a few others, can really make the exclusivity of a 

brand plummet to zero, it does not seem exclusive at all [...]” (Appendix F, interview 

4). 

 

This particular reaction illustrates the point made above; the respondent, a 36-year-old woman, 

initially rated the fictive brand of Arthur Noble a 6 out of 10 on a scale when asked to rate the 

exclusivity after having browsed the website. When asked to rate the brand again after having 

scrolled through the Instagram feeds of the promotions, the respondent lowered this number to 

a 3 out of 10.  The respondent is thus clearly reflecting her previous, negative perception of the 
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influencer(s) onto the brand, resulting in an actual detraction of her perception of the brand and 

her willingness to purchase their products.  

 

Co-branding collaborations with influencers can be argued to typically be located on the lower 

stages of the shared value creation-model, as presented in section 4.2.4 - whilst it may in some 

cases vary (for example when a collaboration includes a product that has been specifically 

designed by the influencer for the brand), the collaborations are typically in the shape of values 

endorsement co-branding. At this stage, it is absolutely vital that the partnership is carefully 

chosen as both brands involved reflect on each other; thus, their values must be very well-

aligned for it to work without affecting one of the brands negatively. This point is also made 

evident in the email interviews where one respondent notes how the choice of influencers can 

cheapen a brand:  

 

“Can they get a famous, popular, sensible person to wear the watches? Tag Heuer has 

Brad Pitt and Leonardo DiCaprio. Omega has George Clooney and Cindy Crawford 

[...] i.e., the persons must not be e.g., Amalie Szigethy or Linse [Danish reality stars]” 

(Appendix H, interview 8).  

 

In this comment, it is clarified that it is not the actual use of a celebrity or an influencer that 

puts the company into a negative context; it is rather the choice of a ‘front figure’ that plays a 

role in how it is perceived by the consumers. 

 

Another point that must be made when discussing this matter is that of brand separation. A 

brand partnership with an influencer is typically rather short-termed - whilst some influencers 

do get longer deals (typically lasting around a year or so at a time, often being used as ‘brand 

ambassadors’ in the way that celebrities were used as the ‘face’ of a brand in the past), most 

promotional agreements consist of the contractual obligation to produce and post a few posts 

and ‘stories’ (posts that are only temporarily available and automatically vanish after 24 hours, 

typically used for more candid, less-polished pictures, videos where the influencer talk directly 

to their followers, asks for advice etc.) ("The Pros & Cons of Long-Term Vs. One-Off 

Influencer Partnerships", 2021). The actual partnership with an influencer is thus typically 

rather short-term, but even after the contractual obligations of the co-branding ends, the 

recognition of the consumers does not immediately disappear, and consumers might end up 
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believing that the brand and influencer are still connected for a much longer time than is 

actually the case. This is potentially a rather unfavourable position to be in, as the brand has no 

control of what the influencer says and does. Thus, a potentially controversial statement from 

a previous co-branding partner might end up reflecting very badly onto the brand, even if the 

co-branding collaboration is no longer active. Whilst it is naturally possible to withdraw from 

an active partnership if the influencer does or says something that the brand does not agree 

with, this does not guarantee that the consumers are able to understand and separate the two in 

their minds, resulting in possible damage on the brand equity even if the brand has nothing to 

do with the controversy. 

 

Aside from an influencer reflecting badly on a brand, the opposite might also happen. Here, 

the influencer might enter into a partnership with a brand, that e.g., turns out to be a scam. This 

can potentially lead to the brand reflecting badly on the influencer, which in turn may push 

followers to turn on the influencer and blame them for not being thorough enough when doing 

research on potential partners. As mentioned above, the mental connotations between a brand 

and an influencer may last significantly longer in the mind of the consumer than the actual 

partnership, which means that a brand’s image may also affect the influencer’s image even if 

the influencer chooses to withdraw from the partnership. An example of this was seen in 2019, 

where the Danish radio presenter and influencer Peter Falktoft found himself in the middle of 

a crisis after advertising for SmileBright, a tooth whitening company whose products were 

revealed to contain 75 times more hydrogen peroxide than allowed (Jakobsen, 2019). Not only 

were the followers unhappy with the Danish influencer, but he also had legal issues with the 

company, as they continued to use his photos in advertising after he had withdrawn from the 

partnership (Jakobsen, 2019). This thus means that whilst brands must be careful with the 

influencer with whom they choose to collaborate with, influencers must also be careful with 

the brands they choose to enter into a partnership with.  

 

Another situation in which a brand might reflect badly on an influencer could be in a situation 

with a poor match between the influencer and the brand. In addition to this, it is important for 

the influencer to take notice of mutual value creation when entering into a partnership. Other 

than the monetary benefits of the partnership, the influencer should also be wary of the effects 

the partnership may have on the influencer’s general performance on the social media platform. 

Here, an influencer might choose to partner up with a brand whose values clash with those of 

the influencer, for instance, a vegan influencer partnering up with a brand that turns out to 
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support the meat industry or a brand whose ‘vegan’ products turn out to contain non-vegan 

ingredients. In such a situation, followers may potentially turn on the influencer which can lead 

to a loss of followers. One could also imagine an influencer partnering up with a brand which 

the followers of the influencer simply do not like for whatever reason. Whilst this could also 

lead to a loss of followers, the most apparent and immediate consequence would likely be low 

engagement on that post. 

Interestingly, this seems to be happening to many influencers that choose to collaborate with 

Daniel Wellington, where posts made in collaboration with Daniel Wellington seem to be 

performing significantly worse than regular non-sponsored posts and even posts made in 

collaboration with other brands. Considering the posts of Danish influencer Tilde Wexøe 

Munkholm (@tildemunkholm on Instagram), it is evident that the Danish influencer actively 

collaborates or has previously collaborated with a number of brands, including NA-KD, 

Hunkemöller, Americandreams, ByBiehl, Ideal of Sweden, and Daniel Wellington. What is 

interesting in regard to this influencer’s posts is that the sponsored posts made in collaboration 

with Daniel Wellington generally yield less interaction from followers compared to posts made 

in collaboration with other fashion accessory brands such as ByBiehl or Ideal of Sweden. For 

this influencer, as of February 12th, 2021, sponsored posts made in collaboration with Daniel 

Wellington have on average had 794 likes per post compared to an average of 1050 likes on 

sponsored posts made in collaboration with Ideal of Sweden and an average of 1298 likes on 

sponsored posts made in collaboration with ByBiehl (Tildemunkholm, 2021). 

This pattern of posts made in collaboration with Daniel Wellington yielding fewer likes is also 

seen with other influencers, as for instance with the Danish influencer Jasmin Melina Rendbæk 

(@jasminmelina on Instagram). For this influencer, as of April 12th, 2021, sponsored posts 

made in collaboration with Daniel Wellington had an average of 3717 likes per post, whereas 

posts made in collaboration with the Danish online jewellery retailer delooks.dk had an average 

of 4792 likes per post, posts made in collaboration with Swedish fashion brand NA-KD had an 

average of 5529 likes per post, and, lastly, posts made in collaboration with Dutch fashion 

brand BALR had an average of 5252 likes per post (Jasminmelina, 2021).  

Interestingly, this pattern also seems to apply to smaller influencers, so-called micro-

influencers, such as the Danish micro-influencer and photographer Line Sofie Gyldholm 

(@linesofiegyldholm on Instagram). For this influencer, as of April 12th, 2021, posts made in 

collaboration with Daniel Wellington had an average of 36 likes per post whereas posts made 

in collaboration with the French beauty brand L’oréal had an average of 66 likes per post 

(Linesofiegyldholm, 2021).  
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Whilst some may argue that ‘likes’ is nothing but a vanity metric, many companies use the 

engagement rate (a rate measured by the number of interactions and responses to posts, 

including likes, comments, reposts, shares, etc.) of the influencer to decide whether to 

collaborate with said influencer or not (Woomio, n.d.). This means that working with brands 

that garner fewer likes on posts can, although not necessarily by much, affect the influencer’s 

engagement rate negatively which can affect how the influencer is perceived by other 

companies and thus also affect the likelihood of them landing new collaborations in the future.  

Furthermore, it can also be argued that it can damage the relationship with the followers if an 

influencer chooses to collaborate with a company that is generally not well-liked by the 

followers. The reason for this is found in the definition of the word influencer: “a person who 

is paid by a company to show and describe its products and services on social media, 

encouraging other people to buy them” and “someone who affects or changes the way that 

other people behave” ("Influencer", n.d.). An influencer is thus someone who has the power to 

affect the way people behave, and in the case of the influencers, Daniel Wellington uses to 

promote their products; someone who has the power to persuade their followers to buy Daniel 

Wellington’s products. If an influencer then chooses to collaborate with a brand that the 

influencer’s followers are not fond of, this may result in low engagement rates, possible 

negative comments and it may also lead the followers to lose trust in the influencer’s sense of 

judgment and style. If the brand, which the influencer chooses to collaborate with, is especially 

disliked by the influencer’s followers, it may even lead to some of the followers ultimately 

unfollowing the influencer and thus lead to a loss in not only engagement but also followers.  

This means that in order for a partnership between a brand and an influencer to be successful, 

both the brand and the influencer must take precautions when choosing whom to collaborate 

with, as such partnerships can yield highly effective and positive results but also unprofitable 

results, which highlights the importance of influencers finding the right brand and for brands 

to find the right influencer.  

 

In order for a brand to find the right influencer, a number of things must be taken into 

consideration, as influencers can have rather versatile brands, due to the many aspects related 

to their public persona. It is, therefore, from the company perspective of a business relationship 

with an influencer, important to find an influencer that has a brand that matches the company’s 

values and whose followers lie within the target group of the product the company wants to 

advertise for via the influencer. However, when it comes to influencer marketing, it is possible 
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to argue that the importance of finding a good match between the company and the influencer 

is more important for the brand than the influencer. This is due to the fact that influencers often 

advertise for many brands within a short time span, which makes the potential impact of 

negative brand associations reflection onto the influencer less significant than the potential 

impact of negative influencer associations reflection onto the brand. Whilst it is true that brands 

also often advertise via multiple influencers at the same time, it must be noted that consumers 

rarely follow all of the influencers a company may use to advertise via, in fact, they may follow 

just one, which is why the impact the influencer’s associations may have on the company may 

be much more significant than the impact the company’s brand associations may have on the 

influencer.  

  

The experiment gave some interesting insights in regard to this. When looking at the graphs, it 

is clear that the influencers’ brands affect how individuals perceive them, and hence how the 

brands they represent are perceived. The fictitious brand's perceived exclusivity rose in 

exclusivity after the participants were exposed to the first Instagram feed, which suggests that 

using the right influencers can yield positive results. However, as the level of perceived 

exclusivity decreased after the participants were exposed to the second Instagram feed, it is 

clear that different types of influencers yield vastly different results in terms of perceived 

exclusivity (Figure 8). One experiment participant elaborates on why she thought the second 

feed led the fictitious brand to have a lower level of exclusivity than the first feed did:  

“It is a very specific type of person that follows [name redacted] and actually likes him… When 

they [the fictitious brand] collaborate with him, it seems like the brand might not have 

investigated him and his reputation. Personally, it does not look good to me” (Appendix F, 

interview 3).  Another participant elaborates his reaction to the second Instagram feed: “it [the 

image of a specific influencer] does not match with what I read about the company on the 

website, and I think it becomes untrustworthy because they [the company] say one thing and 

then do something else” (Appendix F, interview 5). However, one participant felt the opposite 

about the second Instagram feed, and said that the fictitious brand suddenly appeared to be 

rather fashionable and elaborated further: “when all these influencers that wear fancy and 

fashionable clothes wear the sunglasses [the product that the fictitious brand sells], it seems 

like they [the influencers] are saying that they [the sunglasses] are what people should be 

wearing in order to be fashionable” (Appendix F, interview 1). This participant thought that 

the first Instagram feed made the fictitious brand seem more exclusive, however, the second 

Instagram feed made the fictitious brand appear fashionable. Even though the majority of the 
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participants had more negative connotations to the second Instagram feed, the experiment still 

revealed and emphasized the fact that the level of exclusivity depends on the onlooker’s own 

perception of exclusivity. Additionally, it was clear that the influencers and their brand made 

a difference in how the fictitious was perceived. In other words, the influencer’s brand had the 

power to influence the fictitious brand in either a positive or negative direction depending on 

the onlooker’s perception. One of the participants elaborated this “[…] [name redacted], I 

know him, and he is not someone that I associate with [products of] high quality and 

exclusivity. […] and it might affect the product in the sense that it feels like you do not get good 

value for your money” (Appendix F, interview 5). This suggests that the negative perceptions 

might be influenced by the onlooker’s current knowledge of the particular influencer. For 

instance, here a particular influencer and his reputation were mentioned, which caused the 

fictitious brand to receive a lower score in the exclusivity continuum. This is an example of the 

importance of choosing the right influencers to advertise a brand, as the influencer’s reputation 

can have an impact on how the brand the influencer is advertising for is perceived.  

In this regard, it is worth noting that none of the experiment participants mentioned anything 

about their perception of the influencers included being affected negatively by the second 

Instagram feed, which was arguably the Instagram feed that led to the most negative brand 

manifestations. This means that, according to what was mentioned by the participants, the 

influencer’s associations affected the brand much more negatively than the other way around. 

However, it must also be noted that the questions for the experiment were not exactly framed 

in a way that would lead the participants to mention if the fictitious brand’s associations had in 

fact reflected negatively onto some of the influencers.  

 

It can furthermore be discussed whether the fictitious brand appeared to be more fashionable 

when being associated with the influencers of the second Instagram feed, as fashionable does 

not equal exclusivity, but rather reflects a desire to be part of the fashionable community – or 

a desire to be perceived as being fashionable. This notion is supported by the participant who 

mentions that seeing influencers he typically associated with wearing fashionable clothes 

wearing the sunglasses from the fictitious brand also made the fictitious brand seem more 

fashionable (Appendix F, interview 1). This would explain why the graphs for exclusivity and 

likelihood of purchase did not move in the same pattern, as the perceived exclusivity initially 

rose a little and then decreased, whereas the likelihood of purchase decreased continuously 

throughout the experiment, as illustrated in figure 8 and figure 9 presented in section 4.3.1.4. 

The likelihood of purchase decreased when the participants were presented with the first 
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Instagram feed and the likelihood of purchase decreased even further when they were presented 

with the second Instagram feed. In other words, the participants were closer to a purchase when 

only presented to the Arthur Noble website. It would have been interesting to test whether this 

behaviour would have been the same if the participants had been exposed to the Instagram 

feeds before the website. It must be mentioned that it was important that the website of the 

fictitious brand’s website was similar to that of Daniel Wellington in terms of how much was 

written about vision, mission, and values, which arguably is not a lot, in order to obtain 

comparable data. However, based on the data collected, it is quite clear that the influencer 

marketing approach to branding does not entice the consumers into a purchase – rather the 

opposite. Even though the mean of the likelihood of purchase was low after the participants 

were given a link to the fictitious brand’s website, the likelihood of purchase was even lower 

after the participants had been presented with the two Instagram feeds. Here, it is interesting to 

see that the participants had the lowest likelihood of purchase after being presented with the 

second Instagram feed, which was also the feed that generated the lowest level of exclusivity 

in the eyes of the experiment participants. 

 

Finding the right influencer is closely related to Belk’s theory of the extended self, as elaborated 

in section 4.2.6. Taking point of departure in self-disclosure and how individuals disclose to 

one another through influencer marketing, is it possible to discuss how this behaviour – or act 

of social exchange – generates sales, and more importantly, why it is important to encounter 

the right influencer to brand a product. 

  

Taking point of departure in self-disclosure in relation to influencer marketing, the main 

purpose of influencer marketing is imitation – to get the followers to imitate the influencer, as 

this leads to sales because the followers want to extend their selves using the same items as the 

influencer does. These items could both be items such as designer bags or a watch but may also 

be to be a part of a particular brand community. Some influencers might have an iconic status 

and have a large following on social media - some influencers have even obtained celebrity 

status, and thus have obtained the possibility to influence many individuals at a time.   

  

The process of self-disclosure and imitation starts when the influencer has entered into a 

partnership with a company where the job is to brand and advertise for a product on the 

influencer’s social media account. As elaborated in section 3.2.5, trust attraction is a product 

of disclosure when an individual discloses something to another individual. Here, it can be 
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argued that there is a level of trust attraction when a product is displayed on the influencer’s 

social media account. However, this type of branding is typically paid, and if a product is paid 

or part of an agreement the influencer has with a company, the question of whether ‘trust 

attraction’ then truly is trust attraction can be posed. The social exchange is indeed between 

the influencer and the company the influencer is branding, as the two parties invest in one 

another. 

Modelling is, as mentioned in section 3.2.5, the final stage of self-disclosure, and can be argued 

to be the point of no return in terms of disclosure, as modelling is the stage where individuals 

start to imitate behaviour. This is where influencer marketing shows its true potential, as the 

influencer discloses to his or her followers on social media and sets an example of how the 

product or item is used. When the followers purchase the possession disclosed, the marketing 

effort has been successful. The act of modelling can be discussed to be an example of the 

extended self, where individuals purchase items disclosed by influencers in an attempt to ‘get 

what the influencer has’. One of the participants in the experiment elaborated on her 

experiences with influencer marketing: “There are a number of influencers that I actually trust 

and can relate to, who are able to make me think that something would be interesting [to 

purchase]” (Appendix F, interview 4). The possession the influencer discloses could be 

anything from a physical item, to a state of mind, or belong to the same brand community as 

the influencer. 

  

Speaking of influencer branding, and branding through an influencer, it can be discussed 

whether the act of imitation is one of the sincerest forms of flattery – both for the influencer as 

well as for the company behind the possession being advertised by the influencer, as it can be 

discussed whether the act of imitation reflects a desire to belong to something, be part of 

something, or reflect something (what the possession reflects) to others. 

Meanwhile, the use of influencer marketing poses another interesting question taking point of 

departure in self-disclosure and modelling: are the followers’ desire to extend their selves 

through imitation based on false pretences? What is meant by false pretences is that an 

influencer promotes a product only based on profit, or a company chooses an influencer for 

marketing purposes based on popularity. From a self-disclosure perspective, influencer 

marketing is successful when the followers imitate the influencer’s behaviour. Thus, it can be 

argued that the company behind the product being advertised is winning in terms of branding 

purposes and profit, meanwhile the influencer is winning in terms of a beneficial business 

relationship with the company advertised. However, as aforementioned, choosing the right 
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influencer is important, as the influencer must, ideally, reflect the same values as the company 

wishing to advertise via the influencer. In this regard, an experiment participant elaborates: “it 

is not just about their age, but also their kind of… image. Take a person like [name redacted] 

[…] she’s the kind of influencer who might be able to influence me because she just has a little 

more integrity and also seems more conscious about quality. […] My demand for influencers 

is that they must present me something [a product] I otherwise would not have found myself” 

(Appendix F, interview 4). This experiment participant emphasizes the importance of a match 

between influencer and company being advertised, as also covered earlier. If there is no match, 

or even a poor match, between influencer and company, the disclosure made by the influencer 

can be argued to be made on false pretences, and the fact that the goal for both company and 

influencer is profit becomes very clear. Whilst it can be argued that profit is the goal of most 

co-branding ventures, in the case of influencer marketing it can be argued that for many 

followers of influencers, the more genuine personal value endorsement co-branding ventures 

are valued higher than those where the goal of profit is very obvious. This thus means that 

when an influencer self-discloses on false pretenses, i.e., through a partnership with a company 

with whom the match is poor, the disclosure might reflect mistrust and thus also poor trust 

attraction. 

On the other hand, as mentioned earlier, is it possible to argue that an influencer is less 

dependent on a ‘perfect match’ when initiating a business relationship, as the influencer might 

quickly be on to promoting a new product. Therefore, even though a disclosure, in this case a 

piece of advertisement, might be based on false pretenses, the branding might still be 

successful. 

 

Finding the right influencer for advertising purposes can be put in relation to ‘finding the right 

customer’ as elaborated in section 4.2.5. Influencer marketing can be argued to be a new form 

of word-of-mouth advertising, as it plays into self-disclosure and the extended self, and thus it 

can be argued that the impact an influencer has on his or her followers – the potential customers 

– is important to consider when choosing an influencer. The impact influencers can have on 

potential customers is reflected in the following quote from an email interview participant: 

“influencers do have a relatively large influence on my opinion towards products. You follow 

people whom you find interesting, and thereby, people you can relate to. Therefore, is it quite 

natural that they [influencers] can, to a large extent, have a positive influence on my opinion 

towards certain products” (Appendix H, interview 14). 
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A brand is an intangible phenomenon, and is, somewhat, in constant change. Therefore, when 

initiating branding strategies whether it be co-branding, influencer marketing, or other 

marketing approaches, it is highly important to ensure alignment in terms of marketing 

approach and the brand. 

  

The above provides interesting insights into the fact that influencers are quite influential in 

terms of branding and can have a great impact on a company’s image – either negatively or 

positively. In relation to Daniel Wellington, is it possible to argue that the use of influencer 

marketing has had an impact on the company’s perceived exclusivity. Interestingly, the data 

presented in the discussion also indicates that collaborating with Daniel Wellington might have 

a negative impact on how the influencer is perceived, as posts made in collaboration with 

Daniel Wellington seem to garner fewer likes than posts made in collaboration with other 

brands.  

Furthermore, one thing becomes quite clear based on the above; that mutual value creation is 

key to an enriched collaboration between an influencer and a brand. Influencer marketing can, 

when used properly, inspire consumers in regard to both how and with what possessions they 

can extend their selves. 

4.4.3 How might it be possible for Daniel Wellington to restore their perceived 

exclusivity and improve net sales? 

In relation to restoring Daniel Wellington’s perceived exclusivity and improving net sales, a 

number of things can be done. In the following, the company’s opportunities for restoring 

perceived exclusivity and improving net sales will be explored and discussed taking point of 

departure in four main areas: Customer retention with the same product, finding a new 

customer base, changing the marketing approach, and augmenting the product.  

 

4.4.3.1 Customer retention with the same product 

The first way in which Daniel Wellington could potentially restore their perceived exclusivity 

and improve net sales could be to retain their current customer base with the same product by 

expanding and improving the customer experience and improving the customer aftercare. The 

following thus takes its point of departure in the augmented and potential product, as covered 

in section 4.2.2 under product differentiation.  
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In this scenario, the brand keeps both the product and the customer base in its current state but 

focuses on revamping the surrounding experience. This strategy can be argued to make sense 

as the brand has already succeeded in bringing these customers into the fold once before – thus, 

the existing customer base has, or at least, at one point has had, goodwill towards the brand 

and an interest in the product in its existing form. Research shows that acquiring a new 

customer can cost a brand five times more than keeping a current one by focusing on customer 

retention (Wertz, 2018). Simultaneously, according to Reichheld, a company that increases its 

customer retention by 5% increases profits by 25% to a staggering 95% (Wertz, 2018). With 

these numbers in mind, it is arguably a sensible strategy for Daniel Wellington to focus its 

efforts and funds on nurturing the existing customers – generally, 65% of a company's business 

has been shown to come from existing customers, proving that it might be a vital strategy to 

focus on retaining these and increasing the customer retention by offering an improved sales 

experience, which, in turn, may increase customer loyalty (Wertz, 2018). However, as covered 

above in section 4.2.7.2, Daniel Wellington, in its current state, arguably does not do much to 

increase the customer retention, especially considering B2B customers all of whom describe a 

very low effort from the company when it comes to service.  

 

Whilst there are no numbers publicly available on Daniel Wellington’s current B2C customer 

retention rates, there are a number of areas in which Daniel Wellington could work to increase 

their success on this matter, based on responses from the conducted questionnaire and email 

interviews in section 4.3.1.1 and 4.3.1.3. 

Here, it can be suggested that Daniel Wellington works on the general service level provided 

to B2C customers. One example of this could be to provide a warranty that goes beyond the 

statutory requirement of two years – or possibly extending the areas that are covered by the 

warranty. In its current state, the warranty provided by Daniel Wellington does not cover e.g., 

the glass or the strap of the watches, which arguably are two of the most exposed and vulnerable 

areas of a watch when it comes to wear and tear – one way of expanding the warranty could be 

to e.g., offer repairs on these areas free of charge (“How do I get my Daniel Wellington watch 

repaired?”, 2021).  

 

Another area in which Daniel Wellington could possibly increase the service level is by e.g., 

offering yearly service checks and cleanings of the watch for a number of years – these checks 

can be carried out in their own flagship stores or possibly in collaboration with selected 

retailers. By offering a service like this, Daniel Wellington would be able to make sure that 
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they are able to combat any problems that might arise with the watches and assure that the 

customers are happy with their purchase, even if a problem arises, as it will be solved quickly 

and easily – something that is also likely to reflect well upon the brand and affect the customer’s 

overall purchase experience.  

 

Additionally, it can be suggested that Daniel Wellington works to open more flagships stores. 

In the flagship stores, the brand is able to completely control the customer experience from the 

customer walks into the store until they leave again. This would also allow the brand to make 

sure that the customers get appropriate and correct advice on their purchase, as the sales 

advisors present would be trained to specifically sell the products of Daniel Wellington. This 

is something that Daniel Wellington in their financial reports has stated that they are working 

on (Daniel Wellington AB, 2019, p. 3) 

 

This ties especially well into the troubles of the B2B partnerships that are described in section 

4.2.7.2. As covered previously, the interviewed external vendors described that they have had 

a lot of problems working with Daniel Wellington - this is likely to not only affect their 

perception of Daniel Wellington, but also the customers who purchase the products through 

them, as they (the employees working at the external vendors) might not be the best 

ambassadors for the brand if their own personal opinions are negative. 

Thus, it can also be advised that Daniel Wellington works on the B2B sales experience in order 

to rectify the previously described situations. For this to happen, Daniel Wellington must focus 

on especially their communication to external vendors. Both of the interviewed sales advisors 

described having trouble getting hold of Daniel Wellington when it came to putting in orders 

or sending in repairs and generally did not seem happy with the experience when purchasing 

the products as B2B. Furthermore, it was described how Daniel Wellington sometimes seemed 

to ‘keep the products to themselves’, meaning that the external vendors were unable to put in 

orders for some products as Daniel Wellington seemed to primarily focus on selling them 

through their own distributional channels.  

Once again, it is suggested that Daniel Wellington attempts to rectify this by focusing on the 

areas described above in order to increase customer loyalty in external vendors. They need to, 

once again, convince these external vendors of the products and their quality and increase the 

experience for these external vendors, so they once again are good representatives of the brand 

who are happy to suggest and advise on Daniel Wellington. 
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Previously, in section 4.2.5, the metric of Profitable Loyalty, as introduced by IPSOS, has been 

covered. This metric works to illustrate how Daniel Wellington can attempt to pick and choose 

a targeted group of consumers. The metric suggests that a company focuses primarily on the 

customer segments that show the greatest ‘profitable loyalty’ across the three dimensions of 

attitude (affective commitment, brand preference), behaviour (share of wallet, current 

momentum, meaning recent change in behaviour) and value (profitability) (Dixon, 2011, p. 

322). It may be necessary for Daniel Wellington to consider metrics such as these when 

analysing and considering which consumer groups to target and retain; however, since these 

all solely cover the past patterns of the customer, a more forward-looking approach must also 

be employed in order for Daniel Wellington to gain a complete picture of the ideal target group. 

It is necessary for Daniel Wellington to be very aware and actively work with the patterns of 

their customers as they were both in the past and currently in order to gain an understanding of 

what it is likely to be in the future and how this is successfully used to their advantage.  

 

4.4.3.2 Finding a new customer base  

As can be seen from the questionnaire and interviews conducted for this thesis, a large number 

of respondents have some kind of negative opinion or connotation of Daniel Wellington. 

Whether it be because of their perceived quality, marketing methods or something else, a public 

opinion like that is naturally hurtful to any brand. In order to move away from this, Daniel 

Wellington has the option of attempting to (re)define their targeted customer base.  

 

This suggestion naturally ties together with the target of ‘finding the right customer’, as 

previously described in section 4.2.5. If a brand succeeds in finding the right customer base to 

target, a number of positives are likely to happen. Typically, customer loyalty is increased, the 

brand reputation and awareness are raised, and financially, marketing costs are typically 

reduced, as the brand will know exactly which group(s) to target, allowing them to focus their 

spending on these, rather than irrelevant audiences which might have no interest in the brand 

and its products. Based on these factors, and the fact that net sales have decreased, as covered 

in figure 10 and figure 11 in section 4.3.2.2, it can be argued to be a rather smart move for 

Daniel Wellington to examine and redefine their targeted groups of customers.  

 

When analysing the data from the conducted questionnaire, it became clear that the younger 

age group of respondents 13-17-year-olds had a view that differed from the rest; as described 

in section 4.3.1.1, this age group generally had a much more positive opinion on influencer 
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marketing and promotional codes – supported by the fact that 33.33% of the respondents in 

this age group stated that they have ‘often’ been exposed to advertisements for Daniel 

Wellington which contained promotional codes, with another 11.11% of them stating that they 

have ‘sometimes’ been exposed to this – meaning that overall 44.44% of the age group of 13-

17-year-olds have been exposed to advertisements of Daniel Wellington that included 

promotional codes, as also covered in section 4.3.1.1. 

 

When asked whether these advertisements from influencers on social media have affected their 

opinion of Daniel Wellington, the majority of all respondents chose ‘very negatively’ (38.24%) 

and ‘negatively’ (35.29%). When looking at the younger age group again, however, a very 

different picture is painted; here, 50% of the respondents chose ‘positively’ and another 50% 

‘not at all’, highlighting that this age group is very receptive to this kind of promotional efforts, 

especially in comparison with other age groups – for contrast, the age group just above, 

consisting of 18-22-year-olds, had a 100% of respondents choosing ‘Very negatively’.  

 

Based on this, it can be argued that it would be favourable for Daniel Wellington to change 

their targeted segments, by putting a focus on the younger age group. The suggestion to target 

this age group is based on the fact they overall are proven to have a more favourable view of 

Daniel Wellington and the promotional efforts that are used by the brand. Choosing to redefine 

who the targeted segment is would therefore allow Daniel Wellington to maintain and keep 

their current marketing strategies and products in place by targeting a group which is more 

receptive towards these. Targeting a younger age demographic can also prove to be a smart 

way to increase customer loyalty and retention; for many individuals in this age group, a 

purchase of a Daniel Wellington watch would be their first ‘real’ watch, leaving a very easily 

impressionable group of customers; the young age of this group might be a hindrance initially 

as their spending power is typically low and accessories such as a Daniel Wellington watch 

will likely be something that is gifted to them rather than paid for by themselves. However, if 

this group is satisfied with what the watch itself and the brand provides them, even if it was 

initially gifted to them, there is a likelihood of keeping these customers on board, even as they 

grow older, and their spending power increases.  

 

4.4.3.3 Changing the marketing approach 

Another way in which Daniel Wellington might be able to restore their perceived exclusivity 

and improve net sales is through their choice of marketing approach.  
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As previously noted, Daniel Wellington first became partly popular due to their heavy use of 

influencer marketing and as the company was one of the first to fully tap into this marketing 

approach. As data from the questionnaire, the email interviews, and the experiment shows, the 

market for influencer marketing is becoming increasingly more saturated, and consumers are 

growing more and more tired of the heavy use of influencer marketing, which means that in 

order for the company to turn the negative trends in both their image and net sales around, they 

will have to make changes to their current marketing approach. 

The fact that Daniel Wellington first grew popular on the social media platform Instagram also 

means that Daniel Wellington’s main target audience consists of individuals that follow the 

influencers that Daniel Wellington collaborates with. This poses the question of whether Daniel 

Wellington would even be able to be successful with a change of marketing approach, as they 

risk losing touch with their current target audience if they decide to completely change paths. 

However, if Daniel Wellington continues to use influencer marketing and, in addition to this, 

also makes use of other marketing approaches, it will likely be difficult for the company to 

completely get rid of the rather negative brand manifestations they seem to have amassed 

throughout the years due to their heavy use of influencer marketing. As such, it can be argued 

that any change in marketing approach might prove itself rather difficult and risky. If the 

company was to change its marketing strategy, it could thus be recommended to pilot test such 

a change in just a few if not just one market to begin with. For this, a national market within 

Europe could be recommendable, as this is where the company has moved farthest into the 

decline phase of the product life cycle, as covered in section 4.3.2.2. Here, the Danish market 

could be an option, as the market is relatively small due to the country’s population size, yet 

Daniel Wellington is a rather well-known brand with 59.94% of respondents of the 

questionnaire knowing of the brand, as covered in section 4.3.1.1.  Additionally, data suggests 

that the brand awareness of Daniel Wellington is increasing, as data from a previously 

conducted questionnaire from spring 2020 showed a slightly smaller percentage of respondents 

knowing of the brand, 52.1% to be exact, as covered in section 4.3.1.2. One way to change the 

company’s marketing strategy in a way that would likely yield more value for the company 

could be to focus more on ingredient co-branding rather than value endorsement. This could 

be done in more than one way, which will be explored further in the following.  

 

Firstly, the brand could choose to keep the focus on its current target group by collaborating 

with one or more of the influencers the brand currently uses for marketing purposes to make a 

limited collection of watches specifically targeted towards the needs of that particular 
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influencer’s followers and in a style that suits the influencer. This could prove beneficial for a 

number of reasons.  

Firstly, by co-creating a product in collaboration with an influencer, the product becomes a 

reflection of the influencer’s style and thus becomes a means through which the followers can 

easily mimic the influencers and extend their selves to reflect the influencer. In other words, 

the watch would, in addition to being a Daniel Wellington watch, also become a watch 

reflecting the influencer and the influencer’s style. Secondly, this could also be an opportunity 

for making the watch more exclusive in the traditional sense of the word, as Daniel Wellington 

could decide to only produce a limited amount of stock which would decrease the availability. 

Doing so could potentially increase initial sales numbers and the rate of returning customers, 

as some would maybe feel inclined to get the watch, even if they already have a Daniel 

Wellington, as that particular watch would be available only until the limited stock is sold out. 

However, for this not to yield the same results as the company’s use of traditional influencer 

marketing, it would be important for the brand not to enter into this type of collaborative 

partnership with too many influencers in the same market at the same time. Doing so could 

potentially lessen the exclusivity obtained through the limited stock, as it could give the 

customer a feeling of being able to just get the ‘next influencer collaboration’. This is 

highlighted by one email interview respondent who notes:   

  

“It seems like they [Daniel Wellington] are giving any influencer over 1000 followers a 

discount code […]. For me, it has had a slightly negative effect, as it does not seem that they 

are investigating whether it even makes sense to give certain influencers a discount code and 

enter into a partnership with them” (Appendix H, interview 11). 

  

This quote also highlights the importance of considering which influencer to collaborate with 

carefully, as data from the experiment suggest that certain influencers affect perceived 

exclusivity more negatively than others, as covered in section 4.3.1.4. 

  

Another way to ingredient co-brand could be by co-creating watch collections with traditional 

celebrities, as the Danish Eyewear brand Christopher Cloos did with Tom Brady ("Cloos x 

Brady", 2021). This would not only be an opportunity for the brand to break free of the 

influencer marketing image by creating more traditional advertisements on e.g., television or 

through paid media on social media. This could furthermore be an opportunity for the company 

to reach new target groups that the company has not been able to reach through influencers on 
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Instagram. In this regard, one email interview respondent notes “marketing must be targeted 

at a slightly older segment so that it does not just become a ‘confirmation watch’” (Appendix 

H, interview 12) when asked what Daniel Wellington could do to obtain a more exclusive 

position in the market. For this, an example could be a collaboration with Danish actor Mads 

Mikkelsen, which would maybe entice men in their thirties, forties, fifties, and sixties to get a 

Daniel Wellington watch to be able to extend their selves by mirroring Mads Mikkelsen. With 

such a target group, the brand would be able to increase the quality of the clockwork and strap, 

as this target group arguably is more likely to have more money to spend on a watch than the 

younger segment. This would likely improve Daniel Wellington’s perceived exclusivity within 

this new target group, as data from the questionnaire suggest that the quality of clockwork and 

strap is the most influential factor when it comes to increasing a brand’s exclusivity with more 

than 75% of respondents within this age group (30-60+) picking it.  

  

Finally, the company could also enter into an ingredient co-branding venture with another 

brand. This could both be with a brand in a different industry, such as a car manufacturer, like 

Tag Heuer has done in collaboration with Porsche and IWC has done in collaboration with 

Mercedes ("Tag Heuer x Porsche", n.d.) ("Pilot’s Watch Chronograph Edition “Mercedes-

AMG Petronas Motorsport”", n.d.). However, it could also be done in collaboration with 

another brand in the same industry, akin to what Danish watch brand About Vintage did with 

Frédérique Constant ("1988 Moonphase", n.d.). Doing so could elevate the level of co-branding 

to complementary competence co-branding. A potential partner for a complementary 

competence co-branding partnership could be Tissot, a Swiss luxury watchmaker under the 

parent organization The Swatch Group. In 2019, The Swatch Group experienced a decrease in 

net sales of 2.7% and in 2020 a decrease of 32.1%, which might be an indication that the Swatch 

Group could also benefit from a change of marketing strategy (Swatch Group, 2020). In this 

regard, it is, naturally, important to note that it is not possible to deduce whether Tissot is 

contributing to this decrease in net sales, as brand-specific numbers are not publicly available 

from The Swatch Group, which means that it is only possible to base assumptions on Tissot’s 

net sales on the overall net sales of the parent company. In such a partnership, Daniel 

Wellington could bring high marketing budgets, knowledge on popular designs and their grip 

on the younger consumer segment, whereas Tissot might be able to bring valuable knowledge 

on high-quality watchmaking and their grip on a slightly older consumer segment with higher 

spending power. By entering into a complementary competence co-branding partnership, the 

brands would be able to tap into each other’s target groups, and in the case of Daniel 
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Wellington, the company might possibly be able to improve the seemingly negative brand 

manifestations held by the older consumer segment, as covered in section 4.3.1.1. This would, 

once again, be an opportunity to sell the product with limited stock and at a higher price than 

Daniel Wellington’s other watches. Whilst the higher price and lower availability would 

increase the brand’s exclusivity in the traditional sense of the word, this is further supported by 

an email interview respondent, who, when asked what Daniel Wellington could do to obtain a 

more exclusive position in the market, notes:  

  

“I think it would be interesting if they made a “hero-product” priced higher than their current 

watches […]. The Danish watch brand About Vintage did something similar by collaborating 

with Frédérique Constant to produce a limited edition watch of which only 100 were produced, 

priced at 30.000 DKK. A big jump in price compared to their regular watches, but definitely a 

smart move by the company” (Appendix H, interview 14). 

  

Whilst a higher price might inhibit purchases from being made by Daniel Wellington’s current 

consumer segment, it can be argued that, as Tissot’s core consumer segment generally has a 

higher spending power than that of Daniel Wellington’s current core consumer segment, such 

a partnership might still be successful. In order for the partnership to be successful in moving 

Daniel Wellington’s perceived exclusivity in a positive direction, it would, however, be 

important to make sure that the quality of the clockwork and strap justified the higher price 

point, as data from the questionnaire showed that quality was the main factor that affected 

perceived exclusivity most positively with 76.8% picking this, as covered in section 4.3.1.1, 

and as quality was also the most mentioned factor by the email interview participants when 

asked what Daniel Wellington could change in order to improve their perceived exclusivity 

with 7 out of 13 mentioning this.  

  

As elaborated in section 4.3.2.1, Daniel Wellington mentions their CSR initiatives on their 

website but does not include this in their marketing efforts on other platforms. These initiatives 

can be argued to be rather vague, as the initiatives have no immediate action or impact on the 

consumer's interaction with the company. In other words, it can be argued that “big steps 

towards an understanding of our social and environmental impact” is not the boldest nor the 

most inspirational message to consumers who have sustainability as a matter that is top-of-

mind (Daniel Wellington – sustainability, n.d.). These ‘big steps’ include goals for using green 

energy and repurposed packaging. Even though the company has established goals to be 
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reached by 2030, there is no specific plan on how to reach these goals of responsible products, 

fair employment, unique products, and a positive planet (Daniel Wellington - Sustainability, 

n.d.). This can be argued to be a disadvantage, as one experiment participant notes 

“[sustainability programmes] are the kind of thing that really catches my eye” (Appendix F, 

interview 4). Based on this, another approach related to marketing through which Daniel 

Wellington might be able to restore the company’s perceived exclusivity – or simply to 

differentiate from competitors – is to incorporate sustainability in the products. This is also 

based on the fact that sustainability is beneficial to incorporate, as it is a topic that is top-of-

mind for many consumers, and furthermore, consumers buy into a brand rather than just 

purchase a product for its quality. In other words, consumers tend to invest in products and 

brands that “align with their personal values'' – and thus extend their selves through a 

company’s CSR initiatives (Rosmarin, 2020). 

  

This initiative of introducing products with sustainable profiles has been done by other 

companies such as Apple, and their (PRODUCT)RED, where consumers can purchase an 

Apple product in the iconic red colour where the money goes to charity (Apple - 

(PRODUCT)RED n.d.). This approach gives the consumers a conscious choice to actively 

choose to support CSR, and by purchasing e.g., the red iPhone, which stands out among the 

other colours available for iPhones, signals to other individuals that they have supported CSR. 

It can hence be argued that in this example, individuals choosing the (PRODUCT)RED phone 

extends their selves, and furthermore, signal to other members of the Apple brand community 

that they have supported the (PRODUCT)RED initiative as these products are easily 

recognizable with their vibrant red colour. 

In continuation, the Daniel Wellington competitor About Vintage have also introduced CSR in 

their products, which is reflected in the company’s turtle collection, where a purchase of one 

of the turtle watches saves 20 baby turtles. The first launch of the turtle watches sold out in 

only two hours (About Vintage – turtle collection, n.d.). Based on this, it is possible to argue 

that the additional ‘product’ in terms of CSR is attractive in the eyes of the consumers, and thus 

a profitable initiative to introduce more CSR initiatives in the products and thereby expand the 

brand and add a sustainable feature to the brand.   

  

By incorporating CSR initiatives in the company’s products is it potentially possible to reach 

new consumers, to differentiate the brand from competitors, and to make consumers perceive 

Daniel Wellington as an environmentally conscious company with a strong CSR profile. Whilst 
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some competitors are also incorporating CSR in their products, such as About Vintage, there 

are several ways to incorporate CSR in the products, and it can thus be argued that Daniel 

Wellington could easily differentiate themselves from such competitors also.  

  

An approach to incorporating CSR in an attempt to restore the brand’s perceived exclusivity 

could be to create a product where a purchase would support a selected project, for instance 

supporting the NGO One, Two…Tree! dedicated to teaching English to children in local public 

schools in Guatemala or by supplying Save the Reef with the necessary remedies in their quest 

of ocean conservation (One, Two… Tree!, n.d.) (Save the Reed, n.d.). Initiatives of introducing 

products with a focus on sustainability and CSR might help the company reach new consumers 

– and maybe even consumers that have previously decided not to purchase from Daniel 

Wellington, as the greener profile might recapture these consumers' attention. It can hence be 

argued that introducing a product with a sustainable profile might, first of all, create an 

increased value to the product itself, and second of all, add value to the brand. Even though 

CSR support might not be a physical product the consumers can purchase, the product 

supporting CSR and sustainability reflects these initiatives and might make the consumers 

perceive the purchase as a more valuable one compared to purchasing other watches. This also 

means that such products can become opportunities for the consumers to extend their selves 

through, as seen with e.g., Apple’s (PRODUCT)RED. By introducing sustainability into the 

product portfolio, Daniel Wellington is thus able to both extend the brand to potentially reach 

a broader audience due to the added value, but also offers the opportunity for consumers to 

extend their selves in terms of sustainability and CSR. 

  

Other suggestions to incorporate a sustainable profile to the brand could be to introduce a 

product made of only repurposed materials or launching an interchangeable sustainable watch 

strap made of e.g., repurposed leather. By specifically introducing an interchangeable watch 

strap made of repurposed leather, Daniel Wellington might, in addition to being able to reach 

a broader audience, also recapture the attention of current customers, who might want to 

purchase the new strap for the current watch, which might thus improve customer retention.  

  

It is thus evident that there are many potential marketing routes for Daniel Wellington to take 

in order to improve their perceived exclusivity. In this regard, it must be emphasized that the 

above-mentioned marketing efforts do not constitute an exhaustive list of potential changes the 

company could make to their marketing strategy, but rather, with point of departure in the 
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previously mentioned risks and difficulties associated with a radical change to the company’s 

marketing approach, presents some of the options whilst also offering explanations to why such 

changes might be beneficial for the company to make and how these changes could potentially 

be implemented.  

 

4.4.3.4 Augmenting the product  

The last way in which Daniel Wellington could potentially restore their perceived exclusivity 

and improve net sales is to augment the product. The reason for this is found in the product life 

cycle model, as covered in section 4.3.2.2 under product differentiation, where the company 

was placed in the ‘decline’ stage of the model. Whilst it can be argued that moving out of the 

decline phase can prove itself to be rather difficult, it is not impossible, as Burberry proved in 

the mid-’00s, as covered in section 3.4. Of 14 respondents in the email interviews, 10 noted 

that an augmentation of the product could contribute to an improvement of their perception of 

Daniel Wellington’s exclusivity. Of the 10 mentioning this, most also specifically mentioned 

the quality of the product, stating that watches made of high-quality materials would be likely 

to affect the perceived exclusivity of the brand. This notion is supported by the questionnaire 

respondents, where the quality of the company’s products seem to be one of the main factors 

detracting from the company’s perceived exclusivity with 76.8% of questionnaire respondents 

placing the quality of the clockwork and strap amongst their top five factors that affected their 

perceived exclusivity of a watch brand positively, as covered in section 4.3.1.1, and 23.92% of 

questionnaire respondents placing the quality of the clockwork and strap amongst their top five 

factors that affected their perceived exclusivity of a watch brand negatively, as also covered in 

section 4.3.1.1. This indicates that whilst high quality seems to affect perceived exclusivity 

more positively than low quality affects perceived exclusivity negatively, however, both factors 

are ranked rather highly. In addition to this, of the 14 email interview respondents, 7 claimed 

that the quality of the clockwork and strap was among one of the main things they believed 

Daniel Wellington could alter in order to move in a more exclusive direction on the continuum 

of perceived exclusivity (Appendix H). However, as the company advertises itself as 

‘affordable luxury’, it can also be argued that there are limits to how much the company can 

actually augment the product without also changing its mission, as prices would have to go up 

in order for the company to improve quality and keep the products profitable. Furthermore, it 

can also be argued that a radical change to the company’s product portfolio might not be a good 

idea, as the watches are clearly still selling well despite the recent dramatic decrease in net 

sales. As also touched upon in the previous section on changing the marketing approach, a 
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complete change of paths in regard to the product portfolio could be detrimental, as the 

company risks losing touch with their current target audience - a target audience that is 

currently bringing in over 1.6 billion Swedish kronor a year. In order to accommodate the needs 

of the current target audience and the needs uncovered by the email interview respondents, one 

strategy to introduce a new range of higher quality watches whilst also keeping the current line 

of affordable fashion watches as briefly touched upon in the previous section on changing the 

marketing efforts.  

 

In this regard, the quality of the clockwork and the strap are arguably the most impactful things 

the company can make changes to in order to improve their perceived exclusivity, as already 

covered. This could e.g., be done by increasing the quality of the movement. Currently, the 

watches are made using Japanese quartz movement ("What type of movement is used?", n.d.). 

Quartz movements are generally considered to be the least expensive type of movement 

compared to automatic and mechanical, and whilst many horologists seem to prefer timepieces 

made with either mechanical or automatic movements, it can be argued that it would be 

beneficial for Daniel Wellington to remain in the category of quartz movement timepieces in 

order to still keep the prices at an affordable level. However, one change that could be made in 

regard to the movements could be to substitute the Japanese quartz movements with Swiss 

quartz movements, as Swiss quartz movements are generally held in higher regard than 

Japanese quartz movements ("Swiss Vs Japanese Movement: What's the Story?", n.d.). This 

may prove especially beneficial in order to secure returning customers, as it seems like 

customers are first drawn to the brand by the luxurious-looking designs but are then put off due 

to the quality of the watches, as one email interviewee explains his history of knowledge of the 

brand by stating: 

 

 “I initially noticed the watch due to its popularity in my circle of friends [...] I thought 

the watch was elegantly and stylishly designed, which I still do. In terms of quality, I 

had no understanding of the watch, neither in mechanical terms nor on ‘the finish’, but 

I did perceive the watch as a watch of reasonable quality [...]. As a result of my growing 

awareness of the quality of various brands, it became clear to me that Daniel 

Wellington was nothing more than a mass-produced watch from China marketed as an 

exclusive watch. Daniel Wellington has gone from being a watch that I could to some 

extent imagine myself wearing to me not wanting to ever wear or buy one” (Appendix 

H, interview 4). 
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This experience of the perception of the company’s product going from reasonable quality to 

a “mass-produced watch from China” is not unique to this respondent, with another respondent 

noting that “In the beginning, the brand and its designs seemed more exclusive than they 

actually are [...]. I had heard they [the watches] were of good quality, so it surprised me how 

low the quality of their products was [...]” (Appendix H, interview 11). By improving the 

quality of the clockwork and strap, Daniel Wellington might thus be able to secure a higher 

degree of customer retention. 

 

Another way through which Daniel Wellington could potentially improve their perceived 

exclusivity through augmenting a part of the product is to improve the buying experience by 

improving the packaging of the product. Currently, the product is delivered in a cardboard box 

with the name of the company printed on top. In the cardboard box, the watch, and an owner’s 

guide is included (The Fierce Artist, 2020). Whilst this for many may be sufficient as the 

product purchased, the watch, is included, luxurious packaging is known to be able to play a 

role in “creating desire, indicating quality and prestige [...] and ensuring continuity and 

cohesion in brand messaging” (“Marketing to the Wealthy: The Role of Luxury Packaging”, 

2018). Packaging is thus a point on which Daniel Wellington has the possibility to improve the 

buying experience and thus possibly also improve the perceived exclusivity of the brand 

without having to massively increase the expenditures in relation to the packaging. This could 

e.g.,be done by including a watch pillow, which is not only useful for display, but also for 

keeping the shape of the watch and protecting the face of the watch from any scratches. 

Furthermore, some customers may store their watches on the watch pillow, resulting in a 

branding opportunity for Daniel Wellington if said customers were to post their collection on 

social media. 

 

It is thus evident that there are plenty of areas through which Daniel Wellington could 

potentially restore their perceived exclusivity and thus improve net sales. These areas have 

been discussed above, where potential opportunities for this have been explored in detail and 

advantages and disadvantages related to these opportunities have been discussed.  
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5. Conclusion 

In the above, the case company of Daniel Wellington has been analysed and examined in order 

to provide an answer to the research question that has been introduced earlier in section 1.1: 

  

How can frequent price fluctuations (sales, promotional codes, etc.) affect the perceived 

exclusivity of a brand? 

  

To provide a thorough answer to the research question, three sub-questions: “What defines 

exclusivity?”, “How has Daniel Wellington built their brand identity and how do they 

differentiate themselves from competitors?”, and “How does Daniel Wellington’s marketing 

approach affect their perceived exclusivity?”. Through the use of an array of different theories 

combined with data collected through a questionnaire, email interviews, and an experiment 

with a fictitious brand, it has been possible to gain insight into these sub-questions and thus 

also the overall posed research question. From here, the following can be concluded: 

  

Exclusivity as a concept can be concluded to be highly dependent on the individual. A product 

may be highly priced but still not be considered exclusive by some individuals – this perception 

is dependent on various factors such as the socio-economic status, geographic location, etc. of 

the individual. In turn, a product – such as the products of the brand Supreme, as previously 

exemplified – can be quite low priced, but still be perceived to be exclusive based on other 

factors, such as (in this case) a scarcity of products available.  

Additionally, it is concluded, based on the model of the image triangle, that brands cannot 

control their own image; they have the option of creating and emitting a certain identity and 

profile, but the image is solely deciphered by the consumer. This deciphered image is also what 

a consumer is likely to use when deciding whether or not they feel an affinity to a certain brand 

community. Brand communities are concluded to be a very important part of the allure of 

exclusivity – by belonging to one or more of these, the consumers are able to find an in-group 

of like-minded individuals who they can reflect their identity upon, which, in turn, helps 

support the fragile core self, along with possessions.  

In an attempt to clarify the concept of perceived exclusivity, the model of the Exclusivity 

Continuum was introduced.  
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Daniel Wellington was considered an interesting case company to examine as there was 

believed to be a discrepancy in the exclusive profile and identity that the brand itself has tried 

to build and exude and the image that is perceived by the consumers, which was later confirmed 

and supported by the data collected. There was a very high degree of brand awareness among 

questionnaire respondents, with the majority of respondents knowing of the brand through 

jewellery stores, friends and family, and influencers. Interestingly, it was found that influencer 

marketing overall had a negative effect on consumers’ perception of both the brand in general 

as well as on the perceived exclusivity of the brand. This was supported further by email 

interview respondents, of whom many noted that they were put off by the company's use of 

influencer marketing. 

  

To investigate whether this was due to the marketing approach alone or if any other factors 

were at play, an experiment was conducted, where participants were introduced to a fictitious 

brand akin to Daniel Wellington. Here, two Instagram feeds consisting of a carefully selected 

number of influencer advertisements for the fictitious brand were used to measure how using 

different influencers might affect the perceived exclusivity of a brand. The results of the 

experiment showed that both the perceived exclusivity and the likelihood of purchase 

decreased after participants were introduced to advertisements from certain influencers 

included in the second Instagram feed. Thus, both the qualitative and quantitative data from 

the experiment points to the fact that it is vital for a company to carefully choose which 

influencers to co-brand with, as they otherwise risk potential customers being put off, negating 

the marketing efforts made. 

 

To further investigate how Daniel Wellington’s choice of marketing strategy might have 

affected the company, analyses of the company using uniqueness drivers and the corporate 

brand identity matrix were conducted. The analysis made using uniqueness drivers largely 

showed that the brand does not have any significant characteristics distinguishing them from 

the competitors, which was deemed particularly problematic, as the company was placed in the 

decline-phase of the product life cycle. The only uniqueness driver differentiating the company 

from its competitors was that of distribution, where it was found that Daniel Wellington have 

a large number of external vendors in Denmark, however, in this regard, it was also found that 

not only was Daniel Wellington planning on decreasing the amount of external vendors but the 

company’s current external vendors were also unhappy with their business partnerships with 

the Swedish watch company.  
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Furthermore, the analysis made using the corporate brand identity matrix showed that the brand 

promise of Daniel Wellington is not aligned, and it is, therefore, concluded that changing 

communication and promotional style, reinventing the core competences, and emphasising the 

CSR work of the brand are all factors that might help Daniel Wellington create a competitive 

advantage over competitors.  

 

Additionally, other areas in which Daniel Wellington are suggested to work on in order were 

examined. Here, it is concluded that the consumer group of Daniel Wellington that currently 

purchase the products are likely not particularly interested in watches – they buy the products 

because they are an affordable, yet stylish alternative to other brands and do not particularly 

care about the quality of the watch. This, however, also means that they are not particularly 

loyal to the product or the brand and that this group therefore might not be the actual ‘right 

customer’ for the brand. Additionally, it is concluded that Daniel Wellington must be very 

careful when choosing which influencers to enter into a co-branding partnership with. The 

primary data from the email interviews shows that several respondents believe that they work 

with ‘just about anyone’, meaning that Daniel Wellington risks their brand and image by doing 

so. It is, however, worth noting that the attraction of particular influencers – just as with 

exclusivity – depends on each individual onlooker's perception of them. It can thus be 

concluded that areas through which Daniel Wellington could potentially restore their perceived 

exclusivity and thus improve net sales such as customer retention with the same product, 

finding a new customer base, changing the marketing approach, and augmenting the product.  

 

Thus, it can be concluded that whilst Daniel Wellington’s decision to make use of continuous 

price fluctuations through influencer marketing and promotional codes is believed to have 

affected the brand’s perceived exclusivity to a very large degree, there are seemingly still 

options for the brand to obtain a more exclusive position in the minds of the consumers.  
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7. Appendices  

Appendix A 

The following presents a screenshot from www.google.com taken on January 31, 2021.  

 
 

English translation:  

Ad·https://www.danielwellington.com/ 

Daniel Wellington ™ - Affordable luxury accessories 

Elegant accessories and watches from Daniel Wellington. Always with a two-year warranty. 

Buy now. Experience our timeless and minimalist accessories. Quick shipping and free returns. 

Official store. Two-year warranty. 

Appendix B 

The following presents the abstract of a previously written and submitted project in 

International Business Communication from 2020 and serves as a summary of the project 

(Laursen, Topholm & Wind, 2020, p. 2). 

Abstract  

This paper in International Business Communication explores how frequent price fluctuations, 

be it through sales or promotional codes, can affect how exclusive a brand is perceived to be 

in the eyes of the consumers.  
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To investigate this, the paper takes point of departure in the Swedish watch brand Daniel 

Wellington, which was established in 2011. Throughout the years, the company has used 

influencer marketing as its main approach to marketing. This worked well for a number of 

years, with Daniel Wellington’s popularity on the European market increasing by 4700% in 

2013 to 2015. However, the company has since 2017 experienced a continuous decline in sales 

and since 2019 a significant decline in its number of followers on the social media platform 

Instagram.  

Based on the above, the paper examines how exclusive Daniel Wellington is perceived to be 

to the consumers and how its approach to marketing may have affected this. The empirical 

foundation of the project consists of the company’s financial reports, follower-statistics, and 

primary data gathered through a questionnaire with 526 responses as well as two semi-

structured interviews. 

The paper has been conducted from a social-constructivist point of view, which regards 

exclusivity as a socially constructed phenomenon that depends on the individuals’ perception 

hereof. This is taken into consideration through the use of an exclusivity continuum, of which 

only the two polar ends have been defined.  

  

The conclusion of the paper is that Daniel Wellington’s use of price fluctuations as a marketing 

approach has had a negative effect on how exclusive the brand is perceived to be in the eyes of 

a significant percentage of the target group of its marketing efforts. This conclusion can, 

however, not be applied directly to other companies, but allows for further scientific 

exploration of the topic.  
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Appendix C 

The following presents data collected in a questionnaire running from November 26, 2020 to 

January 14, 2021. The answers in the following are presented in Danish, as this was the 

language in which the questionnaire was conducted. Translations of questions and answers can 

be found in section 4.3.1.1. 
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Appendix D 

The following presents screenshots of the fictitious website made for the fictitious brand Arthur 

Noble. The screenshots were from  https://linesehestedlaurse.wixsite.com/arthurnoble taken on 

May 5, 2021.  
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Appendix E 

The following presents an example of the fictitious Instagram feeds shown to participants of 

the experiment. The feeds were made using a free Instagram Feed and Profile PSD UI template 

made by Marina Dillaco available at https://www.behance.net/gallery/75837297/FREE-

Instagram-Feed-and-Profile-PSD-UI-iPhoneX-ready. Each feed consisted of 15 “posts” made 

using this template. The photos used were authentic posts from a number of strategically chosen 

influencers, as covered in section 2.2.3, and the descriptions for each post were also largely 

authentic, although some were altered slightly to make them shorter.  
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Appendix F 

The following presents transcripts of the interviews conducted as a part of the experiment, as 

described in section 2.3.3 held on January 18, 2021 and January 20, 2021. The questions and 

answers in the following are presented in Danish, as this was the language in which the 

interviews for the experiment were conducted.  

 

Interview 1 

Interviewer 1 (I1): Okay, det virker til, at teknikken virker. Først skal vi have dig til at 

introducere dig helt kort, bare med køn og alder.  

Interviewee (M20): Jeg er mand på 20 år. Ja…  

I1: Og så vil min makker, Line, tage dig igennem interviewet.  

Interviewer 2 (I2): Ja. Nu overtager jeg. Ida sender dig et link om to sekunder, som vi skal 

bede dig åbne, og så skal vi egentligt bede dig om at gennemgå det, du ser. Linket fører dig til 

en hjemmeside, der tilhører det danske brand Arthur Noble, og du skal bare helt kort kigge dig 

igennem hjemmesiden og danne dig et overordnet indtryk af brandet. Du skal helst ikke 

informationssøge andre steder, men bare koncentrere dig om det, der nu engang er på 

hjemmesiden. Du har tre minutter, vi sætter en timer, og så stiller vi dig nogle spørgsmål 

efterfølgende. Du må rigtig gerne komme med kommentarer løbende imens du klikker rundt, 

hvis der er noget, der falder dig ind. 

M20: Ja!  

I2: Du får linket nu…  

 

M20 is sent the link to the fictitious website and a timer is set for three minutes  

 

M20: Yes. Bumbum. Okay. See the future.. Hold da op. Our new arrivals are here… Ah 

solbriller! Jeg ved ikke lige, hvorfor det tog mig så lang tid at indse, at det var solbriller (griner). 

Øh.. Ja. De har showroom i København K, okay. Øh.. Av. Okay. Og så skal jeg bare.. Yes. 

Okay. Nu skal jeg ikke sidde og shoppe (griner). Øh. Ja. Altså… Det virker som en meget stilet 

side med den video, der kører her. Den er meget fancy! Ja. Jeg har ikke så stor forstand på 

solbriller, men de virker fede! Altså ja, den er meget stilet, den er meget simpel, der sker ikke 

så meget ekstra. Så ja, meget simpel og minimalistisk. Det er fedt, at man kan se, hvor man kan 

købe produkterne fysisk. Ja.  Jamen jeg ved ikke, jeg har ikke sådan så meget andet, tror jeg.  
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I2: Du må gerne bare sige, hvis du synes har set nok og ikke har mere at sige 

M20: Ja, jamen jeg har set det meste og jeg har ikke umiddelbart mere lige sådan…  

I2: Super! Ja, jamen så går vi videre til spørgsmålene. Til at starte med, du er kommet lidt ind 

på det, men vi vil gerne høre dig, hvad er dit umiddelbare indtryk af brandet Arthur Noble?  

M20: Øh.. 

I2: Altså eksempelvis ord du umiddelbart forbinder med dem både i forhold til deres 

produktdesign, deres prisniveau, og du er velkommen til stadigvæk at klikke dig videre, mens 

jeg spørger… 

M20: Ja….  

I2: Det kan også være eksklusiviteten, kvaliteten... Sådan nogle ting 

M20: Altså det virker som om, at deres produkter er forholdsvis høj kvalitet, altså igen, jeg har 

ingen forstand på solbriller, så jeg aner ikke, om priserne er specielt dyre overhovedet, eller om 

det er helt vildt billigt for en god solbrille, men.. Ja. Jeg kan meget godt lide, at solbrillerne har 

navne efter byer. Øh, ja, det kan jeg meget godt lide.. De her er godt nok ufatteligt grimme 

(griner).  

I2: Ja, de har noget til enhver smag (griner). Men hvilke ord ville du sige, du forbandt med 

dem?  

M20: Altså solbrillerne?  

I2: Altså hele dit indtryk af brandet  

M20: Jeg tænker fancy. Ja. Det er sådan det eneste, der lige kommer op 

I2: Ja? Så vi er måske på et relativt højt niveau af eksklusivitet?  

M20: Ja, det virker det som om  

I2: Ja.. Tak! Det næste er, på en skala fra 1 til 10, hvoraf 1 er mindst eksklusivt og 10 er mest 

eksklusivt, hvor ville du så placere Arthur Noble som solbrillebrand?  

M20: Uff.. Ja. Måske en 7’er?  

I2: Ja. Og på en skala fra 1 til 10, hvoraf 1 er ikke sandsynligt og 10 er meget sandsynligt, hvor 

sandsynligt er det så, at du kunne finde på at købe et par solbriller fra brandet? 

M20: Øhm.. Den er nok ikke superhøj. En 2’er? 

I2: Må jeg spørge, hvorfor det kan være? 

M20: Ja, altså jeg går aldrig med solbriller 

I2: Ja okay, fair nok (griner).  

 

 I2: Ja, jamen så er vi nået til 2. del, Ida kommer nu til at sende dig et link til et fiktivt instagram 

feed, nu ved jeg ikke, om Instagram er noget du plejer at bruge, men det er altså et fiktivt feed, 
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der består af både ægte og fiktive opslag og du skal så forestille dig, at de profiler, der dukker 

op, er profiler du selv følger, altså at det er dit eget feed, du sidder og scroller igennem. Det 

indeholder både opslag fra din egen omgangskreds og fra en række influencers. Du skal bare 

læse opslagene igennem og kigge lidt på afsender og billeder og tekst. Du har fire minutter, vi 

timer dig igen, og derefter stiller jeg en række spørgsmål igen. Og du må stadigvæk gerne 

komme med kommentarer løbende.  

M20: Okay!  

 

M20 is sent a link to the first fictitious Instagram feed 

  

I1: og du får sendt linket nu…  

M20: Superduper. Jaja. 

 

A timer is set for four minutes 

 

M20: Pino.the.corgi… årh, den er sød! Okay.. Ah. Okay, en reklame! Jaja. Et fyrhus. Så er der 

en katteprofil simpelthen, en sød kat der lige tager sin daglige morfar, åh gud.. Øh. Mad. Ja… 

(griner). Klaramontes, det lille københavner køkken.. Endnu en reklame. Laurakeil og Arthur 

Noble. Og man kan igen spare 10 % med en kode. En der er i paris. En sofa… Rasmus Brohave, 

ah. Reklame for Arthur Noble. Maya… Ja. Der er mange a’er i hendes navn. Og Rasmus 

Brohave sammen om en reklame for Arthur Noble. Og man kan spare 10 % med hendes 

rabatkode. Mere mad! En meme… Øh.. Okay (griner). Årh altså. Interessant (griner igen). Og 

så en her til sidst.  

 

The timer rings 

 

I2: Perfekt, gode kommentarer (griner), så har vi nogle spørgsmål til det også. Først, nu når du 

har set nogle reklameopslag i samarbejde med Arthur Noble, hvad er dit indtryk af brandet så?  

M20: Øh.. Altså. Hvis jeg skal være ærlig, så har det ikke rigtigt ændret… Ahh.. Ej måske, det 

virker jo som et fedt mærke, altså, det virker ret udbredt i forhold til at.. Mere end jeg havde 

forventet. Jeg havde ikke forventet at Rasmus Brohave ville have dem, men så igen, hvis det 

er en reklame, ja. Det virker som. Ja. Det virker som et fedt mærke.  

I2: Så du ville måske sige, at det har påvirket dit indtryk positivt at se de her reklameopslag?  

M20: Ja, ja det har det nok  
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I2: Yes. Næste spørgsmål, på en skala fra 1 til 10, hvoraf 1 er mindst eksklusivt og 10 er mest 

eksklusivt, hvor ville du så nu efter at have set de her opslag placere Arthur Noble som 

solbrillebrand? 

M20: Øh.. Altså.. Nok en.. Ja. En 7’er, det virker ikke synderligt meget mere eksklusivt bare 

fordi det er mere udbredt 

I2: Okay! Og næste spørgsmål, på en skala fra 1 til 10, hvoraf 1 er ikke sandsynligt og 10 er 

meget sandsynligt, hvor sandsynligt erdet så nu, at du kunne finde på at købe et par solbriller 

fra Arhur Noble?  

M20: Ja, der må jeg nok sige, at den stadigvæk er på en 2’er.  

I2: Og den er på en 2’er, fordi du ikke går med solbriller?  

M20: Ja! 

I2: Yes, okay, super. Det er nok en meget fair begrundelse, synes jeg  

 

I2: Men så er vi nået til del 3, hvor du får tilsendt endnu et fiktivt instagram feed, der er en 

blanding af ægte og fiktive opslag. Du skal igen forestille dig, at det er dit eget feed og at du 

følger de inkluderede profiler. Igen indeholder det opslag fra både din egen omgangskreds og 

fra en række influencere. Opslagene fra din omgangskreds er de samme i denne omgang, men 

du bedes igen læse alle opslag igennem og du kan så fokusere på influenceropslagene, som du 

ikke har set før. Du har tre minutter til at kigge opslagene igennem og derefter får du en række 

spørgsmål. Og så må du igen meget gerne kommentere løbende.  

M20: Yes. Så basically det samme, bare nye… 

I2: Ja, mere eller mindre  

 

M20 is sent a link to the second fictitious Instagram feed 

 

 M20: Okay!  

 

A timer is set for three minutes  

 

 M20: Pino.the.corgi igen! Yes.. Migogmintinderbaby og arthurnoble. Reklame… Igen det her 

fyrhus. Og katten, det er det samme (griner). Boris Laursen, åh gud… Reklame med ham. 

Simpelthen. Okay. Sofaen… Amalie Szigethy.. Igen med Arthur Noble her og en rabatkode på 

10%. Tessa! (griner). Mad… Memes… Nikita Klæstrup med Arthur Noble og hun har også en 

rabatkode, okay!  
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The timer rings 

 

I2: Yes, det klarede du lige med et par sekunder igen, imponerende, nu har jeg en række 

spørgsmål til dig, igen. Du kan nok næsten gætte, hvad det handler om efterhånden. Jeg skal 

høre dig, nu har du lige gennemgået de her opslag med reklamer iblandt, hvad er dit indtryk at 

brandet nu, har det ændret sig?  

M20: Øh… Mhmm… Altså, det virker meget moderigtigt, synes jeg nu, når alle de der 

influencere, der går i fancy modetøj også går med med dem, så virker det som om, de prøver 

at sige, at det her er hvad man skal have på for at være med på moden.  

I2: Så, uden at lægge ord i munden på dig, har det at du nu har set de her influencere reklamere 

for det også, gjort at det nu virker mere moderigtigt hvor det før bare virkede eksklusivt?  

M20: Ja, præcis.  

I2: Okay, tak. Så skal jeg høre dig, på en skala fra 1 til 10, hvoraf 1 er mindst eksklusivt og 10 

er mest eksklusivt, hvor ville du så placere Arthur Noble som solbrillebrand efter at have set 

de her reklameopslag?  

M20: Uh.. Ej nu er de nok oppe på en 8’er. De kommer ikke højere op.  

I2: Okay, interessant!  

M20: Ja, men det er hovedsageligt fordi.. Nu så jeg hjemmesiden, og de der 900 til 1500, det 

virker jo ikke superdyrt. Jeg kunne forestille mig, at der er meget dyrere mærker.  

I2: Ja. Selvom jeg næsten godt kan gætte dit svar, så skal jeg alligevel høre dig, på en skala fra 

1 til 10 hvoraf 1 er ikke sandsynligt og 10 er meget sandsynligt, hvor sandsynligt ville du så 

sige, at det nu er, at du kunne finde på at gå ud og købe et par solbriller fra Arthur Noble?  

M20: Ja.. Den er jo nok stadigvæk 2 (griner)  

 

I2: Perfekt! Tusind tak for hjælpen og din tålmodighed. Har du nogle afsluttende 

kommentarer?  

M20: Nej, ikke umiddelbart.  

I2: Okay. Perfekt. Jamen så skal jeg fortælle dig, at brandet, du er blevet præsenteret for, Arhur 

Noble, er et fiktivt brand, vi har selv fundet på det og hjemmesiden har vi selv lavet. Alle 

opslagene er fiktive og derfor er der ikke nogen af de inkluderede bloggere eller influencere, 

der er associeret med et brand, der hedder Arthur Noble.  

M20: Jamen dog, jeg føler mig jo helt forrådt (griner).  
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I2: Ja, det er vi kede af (griner). Men igen, tusind tak for dine inputs og din tid, det var 

superbrugbart!  

M20: selv tak!  

 

Interview 2 

Interviewer 1 (I1): Først skal vi bede dig introducere dig selv – bare med køn og alder. 

Interviewee (M15): Jeg er en dreng på 15 

I1: Kan du slå skærmdeling til?  

M15: Ja, selvfølgelig  

Interviewer 2 (I2): Lige om lidt sender Line dig et link. Det er et link til en hjemmeside der 

tilhører et dansk brand, der hedder Arthur Noble. Det du egentligt bare skal gøre, det er at kigge 

hjemmesiden igennem kort og danne dig et indtryk og et overblik over brandet og hvad du 

tænker om det. Vi frabeder at du søger brandet på google for eksempelvis at finde anmeldelser 

og lignende, og beder dig om i stedet bare at koncentrere dig om hjemmesiden og hvad den nu 

engang indeholder. Du har tre minutter til at kigge hjemmesiden igennem – det lyder som 

utroligt kort tid, men det passer faktisk okay godt, og derefter stiller vi dig en række spørgsmål 

om dit indtryk af brandet. Og du må hjertens gerne komme med kommentarer løbende.  

M15: Yes 

I1: Perfekt, du får et link her! 

 

M15 is sent the link to the fictitious website and a timer is set for three minutes  

 

M15: Jeg skulle måske være logget ind med den rigtige konto her…  

I1: Ja, det havde nok været en god idé! 

M15: Jeg har en anden løsning.. Sådan.. Her..  

I1: Yes. Jeg starter en timer nu, så nu må du gerne begynde at klikke rundt på hjemmesiden 

 

A timer is set for three minutes 

 

M15: Okay. Briller… Lidt fancy briller måske endda. Og så kan man … Okay. Yes. Jeg kigger 

lige på nogle produkter herfra. De er alle sammen navngivet efter nogle byer ser det ud til. Så 

det virker lidt fancy faktisk. På den måde. Jeg ved ikke, om der er nogen, jeg kan lide… Det 
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ved jeg ikke … Vi tager Paris. En lille beskrivelse. Ikke så stor. Inspireret af Paris, simpelthen. 

Ja. Kun to billeder dog. Men det er også briller, der er måske ikke så mange billeder, man kan 

tage der. Umiddelbart virker det meget luksuriøst på en måde, også ud fra priserne. Det ser ud 

til, at det kun er solbriller, jeg har i hvert fald ikke set nogle normale briller umiddelbart, så … 

Og jeg ved ikke, jeg kunne se herinde før, at det virker vist bare til, at det er online, de havde 

en butik her (peger musen over et kort med en butikmarkering på), men jeg ved ikke, om det 

er en reel butik. Der står også lidt om dem. Nå. Okay. Fint nok. Men umiddelbart ja, så virker 

det som om hjemmesiden er godt lavet og de har prøvet at gøre noget ud af det, på trods af, at 

det kun er solbriller, øh, og så er det nok også til dem, der har lyst til at bruge lidt på en 

mærkevarebrille. Jeg kender ikke mærket selv, men umiddelbart så virker det som … Ja, en 

mærkevare. Til mange penge. De har også nogle bestsellers… Madrid! Meget… brille. Der er 

ikke så meget at sige om det. Nej, der står faktisk lidt mere til den her. Ikke noget specielt 

spændende dog.  

 

The timer rings 

 

I1: Super! Det var de tre minutter.  

I2: Ja, det betyder så, at tiden den er gået. Øhm. Og så til nogle spørgsmål. Hvilke ord forbinder 

du umiddelbart med brandet? Det kan både være i forhold til design, prisklassen, kvaliteten og 

hvor eksklusivt, det virker.  

M15: Det virker meget sådan, ja, luksuriøst. Altså forholdsvist. Nok ikke den dyreste 

mærkevare, men stadigvæk.. Heller ikke noget, man finder i netto.  

I1: Så sådan en mellemting mellem de helt dyre mærkevare og et billigt par fra Flying Tiger?  

M15: ja, noget man kan regne med vil holde i hvert fald!  

I2: Ja  

I1: Så en ordentlig kvalitet?  

M15: ja!  

I1: Ud fra det indtryk, du nu har dannet dig af brandet på nuværende tidspunkt, på en skala fra 

1 til 10, hvoraf 1 er mindst eksklusivt og 10 er mest eksklusivt, hvor ville så umiddelbart placere 

Arthur Noble som solbrillebrand? 

M15: Jeg ville tro, at det var en 7’er.  

I2: Okay. Og på en skala fra 1 til 10, hvoraf 1 er ikke sandsynligt og 10 er meget sandsynligt, 

hvor sandsynligt er det så, at du kunne finde på at gå ud og købe et par solbriller fra Arthur 

Noble? 
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M15: Øh.. 2.  

I1: Og hvordan kan det være?  

M15: Til at starte med, så går jeg ikke så meget med solbriller, men jeg tror heller ikke, jeg 

kunne finde på at bruge over 1000 kroner på et par solbriller, hvis jeg så endelig skulle have 

nogle.  

I1 and I2: Okay 

 

I2: Så er vi nået til del 2, lige om lidt så sender Line dig et nyt link til et fiktivt Instagram feed, 

og det er en blanding af både ægte og fiktive opslag. Du skal bare forestille dig, at de profiler 

du ser i feedet, at det er nogle, du selv følger. Du ser både opslag fra kendte mennesker men 

også fra familiemedlemmer og dyresider. Du bedes læse alle opslagene igennem og både 

fokusere på, hvem afsenderen og hvad det indeholder af billede og tekst. Du har fire minutter 

til at kigge feedet igennem. Det er måske en anelse kort tid, så du behøver ikke dvæle alt for 

længe ved dem. Derefter vil vi igen stille en række spørgsmål og du er igen rigtig velkommen 

til at kommentere det på det du ser løbende.  

M15: yes 

I1: Yes! Jeg sender linket nu… Det kommer der!  

 

M15 is sent a link to the first fictitious Instagram feed 

 

M15: Mhm… Og… Sådan der.  

I1: Vi starter de fire minutter nu. 

 

A timer is set for four minutes 

 

M15: Først her fra en corgiprofil… Så er der noget reklame fra en influencer for det der 

solbrillefirma. Så er der noget fra en rejseprofil. Og en kat! Sødt.. Den tager en lille morfar. 

Det ligner en katteprofil… Årh ja. Her nok en, der ligger meget mad op, men kun når det er 

flot, selvfølgelig. Så endnu en influencer, virker også til at være en reklame for samme produkt. 

Endnu en og samme produkt igen! Nok også en influencer tænker jeg. Så en der har fået ud at 

rejse og smider et billede op. Måske en influencer? Naah. Så er der sofafabrikken, det er nok 

et firma, der virker til at arbejde med sofaer, der har lagt et billede op med deres produkt. Så er 

der en reklame igen fra en influencer med samme solbriller. Dem er der lidt mange af. Endnu 

en der har været på ferie. Endnu en reklame for de der solbriller igen, endnu engang fra en 
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influencer… (griner). Memes! Altid godt med memes og memeskanaler. Og så en pige, der 

bare ligger op om sit liv og hvad hun går og laver.. Som så har en sweater på.  

 

The timer rings 

 

I2: Nu har du fået lov til at kigge feedet igennem og har set en række reklamer for Arthur 

Noble, har dit indtryk af brandet ændret sig og hvilke ord forbinder du nu med brandet? Er det 

mere positivt, mere negativt eller bare det samme?  

M15: Jeg tænker stadigvæk, at det er forholdsvist luksuriøst, eftersom de har prøvet at sprede 

det ud til andre igennem influencers, så de vil nok have det ud til et større publikum, end de 

har i forvejen, så det virker stadigvæk luksuriøst, ja, men de prøver ikke at gøre det så 

luksuriøst, at det kun er få mennesker, der kan få det, de vil stadigvæk gerne sprede det godt 

ud.  

I2: Okay, så det du siger, det er måske, at det virker lidt mindre eksklusivt, når de bruger 

influencere til at reklamere for deres produkter?  

M15: Ja, det synes jeg. Lidt mindre. For de prøver jo at nå de normale mennesker.  

I2: Alright. På en skala fra 1 til 10, hvoraf 1 er mindst eksklusivt og 10 er mest eksklusivt, hvor 

ville du så nu placere Arthur Noble som solbrillebrand? Højere eller lavere end da du før 

placerede dem på 7, eller er det det samme?  

M15: Jeg tror.. Jeg ville sætte den på en 5’er nu.  

I2: Og på en skala fra 1 til 10 hvoraf 1 og ikke sandsynligt og 10 er meget sandsynligt, er du 

så stadigvæk på en 2’er i forhold til om du selv kunne finde på at købe et par af deres solbriller 

eller hvordan?  

M15: Nej, det er stadigvæk en 2’er.  

 

 

I2: Okay. Nu er du nået til del 3 og får tilsendt et nyt link et fiktivt Instagram feed, hvor det 

endnu en gang er en blanding af ægte og fiktive opslag. Du skal endnu en gang forestille dig, 

at profilerne er nogle, du selv følger. Forskellen på det feed, du lige har set, og det du ser nu, 

det e, at de opslag, der er reklamer, er nye, men de resterende opslag er altså de samme. Så du 

behøver hovedsageligt kun fokusere på de sponsorerede opslag. Derfor har du tre minutter til 

at kigge igennem dette feed denne gang og du må igen gerne dele dine tanker løbende og så 

stiller vi en række spørgsmål efterfølgende.  
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M15 is sent a link to the second fictitious Instagram feed 

 

  

I1: Yes, og du har modtaget linket! 

M15: Ja, jeg er inde her.  

I1: Super, så starter jeg lige en timer. 

 

A timer is set for three minutes  

 

I1: Jeg starter den nu!  

M15: Ja. Okay. Der var en ny reklame for Arthur Noble. Det ser ud til at de alle har en 

rabatkode. De er alle på 10 % har jeg lagt mærke til. Samme søde kat igen. Så var der endnu 

en reklame, endnu en gang 10 % rabat. Så det virker til, at de alle sammen kommer med det 

samme tilbud, men bare vildt mange af dem. Sofaen igen… Her prøver… Jeg vil nok også 

gætte på, at det her er en influencer, der også reklamerer for Arthur Noble med de 10 % rabat 

igen. Så har vi endnu en reklame (griner) med 10 % igen, ser det ud til. Også en influencer, 

ikke? Memes igen… Og en ny influencer igen med 10 % igen.  

 

The timer rings 

 

I2: Yes… Og så kan du måske næsten gætte, hvad jeg vil spørge dig om. Dit indtryk af brandet 

– har det ændret sig positivt, negativt eller er det det samme?  

M15: Ja.. Jeg tror det er det samme. Fordi altså.. Man ser jo de her influencers med dem og så 

vil folk tro, at de er gode og sådan. Det er det måske ikke i virkeligheden, men det ser i hvert 

fald sådan ud. Jeg ved ikke rigtigt så meget om design af solbriller, men de ser jo ikke dårlige 

ud, synes jeg.   

I2: Okay. På en skala fra 1 til 10, hvor er eksklusiviteten så henne nu?  

M15: Jeg tror stadigvæk, det ville være en 5’er.  

I2: Okay. Og i forhold til hvor sandsynligt det så er, at du selv skulle købe dem, er det så 

stadigvæk en 2’er, fordi du ikke rigtigt går med solbriller?  

M15: Ja, stadigvæk en 2’er.  

 

I2: Okay. Det var alle spørgsmålene, har du nogle afsluttende kommentarer?  
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M15: Næh, det tror jeg ikke.  

I2: Okay. For god ro og orden skal vi lige sige, at det brand, du lige er blevet præsenteret for, 

det er fiktivt og samtlige opslag du har set, er fiktive. De inkluderede influencere er derfor ikke 

associerede med et brand, der hedder Arthur Noble.  

M15: Okay! Den virkede ret overbevisende! 

I1: Okay, tak for dine inputs, de var gode. Vi slutter optagelsen nu og så vil vi endnu engang 

bare sige tak. 

M15: det var så lidt!  

 

Interview 3  

Interviewer 1 (I1): Okay, bare helt formelt skal vi først bede dig om at introducere dig med 

alder og køn.  

Interviewee (F15): Jeg er femten år og jeg er en pige  

I1: Super 

Interviewer 2 (I2): Om lidt så sender Ida dig et link til en hjemmeside, der tilhører det danske 

brand Arthur Noble. Du skal bare kigge hjemmesiden igennem kort og danne dig et overblik 

over, hvad dit indtryk af brandet umiddelbart er. Du skal helst ikke søge information på fx 

google men bare forholde dig til hjemmesiden. Du har tre minutter til lige at kigge den igennem 

og derefter vil jeg stille dig et par spørgsmål. Og du er selvfølgelig super velkommen til at 

komme med kommentarer løbende og sige, hvis der er noget du godt kan lide, noget du ikke 

kan lide, noget du synes er fedt, noget du synes er mindre fedt, den slags, så tænker du bare 

højt.  

I1: Og jeg sender linket nu…  

 

F15 is sent the link to the fictitious website and a timer is set for three minutes  

 

F15: Okay.. Den ser meget enkel ud og sådan… ja. Øhm… Der er meget få knapper heroppe i 

menuen. Hmm… Det ligner lidt, at den er lavet meget hurtigt, der er ikke så mange ting 

derinde…  

I2: Du kan bare sige til, hvis du føler, du har klikket dig igennem…  

F15: Ja, jamen det gør jeg 
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I2: Super. Hvad er dit sådan… umiddelbare indtryk af mærket, hvilke ord forbinder du med 

brandet, både ift. produktdesign, pris og den generelle kvalitet af deres produkter?  

F15: De solbriller de har ser meget fine ud, jeg ved ikke lige om.. Jeg ville nok ikke selv købe 

dem, fordi… ja. Men siden ser meget enkel ud og det virker sådan lidt.. Når tingene også er ret 

dyre. Ja. Men ja, det er sådan det  

I2: Det er så fint. På en skala fra 1 til 10 hvoraf 1 er mindst eksklusivt og 10 er mest eksklusivt, 

hvor ville du så umiddelbart placere Arthur Noble som solbrillebrand? 

F15: Øhm.. Altså ja. En 7’er?  

I2: En 7’er? Okay, super. Og på en skala fra 1 til 10 hvoraf 1 er ikke sandsynligt og 10 er meget 

sandsynligt, hvor sandsynligt ville du så sige det er, at du skulle gå ud og købe et par solbriller 

fra brandet?  

F15: Altså hvis jeg skulle købe solbriller, ville jeg nok sige en 4’er?  

I2: Ja, okay.  

 

I2: Jamen det var del 1. Lige om lidt sender Ida dig et nyt link, der er til en fiktiv Instagram 

feed, der er en blanding af ægte og fiktive opslag. Du skal bare forestille dig, at de opslag, du 

ser, er fra brugere, du selv følger. Der er en blanding af kendte influencers, familiemedlemmer, 

dyreprofiler og så videre. Du skal bare kigge opslagene igennem og se på, hvem opslagene 

kommer fra og hvad de skriver og ligesom danne dig et overblik af, hvordan Arthur Noble 

indgår i det her Instagram feed. Du har 4 minutter til at kigge det igennem, hvorefter vi stiller 

dig en række spørgsmål igen. Og du igen gerne komme med kommentarer løbende.  

I1: Jeg sender dig linket nu… 

 

F15 is sent a link to the first fictitious Instagram feed  

 

I1: Hov.. Sådan der!  

 

A timer is set for four minutes 

 

F15: Okay… Der er mange reklamer for Arthur Noble med rabatkoder. Ja. Med de der 

solbriller. Ja.  

I2: Du kan bare sige til, hvis du føler, at du er færdig med at kigge dem igennem. 

F15: Det føler jeg, jeg er  
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I2: Super. Du har set en række reklamer for Arthur Noble og nu vil vi gerne, igen, høre hvad 

dit indtryk af brandet er. Har det måske ændret sig enten positivt eller negativt eller er det 

måske bare det samme?  

F15: Øhm. Lidt det samme. De prøver at få mange influencere til at give det et godt ry. Det 

betyder måske, det ikke er det mest udbredte, men at de prøver at få det til at se mere populært 

ud end det er.  

I2: Ja, okay, interessant. På en skala fra 1 til 10, hvoraf 1 er mindst eksklusivt og 10 er mest 

eksklusivt, hvor ville du så nu placere Arthur Noble som sobrillebrand?  

F15: Stadigvæk en 7’er? Eller nej, måske en 8’er.  

I2: Okay, så den har måske bevæget sig lidt op?  

F15: Ja, lidt!  

I2: Okay, godt, i forhold til om du selv kunne finde på at købe deres solbriller, hvor ligger du 

så nu på en skala fra 1 til 10?  

F15: Stadigvæk 4.  

I2: Stadigvæk 4, okay. Godt. 

 

I2: Nu er vi nået til sidste del og lige om lidt sender Ida dig et tredje link. Det er til endnu en 

fiktiv Instagram feed. Det er endnu en gang en blanding af ægte og fiktive opslag. Det eneste 

der er anderledes, er influenceropslagene, og derfor kan du måske koncentrere dig lidt mere 

om hvem de så er fra og hvad de skriver og poster. Du har tre minutter til at kigge feedet 

igennem og derefter stiller jeg igen et par spørgsmål og du er igen velkommen til at komme 

med kommentarer løbende.  

I1: Og du får linket her… 

 

F15 is sent a link to the second fictitious Instagram feed 

 

 F15: Ja!  

 

A timer is set for three minutes  

 

 F15: Alle influencerne har rabatkoder på 10 % ...  

 

The timer rings 
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I2: Yes, der gik tiden. Endnu en gang, samme meget forudsigelige spørgsmål, hvad tænker du 

om Arthur Noble nu du har set de her opslag? Har dit indtryk ændret sig eller er det det samme?  

F15: Det er det samme, tror jeg.  

I2: Det samme? Okay. På en skala fra 1 til 10 hvoraf 1 er mindst eksklusivt og 10 er mest 

eksklusivt, hvor ville du så umiddelbart nu placere Arthur Noble som sobrillebrand?  

F15: Øhm.. Jeg tror vi er nede på en 7’er igen, den er faldet lidt  

I2: Okay, hvad kan det være?  

F15: Det er bare.. Alle de rabatkoder og at de meget gerne vil sælge deres produkter. De prøver 

at lokke folk ind til deres side med dem, og det virker sådan lidt.. Ja. Som om de ikke kan sælge 

i sig selv  

I2: Okay, interessant! Ift. hvis du selv skulle købe solbriller, hvor ville du så sige, du var på en 

skala fra 1 til 10? 

F15: Der ligger den stadigvæk på en 4’er.  

I2: Okay, super. 

 

I2:  Jamen det var faktisk det fra os, har du nogle afsluttende kommentarer, noget du ikke følte, 

du fik sagt?  

F15: De har fået mange influencere med… Det er meget realitydeltagere og youtubere og 

bloggere.  

I1: Betyder det noget for dig, at det er dem der reklamerer for brandet?  

F15: Altså ja, det er jo lidt nogle bestemte typer, der følger Boris Laursen og kan lide ham… 

Når de så reklamerer med ham, tænker jeg lidt, at brandet måske ikke helt har sat sig ind i, 

hvilket ry han har. For det ser i mine øjne ikke så godt ud. 

I2: Ja, okay. Spændende! Så er det nok på sin plads at sige, at det brand, du lige er blevet 

præsenteret for, Arthur Noble, er et fiktivt brand, der ikke eksisterer. Det er en hjemmeside, vi 

selv har smækket sammen og alle de reklamer, du så på Instagram var også opdigtede. Men 

tusind tak for dine svar! Det er superbrugbart.  

F15: Det var så lidt  
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Interview 4 

Interviewer 1 (I1): Alright. Det ser ud til at virke nu. Først og fremmest må du meget gerne 

præsentere dig selv med køn og alder, så vi kan segmentere dig korrekt.  

Interviewee (F36): Ja, jeg er en kvinde på 36 år.  

I1: Super 

Interviewer 2 (I2): Ja, Ditte hun sender dig et link nu, og det er et link til en hjemmeside, der 

tilhører det danske brand Arthur Noble. Det vi skal bede dig om, det er egentligt bare at gå ind 

på den side og, du ved, lige kigge den igennem kort, som du ville gøre på enhver anden 

hjemmeside, du lige snublede over. Du skal bare danne dig et overordnet indtryk af brandet og 

produkterne og så skal vi bede dig lade være med at informationssøge andre steder, det vil sige 

finde anmeldelser og så videre. Du har tre minutter, det virker ikke som så meget tid, men har 

vist sig at være ret passende til lige at danne sig et hurtigt overblik. Derefter stiller vi dig en 

række spørgsmål, eller jeg gør, om dit indtryk af brandet. Du er meget velkommen til at komme 

med kommentarer løbende, hvis der er noget, du tænker har relevans.  

I1: Og du får linket nu…. 

 

F36 is sent the link to the fictitious website and a timer is set for three minutes 

 

I2: Den er lidt langsom i dag (griner)  

F36: Min allerførste tanke er, at jeg ikke med det samme ved, hvad det er for et brand. Jeg 

kender det ikke. Så jeg aner ikke, hvad de laver, og det.. Det er det, jeg lige tænker, jeg vil tage 

et kig på nu. Spændende. Det sjove er, når jeg kigger en på sådan en side her, så er det 

allerførste, jeg faktisk kigger på det er priserne. Fordi hvis priserne ligger for lavt, så afskriver 

jeg det helt automatisk, fordi jeg tænker, at priser, i hvert fald til en vis grad, hænger sammen 

med kvalitet. Så det kigger jeg altid automatisk på. Hvis nu de her solbriller havde ligget på 

mellem 200 og 600 kroner, så havde jeg tænkt, at det ikke var noget, jeg skulle have, fordi så 

gå jeg ud fra, at kvaliteten simpelt bare er for dårlig. Så det er sådan det første, jeg kigger på, 

og jeg tænker, at priserne da virker okay. De har… Det er et dansk brand… Og det… Det er 

forholdsvis relevant for mig, hvad det er for en virksomhed, når jeg støder på noget nyt, så 

tænker jeg altid ”nå, hvornår er det opstået, hvad er det, hvorfor det..” og sådan, især når det er 

dansk, fordi det i virkeligheden er interessant at følge og finde ud af hvorfor danske 

virksomheder opstår, fordi jeg tænker ikke, der mangler super mange solbriller på det danske 

markedet, så jeg tænker, er der noget specielt ved det? Der står noget med et 
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bæredygtighedsprogram herovre, det er sådan noget jeg falder over, men hvor står der mere om 

det? Det gør der så umiddelbart ikke nogen steder. Nå… Det er sådan meget… Papirhuset-

agtige navne her.  

 

The timer rings 

 

I2: Tiden er gået nu! 

F36: Okay!  

I2: Du må gerne fortsætte med at kigge lidt, hvis du føler for det. Men nu vil jeg lige høre dig. 

Umiddelbart, hvad er dit indtryk af brandet så? Hvilke ord forbinder du med det, altså nu hvor 

du lige har klikket lidt rundt. Du nævnte selv pris, men også design, look, eksklusivitet, 

kvalitet... Er der nogle ting, der lige falder dig ind?  

F36: Altså, i virkeligheden tror jeg, at hvis jeg … Jeg ville jo aldrig falde over sådan noget her, 

medmindre jeg sad og søgte efter solbriller eller så en reklame for dem og kom til at trykke. 

Men hvis jeg så kom ind på deres hjemmeside, det ville ofte være via Instagram, så ville jeg 

umiddelbart tænke ”nå…”. Altså jeg synes ikke, de skiller sig ud på nogen måde. Som sagt, 

som jeg sagde til at starte med, så tænker jeg meget over priserne i forhold til at danne mig et 

førstehåndsindtryk og for at se om det er noget, jeg synes er specielt og eksklusivt nok til at jeg 

ville gide at gå videre og faktisk købe produktet. Og det er jo i virkeligheden lidt overfladisk, 

for det er jo ikke sikkert, at man kan vurdere det bare ud fra priserne, men det er blevet min 

hurtige ”kan jeg gå ud fra at det her har en ordentlig kvalitet”. Sådan first check point, det er 

priserne. Jeg kan jo også se, at når jeg så kommer ind og kigger på produkterne, på de 

forskellige slags produkter, altså hvis man ser på forsiden med de unge mennesker med 

solbriller, det kunne jo i virkeligheden have været en hvilken som helst forretning, det er ikke 

så unikt. Alle billeder og videoer af mennesker om sommeren har et par solbriller i sig. Så hvad 

er det, der adskiller deres forretning fra nogle andres? ”See the future”… Det kunne have været 

hvad som helst. Det ramte mig altså ikke helt. Men når jeg så kigger på produkterne, så tænker 

jeg, nå men de er jo sådan forholdsvist moderne, der er mange forskellige designs, det synes 

jeg egentligt var meget interessant, der var flere af dem, der gav mig lyst til at kigge nærmere 

på. Der var nogle, der var lidt sjove og iøjefaldende og mange der var meget moderne og 

minimalistiske i virkeligheden, så var jeg blevet præsenteret for dem i et showroom, altså via 

en anden kanal, så havde jeg nok ville kigge lidt mere på flere af dem.  

I2:  Ja, så det er faktisk lige så meget præsentationskanalen og en lidt intetsigende hjemmeside, 

der får dig til at tænke ”Naaah”?  
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F36: Ja, jeg tror som forbruger i dag, er vi vant til at få så mange reklamer, at der skal ret meget 

til for at fange os og sende os videre. Da jeg kom ind på hjemmesiden, så tænkte jeg ”nå, ej 

men det virker da lidt kedeligt, hvad er det overhovedet? Særligt fordi det ikke umiddelbart 

faktisk slog mig, hvad det var, de solgte. Jeg skulle lige scrolle, for at finde ud af, at det var 

noget med solbriller.  

I2: Ja, det var først da du scrollede ned til produktlisten?  

F36: Ja 

I2: Ja, jamen det er nogle gode iagttagelser. Så skal jeg høre dig, på en skala fra 1 til 10 hvoraf 

1 er mindst eksklusivt og 10 er mest eksklusivt, hvor ville du så umiddelbart placere Arthur 

Noble som solbrillebrand?  

F36: Ja.. En lille 6’er.  

I2: Ja. Og på en skala fra 1 til 10, hvoraf 1 er ikke sandsynligt og 10 er meget sandsynligt, hvor 

sandsynligt er det da, at du kunne finde på at købe et par solbriller fra mærket? 

F36: Hm.. 7!  

I2: 7? Ja, okay.  

 

I2: Nu sender Ditte dig endnu et link, der denne gang er til et fiktivt instagram feed, som består 

af både ægte og fiktive opslag, som du så skal forestille dig, er dit eget feed, du ligesom sidder 

og scroller på. Det indeholder både billeder, du skal forestille dig, er fra din egen omgangskreds 

og billeder fra influencers, du skal forestille dig, du følger. Du skal bare læse opslagene 

igennem og kigge på afsender, billede og tekst, og det har du cirka fire minutter til, hvorefter 

jeg vil stille dig et par spørgsmål. Du må rigtig gerne komme med kommentarer løbende.  

 

F36 is sent a link to the first fictitious Instagram feed 

 

I1: Der skulle det gerne være   

F36: Ja, perfekt 

 

A timer is set for four minutes 

 

F36: Som udgangspunkt ville jeg nok ikke følge den her hund (griner), den er sød, men jeg 

ville ikke følge den. Her er jeg nok ikke målgruppen for den her influencer, det er lidt for ungt 

og smart. Sweatshirts og ikke nogle bukser.. Men jeg kan da se, hun har fået solbriller på. Så 

er der noget ferie-noget her, ej. Det ville jeg godt se mere af! Det ser så fint ud, tænk engang 
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at Danmark kan være så pænt. Så er der en kat.. Ja.. Samme pointe, ikke. Så er der en god 

omgang mad, hvor er det fra? Det ser vildt lækkert ud. Det elsker jeg. Mere mad, færre dyr. 

Klara Montes, hende kender jeg godt. Igen, vi er i den der Paradise Hotel influencergruppe. 

Jeg ville helt automatisk gå ud fra, at hvis hun reklamerede for et, så var det helt klart noget, 

der ikke var interessant for mig. Det handler for det første om, at jeg ved at hendes målgruppe 

er meget yngre end jeg, men det handler også om, at nu følger jeg også rigtig mange influencere 

selv, til dels på baggrund af at jeg arbejder i marketingbranchen, og der ved jeg bare, at den her 

influencergruppe ofte reklamere for billigere produkter, så når jeg ser den gruppe med et 

produkt, jamen så er det med det samme ikke noget, jeg tænker er i sindssygt god kvalitet. De 

høje rabatter og billige produkter tiltaler mig bare ikke. Jeg vil hellere kigge på, om det er 

danske eller måske endda skandinaviske brands, har de et bæredygtigt perspektiv eller en stærk 

purpose bag sig. Er der en stærk historie bag? Og det regner jeg bare ikke med, at den her 

gruppe influencere står for. Desværre. Hun fremstiller det jo meget pænt, men jeg mister bare 

lidt for dem. Igen her, Laura Keil. Lidt samme gruppe og samme pointer. Pæn stue her. Øh.. 

Nej tak til Rasmus Brohave. Det er bare lidt det samme igen, det rammer meget ungt, og der er 

jeg ikke målgruppen. Florida. Jaja… Okay, det er så meget stilet det her billede, det kunne jeg 

godt finde på at falde over, men… Jeg tror, Rasmus Brohaves profil siger mig ikke noget, men 

billedet her er jo meget pænt. Men jeg er nok for gammel og for videre til at ville sige, at jeg 

havde det samme produkt som Rasmus Brohave. Det handler i virkeligheden om, at Rasmus 

Brohave bare ikke er i en position, hvor han kan påvirke mig. I hvert fald ikke positivt. Årh, 

det her mad ser lækkert ud. Uh, jeg elsker memes. Hvor er den åndssvag, det er fantastisk.  

 

The timer rings 

 

I2: Okay, super. Tak for dine gode inputs, tiden er, som du måske hørte, gået nu. Der var mange 

interessante pointer. Så skal jeg høre dig om lidt af det samme, hvad er dit indtryk af brandet 

nu? Altså med samme parametre, kvalitet, eksklusivitet, image, det hele… Har det ændret sig 

positivt, negativt, det samme…  

F36: Ej men mit indtryk er absolut blevet dårligere. På hjemmesiden var de lidt intetsigende 

og de samme farver og modeltyper som alle andre, men når man ser det på instagram, så er det 

jo Rasmus Brohave, Klara Montes, og andre pitzner-typer (red. Elvira Pitzner), det er ikke mig 

der er målgruppen. Jeg er måske blevet lidt for gammel, men jeg er også kvalitetbevidst, og der 

har jeg bare en erfaring med dem, som giver mig et indtryk af, at de produkter, som de 

præsenterer, ikke har den kvalitet, som tiltrækker mig. Det er ren erfaring efter at havde fulgt 
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den type. Det handler jo ikke kun om deres alder, men også deres sådan.. Image. Sådan en som 

Sofie Linde, nu er hun godt nok lidt ældre end mange af de her, men hende kunne man måske 

godt finde på at lade sig påvirke af, fordi hun bare har lidt mere integritet og også virker mere 

kvalitetsbevidst og taler mere ind i eksklusivitet og en mere interessant produktgruppe, i hvert 

fald for mig. Mit krav til influencere er også, at de præsenterer mig for noget, jeg ellers ikke 

var faldet over. Jeg kan godt tænke ”ej, du er sjov at følge”, hvis de kan vise et produkt, jeg 

ellers ikke havde set eller var faldet over selv. Det vil sige nye danske brands, iværksættere, 

niche-produkter, men solbriller er bare sådan… Jeg kunne gå på boozt og finde det samme.  

I2: Alright, det er faktisk meget spændende. Nu har du lidt snakket om det, men på en skala 

fra 1 til 10 hvoraf 1 er mindst eksklusivt og 10 er mest eksklusivt, hvor ville du så placere 

Arthur Noble nu hvor du har set både hjemmeside og influencerreklamer på Instagram?  

F36: Ja.. Det er nede på… Jeg har lyst til at sige en 3’er faktisk.  

I2: Ja, jamen det må du også godt (griner). På en skala fra 1 til 10 hvoraf 1 er ikke sandsynligt 

og 10 er meget sandsynligt, hvor sandsynligt er det så nu, at du kunne finde på at købe et par 

solbriller fra mærket?  

F36: Øhm… Altså… Så ville jeg ikke købe dem, så er det 0. Eller 1, selvfølgelig, hvis det er 

1-10. Eller, det er jo ikke fordi, jeg ikke kunne finde på at købe det, hvis jeg pludselig blev 

præsenteret for det i en butik og det virkede lækkert, men det er ikke sådan, at jeg tænker ”Ej, 

nu kender jeg navnet, og jeg ved Rasmus Brohave går med dem, så vil jeg også have dem”, det 

er slet ikke sådan. Så jeg dem i en butik og de klædte mig, så kunne jeg nok godt, men jeg 

kunne ikke finde på at klikke på linket på Rasmus Brohaves profil og gå ind og købe det eller 

hvis jeg så det på Rasmus Brohave så gå ind selv og søge det frem… Aldrig.  

I2: Okay, så det er ikke så meget brandet og produktet som det er deres association til de her 

influencere, der faktisk får dig til at tænke, at du ikke skal have et par solbriller fra dem?  

F36: Ja, det er i hvert fald det der gør, at jeg tænker, at det ikke er noget, der er interessant for 

mig at søge videre på.  

 

I2: Okay, tak for det! Nu sender Ditte dig et 3. link, som igen er til et fiktivt Instagram feed 

med ægte og fiktive opslag. Du skal endnu en gang forestille dig, at du bare sidder derhjemme 

og scroller igennem Instagram og at du følger de profiler, der nu engang dukker op. Nogle af 

opslagene vil du kunne genkende fra den forrige, dem kan du scrolle igennem lidt hurtigere. 

Det er igen en blanding af folk der ikke er influencers og folk der er influencers. Du har tre 

minutter til at scrolle opslagene igennem og så stiller jeg de sidste par spørgsmål derefter. Og 

du kan bare kommentere løbende som med de andre gange.  
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F36 is sent a link to the second fictitious Instagram feed 

 

 F36: Okay! Interessant.  

 

A timer is set for three minutes 

 

F36: Hej pino… Jeg begynder at varme lidt op til ham. Ja… Jeg synes måske ikke, det her 

billede sælger dem så godt. Jeg har egentligt fin respekt for profilen migogmintinderbaby, men 

jeg synes det bliver sådan lidt. Igen det med kvaliteten ikke, det er ikke så inspirerende. Jeg 

tænker ikke ”wow dem skal jeg have”. Årh katten. Og vaflen her, ej den ser lækker ud. Okay, 

boris, SLET IKKE. Laursen-familien er altså bare strøget af listen. Han og visse andre kan 

virkelig få eksklusiviteten til at komme ned på 0, det virker slet ikke eksklusivt. Øh… Ja, altså 

Amalie Szigethy er jo et sted i sin karriere lige nu hvor hun enten skal være blondie forever 

eller businesskvinde. Jeg følger hende, men jeg tænker ikke, vi på nogen måde er samme sted 

i verden eller at de produkter hun reklamerer for, er noget for mig. Men jeg håber da alt det 

bedste for hende, ikke.  Amalie skræmmer mig dog ikke fra brandet på samme måde som Boris 

Laursen gjorde. Men Amalie og jeg har ikke samme stil, så hvis hun reklamerer for noget, så 

tænker jeg stadigvæk ikke, at det er noget for mig. Og det er jo det med det, man lader sig 

påvirke af dem, man kan spejle sig i, og Amalie og jeg har da nogle ting til fælles, jeg er kvinde, 

jeg er mor, jeg er i 30’erne, jeg er fra Københavnsområdet, men samtidig er vi bare meget 

meget forskellige som personer. Jeg har en række influencere, som jeg rent faktisk stoler på og 

kan spejle mig i, og der ville jeg måske tænke, at det var interessant kontra det her eksempel 

med Amalie. Desværre, selvom hun nok går i pænt og dyrt tøj. Altså… Tessa! Nu er vi ude i 

noget helt andet. Igen, jeg har stor respekt for Tessa, men der er sådan noget ”bitches fra 

vestegnen” over hendes stil, som der nok ikke er over min. Det ville jeg nok ikke normalt gå i. 

Så det er lidt det samme. Er jeg færdig? Næ… Nå. Ja. Altså igen, Nikita Klæstrup, som med 

nogle af de forrige, selvom hun har prøvet at blive alvorlig feminist, så tiltaler det mig ikke på 

nogen måde.  

 

The timer rings 
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I2: Okay, super, der gik tiden, men vildt spændende observationer. Nu har vi så de samme 

spørgsmål igen, nu har du set en række andre influencere reklamere for brandet, er det noget, 

der har rykket på dit indtryk, positivt, negativt eller bare det samme i forhold til tidligere?  

F36: Jeg tror faktisk, at det er nogenlunde det samme. Det har ikke rigtigt påvirket mig på 

nogen måde. Jeg ville ikke i højere grad kunne finde på at købe dem. Det er stadigvæk en 3’er 

og en 1’er, jeg går ud fra at du vil stille mig de samme spørgsmål med 1-10… 

I2: Ja, præcis, jamen det er så okay, så kan vi jo bare springe let og elegant over dem. Er det 

stadigvæk med det forbehold, at hvis du så dem i et showroom, så kunne du godt købe dem?  

F36: Jaeeer.. Altså… Nej, det er måske rigtigt, det der er med sådan noget, det er at hvis man 

over tid møder brandet rigtigt mange gange, så kan man godt opbygge sådan et hate-forhold til 

et produkt. Hvis jeg blev ved med at få den her slags reklamer, så ville jeg nok rykke mig fra 

det forbehold og ikke engang købe dem, hvis jeg så dem i et flot og lækkert showroom. For så 

ville jeg begynde at tænke brandet sammen med den her føromtalte Paradise Hotel gruppe, som 

ikke står for kvalitet, i hvert fald ikke i mine øjne. Så ville jeg tænke ”Nej, nix, videre”, så ville 

jeg ikke engang gå ind i showroomet og afskrive brandet som helhed. Og der skulle nok ikke 

meget mere end det her til, især når man er ovre i de influencere, som man virkelig ikke 

associerer med kvalitet som eksempelvis Laursen-familien.  

I2: Ja, okay, det er jo meget interessant, og det er jo netop også det, vi faktisk gerne vil 

undersøge, det her med at man sandsynligvis støder på et brand på den her måde mange gange 

og hvornår er nok så nok og hvornår er det for meget? Så det er en virkelig brugbar iagttagelse, 

at det også er et spørgsmål om mængden over tid. Vi er egentligt færdige med spørgsmålene 

nu, men jeg vil lige høre om du har nogle afsluttende kommentarer, eller om du føler, at du er 

kommet godt rundt om alt?  

F36: Jeg synes faktisk, at netop det konkluderede det meget godt. Det handler meget om hvilke 

influencere, hvor mange og over hvor lang tid. Går det skævt, så opbygger jeg bare den her 

”Nej tak” følelse omgang brandet, hvilket egentligt er meget ærgerligt, når man startede med 

at tænke ”nå, ja, måske” og nu bare tænker ”nej nej nej”.  

I2: Ja, og det er jo også noget, man skal være opmærksom på som brand, når man kaster sig ud 

i hele den der influencerverden. Man er nødt til at være obs på hvad ens målgruppe i 

virkeligheden synes om det, man kaster så mange penge i. For det virker jo nemt, men der er 

jo tydeligvis, som med dig, en risiko for, at det kun gør skade. 

F36: Ja, absolut, og det er jo en strategi, man vælger, om man vil have en… Den umiddelbart 

meget brede influencergruppe, hvor man kan nå mange og få hurtige salg på en kort tid, det 

kan man jo hurtigt med de her Paradise Hotel influencere. Og det er fint, men så skal man bare 
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ikke gå efter at være et eksklusivt brand, for for mig i hvert fald er det modstridende. Det hører 

ligesom ikke sammen, det giver ikke mening i mine øjne.  

I2: Okay, interessant, tak for gode inputs. Så skal jeg faktisk bare til slut fortælle dig, at Arthur 

Noble slet ikke eksisterer. Det er et fiktivt brand, vi har fundet på og har sat op, og det betyder 

altså, at hverken Rasmus Brohave eller Boris Laursen er associerede med det på nogen måde. 

De kender ikke til brandets eksistens, fordi det eksisterer ikke. De har ikke haft noget at gøre 

med det. Men ja, tusind tak, gode og brugbare inputs og iagttagelser. 

F36: Jamen det var så lidt!   

 

Interview 5 

Interviewer 1 (I1): Fint, jeg kan se, det virker nu. Vi skal lige have chatten op… Sådan der. 

Hvis du først vil introducere dig med køn og alder. 

Interviewee (M29): Jeg er en mand på 29.  

I1: Perfekt, tak. Nu vil Ida tage over og tage dig igennem interviewet.   

Interviewer 2 (I2): Yes. Ditte sender dig et link i chatten om et øjeblik, som du skal åbne og 

så bare… Ja, gennemgå hjemmesiden. Det er en hjemmeside, der tilhører et dansk brand, der 

hedder Arthur Noble, og den skal du bare kigge igennem og så danne dig et indtryk af brandet. 

Du må gerne lade være med at informationssøge om det på google, så ja, bare kun fokusere på 

hjemmesiden. Du har tre minutter, vi timer dig, og så får du en række spørgsmål efterfølgende. 

Du må gerne komme med kommentarer løbende, mens du klikker rundt, hvis der er noget, der 

lige falder dig ind.  

M29: Yes, modtaget. 

I2: Du får linket nu og så starter vi de tre minutter.  

  

M29 is sent the link to the fictitious website and a timer is set for three minutes 

  

M29: Godt. Det er noget med nogle solbriller. Den her hjemmeside er ikke helt optimeret til 

så bred en skærm (griner). Jeg har ikke glemt, jeg skal tænke højt i øvrigt, jeg prøver bare lige 

at finde ud af, hvad jeg skal tænke om det. Mhm. Godt, jeg tænker, at det er meget... Det er en 

webshop, som de også selv skriver. Jeg synes det er rart, at der er et overskueligt udvalg af 

modeller eller varer, jeg skal ikke igennem 14 sider og drukne i ting og sager. Hjemmesiden er 

nem at navigere, det kræver ikke mange klik at komme videre til en menu. Man falder jo tit af, 
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hvis man skal klikke mange gange for at komme ind til det, man egentligt søger. Så på den 

måde, er det en nem og overskuelig hjemmeside. Man skal ind og kigge på solbriller og det 

kræver kun ét klik, så det er meget fornuftigt. Nu har de ikke såååå mange produkter, så der er 

måske ikke behov for det på nuværende tidspunkt, men en måde at sortere i rækkefølgen havde 

været rar, så man kunne sortere efter pris, men det er jo meget overskueligt med denne mængde 

produkter. Jeg ville ikke selv vide, hvilken størrelse solbrille mit hoved er, men det kan 

selvfølgelig være det står et eller andet sted, det ved jeg ikke. 

 

The timer rings 

  

I2: Ja, jamen nu er tiden gået.  

M29: Tjek! 

I2: Og så vil vi stille dig nogle spørgsmål – tre helt specifikt. Det første er: hvad er dit 

umiddelbare indtryk af brandet Arthur Noble?  

M29: Øhm. Hjemmesiden… Jeg tænker det er… Nu skal jeg måske starte med at sige, at jeg 

ikke er den helt store solbrilleperson, så jeg er måske ikke den rette at spørge i forhold til design 

og så videre, men det virker som noget mere high-end. Det er ikke… Jeg får et indtryk af, at 

det er et mere luksuriøst produkt, som de forhandler. Det er et dyrere produkt, end jeg normalt 

ville bruge på et par solbriller, så for mig som forbruger får jeg et indtryk af, at det er lidt mere 

eksklusivt, og så har da også en forventning om, at kvaliteten følger prisen og derved er i orden.  

I2: Mhm. Så har vi næste spørgsmål som er, på en skala fra 1 til 10, hvoraf 1 er mindst 

eksklusivt og 10 er mest eksklusivt, hvor ville du så placere Arthur Noble som solbrillebrand?  

M29: Øh.. Et sted mellem 7 og 8 vil jeg tro.  

I2: Mhm. Og på en skala fra 1 til 10, hvoraf 1 er ikke sandsynligt og 10 er meget sandsynligt, 

hvor sandsynligt er det så, at du kunne finde på at købe et par solbriller fra brandet? 

M29: (griner). Den er pt ikke vanvittigt høj, jeg mangler ikke lige solbriller, så det er måske 

en 3’er for mig. Men ikke fordi produktet ikke tiltaler mig, jeg er bare ikke på udkig efter nye 

solbriller.  

  

 I2: Mhm. Jamen så går vi videre til del 2, hvor Ditte sender dig endnu et link. Det er denne 

gang til et fiktivt Instagram feed. Nu ved jeg ikke, om du er på Instagram overhovedet, men 

det her feed er altså.. Ja et feed der består af både ægte og fiktive opslag. Du skal bare forestille 

dig, at de profiler, der dukker op, er dem du selv følger – altså at det er dit eget feed, du sidder 

og scroller igennem. Der vil både være opslag fra folk du skal forestille at kende og så 
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influencers – som helt enkelt er profiler med mange følgere, som mange virksomheder bruger 

til at lave reklame. Du skal læse opslagene igennem og kigge lidt på afsender og billeder og 

tekst. Du har fire minutter her i denne omgang, vi sætter en timer igen, og så får du nogle 

spørgsmål til sidst. Igen må du gerne kommentere løbende.  

M29: Godt! Så opgaven er igen bare at fortælle mit indtryk, ikke? 

I2: Lige præcis 

M29: Okay, jamen jeg er klar, når I er! 

  

M29 is sent a link to the first fictitious Instagram feed and a timer is set for four minutes 

 

M29: Jeg har ikke glemt, jeg skal tænke højt – igen. Jeg forsøger bare lige… Ja. Det havde nok 

hjulpet, hvis jeg selv var på Instagram. Som udgangspunkt finder jeg det lidt irriterende, for 

jeg er ikke så meget til sociale medier. Med det sagt – hvis vi skal fokusere på Arthur Noble. 

Der er jo god reklame og man får også en lille rabatkode, det gør det jo allerede noget bedre. 

Så det er da klart – som potentiel kunde ville jeg da klart benytte mig af dem. Det ville jo nok 

genere lidt trafik. I forhold til kvaliteten i det her feed, så er det da også det der falder mig mest 

i øjnene… Men det er fedt at se folk med brillerne på – det er rart at se, at andre ser godt ud 

med dem. Sådan er vi jo som mennesker, hvis vi ser andre se godt ud med et produkt, jamen så 

er vi måske også mere tilbøjelige til selv at købe det – det er altid risky at være den første køber, 

fordi så har man ikke rigtigt samme mulighed for at danne sig et indtryk af, om man får noget 

for pengene. Så det er rigtigt fint med nogle eksempler.  

  

The timer rings 

 

I2: Perfekt. Så gik tiden. Nu vil vi stille dig nogle spørgsmål igen, og de virker måske lidt 

bekendte. Først, hvad er dit indtryk af brandet nu, hvor du også har set den her Instagram feed? 

Bedre? Værre? Det samme? 

M29: Det virker mere virkeligt. Som jeg var inde på, en ting er at se en hjemmeside, men når 

man kan se, at produktet er i omløb, at folk bruger det, at folk er glade for det og gerne vil 

reklamere for det. Det giver noget tillid til produktet. Så.. Det er gået fra at jeg har set en 

hjemmeside til at jeg kan se produktet i den virkelige verden. Det er et stort skridt. 

I2: Så uden at ville lægge ord i munden på dig, så er det måske blevet lidt bedre?  

M29: Ja, absolut. Man ser mange hjemmesider med mange produkter – man gider ikke lave 

den research omkring, hvad der ligger bag. Altså hvem har lavet det, hvor er det produceret af, 
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hvad består produktet af, er det noget man kan stå indenfor, er det børnearbejde – alt det der. 

Det er man ofte bare for doven til. Så for mig forbedrer det mit indtryk meget at se, at andre i 

hvert fald kan stå indenfor. Det er med til at bekræfte en i den interesse man måske kunne have. 

Så det synes jeg var rart.  

I2: Yes. Så går vi videre til næste spørgsmål, på en skala fra 1 til 10, hvoraf 1 er mindst 

eksklusivt og 10 er mest eksklusivt, hvor ville du så nu efter at have set de her opslag placere 

Arthur Noble som solbrillebrand? 

M29: Ja… Det tror jeg, at jeg ville holde fast i de der 7-8 stykker. Og hvorfor ville jeg det. 

Jamen det er… Det er jo både godt og skidt, men det er ”helt normale” mennesker, der bruger 

dem, så… Havde det nu været 20 billeder med Brad Pitt og Kanye West, så havde jeg måske 

tænkt, at det var mere eksklusivt. Men så ville jeg måske også tænke, at det nok ikke var for 

mig, fordi de ikke på samme måde er ”helt normale” mennesker. Men i forhold til at gøre 

produktet attraktivt for mig som potentiel køber, jamen så fungerer det jo vildt godt, men det 

synes jeg hverken forhøjer eller sænker den eksklusivitet, produktet har i mine øjne. Men det 

har gjort det mere tilgængeligt for mig som helt almindeligt kedeligt menneske. Men samtidig... 

Jo, det er jo nogle classy folks, det er ikke Arne, der løber rundt ude med sin traktor ude på 

marken, så det er jo stadigvæk mennesker, der har noget stil og noget prestige, men ikke på et 

niveau, hvor den er helt væk.  

I2: Okay! Og sidste spørgsmål i denne omgang, på en skala fra 1 til 10, hvoraf 1 er ikke 

sandsynligt og 10 er meget sandsynligt, hvor sandsynligt erdet så nu, at du kunne finde på at 

købe et par solbriller fra Arhur Noble?  

M29: Den er steget lidt – måske til 4 eller måske faktisk 4,5 endda.  

I2: Yes, okay.  

  

I2: Men så går vi videre til del 3, som igen er et fiktivt Instagram feed med en blanding af ægte 

og fiktive opslag. Det er lidt samme kører igen – du skal bare forestille dig, at det er dit eget 

feed du kører igennem og du vil se opslag fra folk du skal forestille at kende og så de her mere 

kendte mennesker. Forskellen mellem det nye feed og det du lige har set, ligger kun i opslagene 

fra de her influencers, så dem må du meget gerne fokusere på. Du har tre minutter til at kigge 

den igennem og så får du igen et par spørgsmål til sidst. Du må, endnu engang, gerne 

kommentere løbende.  

  

M29 is sent a link to the second fictitious Instagram feed 
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M29: Alright.  

  

A timer is set for three minutes 

  

 M29: Ja. Meget af det er jo det samme. Ja. Jeg foretrak den første. Det gjorde jeg fordi, jeg 

bedre kunne identificere mig med den første feed. Hende her (peger musen over 

migogmintinderbaby), hende føler jeg mig meget langt fra sådan personligt. Det er en type 

mennesker, jeg ikke identificere mig med, så om noget, så tror jeg, at chancen for at jeg skulle 

købe solbrillerne ville falde efter de her opslag. Det skubber mig bestemt længere væk. Det 

matcher ikke helt med det, jeg læste virksomheden sige om sig selv på hjemmesiden, og det 

synes jeg også lidt skaber noget utroværdighed, fordi de siger én ting og gør noget andet. Men 

det er måske også meget et spørgsmål om kundegruppe, for der er sikkert nogle, der synes, at 

den her type influencers er nice. Men også sådan en som Boris Laursen, ham kender man og 

ham associerer jeg måske ikke med høj kvalitet og eksklusive produkter. Det rammer mig bare 

ikke og gør måske, at produktet virker som om man måske alligevel ikke får så meget for 

pengene.  

  

The timer rings 

 

I2: Ja, tiden er gået nu. Så får du igen en række spørgsmål nu her. Det første er, hvordan er dit 

indtryk af brandet nu?  

M29: Ja, jamen som sagt er det nok lidt værre. Det er mennesker, jeg ikke kan identificere mig 

med, og derfor får jeg et dårligere indtryk af brandet.  

I2: Derefter, på en skala fra 1 til 10, hvoraf 1 er mindst eksklusivt og 10 er mest eksklusivt, 

hvor ville du så placere Arthur Noble som solbrillebrand efter at have set det her feed? 

M29: Ja, i mine øjne, der er den faldet i point. Jeg sagde 7-8 stykker før, så nu er den måske 

på en 6’er.  

I1: Er det p.g.a. de influencere, de bruger til at reklamere for deres produkter eller mængden af 

opslag eller hvad kan det være?  

M29: Mest af alt de influencere. Jeg har ikke lyst til at associere mig med den her type 

influencere, og derfor reflekterer det negativt over på Arthur Noble. Igen – det er måske bare 

mig og min personlige smag – men de her typer virker bare lidt irriterende for mig. Produktet 

føles som værende længere væk og det er måske også et spørgsmål af, at de her mennesker, 

igen – for mig, ikke emmer af eksklusivitet og at det så reflekterer over på mærket.  
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I2: Og på en skala fra 1 til 10, hvoraf 1 er mindst eksklusivt og 10 er mest eksklusivt, hvor ville 

du så placere Arthur Noble som solbrillebrand efter at have set de her reklameopslag?  

M29: 2 tror jeg.  

  

I2: Super! Jamen det var faktisk det, vi har ikke flere spørgsmål. Har du nogle afsluttende 

kommentarer?  

M29: Øhm… Hvad skulle det være…  

I2: Det er også okay, hvis du ikke har. 

M29: Ja (griner) jamen det har jeg nok ikke så.  

I2: Perfekt. Jamen så skal vi bare fortælle dig, at Arthur Noble ikke er et reelt brand, det er et, 

vi selv har fundet på og hjemmesiden har vi selv lavet. Opslagene på Instagram er alle fiktive 

og det betyder også, at de mennesker, der er inkluderet, ikke er associeret med et brand, der 

hedder Arthur Noble. 

M29: Nå.. Ja, der blev jeg snydt (griner). Det er flot sat op – meget overbevisende! Men jeg 

håber, I kunne bruge mine svar så (griner). 

I1: Yes, jamen det kunne vi helt sikkert. Tak for din tid!  

M29: Det var så lidt! Jeg glæder mig til at høre resultatet.  

 

Interview 6 

Interviewer 1 (I1): Okay. Det første vi skal bede dig om er at introducere dig selv med køn og 

alder… Og derefter vil Ida, min makker, tage over.  

Interviewee (F29): Jeg er 29 og jeg er en kvinde.  

I1: Yes… 

Interviewer 2 (I2): Vi starter med del 1, som er at lige om lidt sender Line dig et link, som er 

et link til en hjemmeside fra et mærke, der hedder Arthur Noble. Så skal du bare kigge 

hjemmesiden igennem, kigge lidt på de forskellige faner og læse lidt hvad der står og så danne 

dig et overordnet indtryk af brandet. Du har tre minutter og du må meget gerne tænke højt, 

mens du kigger igennem hjemmesiden.  

 

F29 is sent the link to the fictitious website 

 

F29: Okay 
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A timer is set for three minutes  

 

F29: Ej, min computer går helt amok med en hundegif, to sekunder 

I1 and I2: (griner) 

F29: Sådan! Nå.. Så skulle jeg kigge igennem. Den hakker lidt. Det ser meget flot ud, hvem er 

mon med i filmen? Hm. Ej hvor mit internet hakker. Det ser da meget flot ud! Det er solbriller! 

Det driller virkelig… Jeg kigger bare lige lidt, jeg har jo god tid. Det er nogle meget flotte 

briller, de har. Meget simpelt. Arthur Noble… Så kan man se, hvor det ligger henne. Ja. Kan 

man mon trykke på de her… Nej… Okay. Har jeg ikke været igennem det hele nu?  

I2: Du må godt bare sige, hvis du føler du har set det hele. 

F29: Jamen har jeg ikke kigget på alt der er?  

I2: Joo, det har du (griner)  

 

The timer rings 

 

I2: Okay, så har vi nogle spørgsmål. Hvad er dit umiddelbare indtryk af brandet? Altså hvilke 

ord associerer du med det? Det er både ift. dit helhedsindtryk, designet osv.  

F29: Altså, jeg synes, at det er meget fancy. Det ser meget professionelt ud. Ja. Det ved jeg 

ikke (griner). Det er meget… Ja. Hvad hedder sådan noget. Minimalistisk, det er jo også meget 

godt.  

I2: Ja (griner). Og så har vi næste spørgsmål. På en skala fra 1 til 10 hvoraf 1 er mindst 

eksklusivt og 10 er mest eksklusivt, hvor ville du placere Arthur Noble som solbrillebrand? 

Altså bare sådan umiddelbart. 

F29: Hmmm. Jamen det er svært at sige, når man ikke kender det. Men ret højt. Måske en 7-8.  

I2: Mhm? Ja? Og så på en skala fra 1 til 10, hvoraf 1 er ikke sandsynligt og 10 er meget 

sandsynligt, hvor sandsynligt er det så, at du kunne finde på at købe et par solbriller fra det her 

brand?  

F29: 9.  

I2: Okay, det er højt!  

F29: Ja, men jeg synes også, at det er nogle flotte briller!  

 

F29 is sent a link to the first fictitious Instagram feed 
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F29: Ja 

I1: Vi starter de fire minutter… Nu!  

 

A timer is set for four minutes 

 

F29: Uh! Min yndlingshund! Okay. Altså… Jeg ville tænke, at det nok ikke ville være profiler, 

jeg ville følge (griner). Men jaja. Okay. Jeg kan da godt se, at der er en del reklameopslag fra 

Arthur Noble. Jamen øhm. Det er jo meget typisk Instagram (griner). En del solbriller ind i 

mellem, det er jo fint. Det ligger man mærke til. Ja.  

 

The timer rings 

 

I2: Ja, men så lad os gå videre til spørgsmålene.  Nu hvor du har kigget det her instagramfeed 

igennem, hvad er dit indtryk så nu af brandet? Har det ændret sig? Positivt? Negativt?  

F29: Jeg tror det er det samme 

I2: Det samme?  

F29: Ja, det tror jeg. 

I2: Ja! Og så på en skala fra 1 til 10, hvoraf 1 er mindst eksklusivt og 10 er mest eksklusivt, 

hvor ville du så nu placere Arthur Noble som solbrillebrand?  

F29: Nok samme sted. Mhm.  

I2: Samme sted? Okay. Og så igen, på en skala fra 1 til 10 hvoraf 1 er ikke sandsynligt og 10 

er meget sandsynligt, hvor sandsynligt er det så, at du selv kunne finde på at købe et par af 

deres solbriller nu?  

F29: Det er nok også det samme, som jeg sagde før.  

I2: Så du er fuldstændig upåvirket ift. før efter du har set de her instagram reklamer med 

influencere?  

F29: Ja, jeg har jo sat dem ret højt. Jeg synes jo, de er flotte og jeg tror ikke, jeg er typen, der 

nemt bliver påvirket af, hvad der bliver påvirket på Instagram. 

I2: Ja hverken positivt eller negativt?  

F29: Præcis, for hvis jeg finder noget, jeg synes er fedt, så køber jeg det jo bare. Det er ikke 

fordi det påvirker min holdning om andre mennesker går med det.  

I2: Super, okay! 
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I2: Så går vi videre til sidste del – del 3. Line sender dig nu tredje link, og det er også et fiktivt 

instagramfeed. Det er så nogle nye influencere og du skal igen forestille dig, at det er din egen 

instagram, du scroller igennem. De opslag der skal forestille sig at være fra dyreprofiler eller 

din egen omgangskreds er altså de samme, så dem behøver du ikke bruge vildt meget tid på. 

Du får tre minutter og du må gerne kommentere løbende. 

 

F29 is sent a link to the second fictitious Instagram feed  

 

F29: Der var det…  

I1: Yes 

 

A timer is set for three minutes 

 

F29: Migogmintinderbaby… Okay. Er det noget, man skal kende? (griner). Men jeg kan da 

godt se, hun er influencer. Katten her må jo så være min veninde. Det er da Fie Laursens bror… 

Okay. Det er måske ikke så fedt. Hmm.. Og så var der lige Amalie fra Paradise og nu Tessa, 

eller hvad? Jo, det må det være. Årh ha. Nå. Influencerne reklamerer alle sammen fra Arthur 

Noble. Hmm. Ej men de der influencers, de er generelt bare ikke sådan lige.. Noget for mig.  

 

The timer rings 

 

I2: Okay, så har vi lige nogle spørgsmål igen. Hvad er dit indtryk af brandet så nu, hvor du har 

set det sidste instagram feed af brandet? Har det ændret sig – positivt eller negativt?  

F29: Hmm. Altså hvis jeg så det første gang herinde på eksempelvis Boris Laursen, så tror jeg, 

det ville gå i en negativ retning.   

I2: På grund af valget af influencer?  

F29: Ja det tror jeg, det virker lidt useriøst, når man bruger dem, jeg ved det ikke. Nu har jeg 

jo set det andet med hjemmesiden først. Men hvis jeg så Boris Laursen have dem på, ville jeg 

ikke tænke, at han havde nogle fede solbriller på, som jeg ville købe.  

I2: Okay, så er det jeg hører dig sige, at det handler meget om, hvor du danner dit 

førstehåndsindtryk henne?  

F29: Ja, det er det.  

I2: Ja, jamen det er fair. Og så på en skala fra 1 til 10 hvoraf 1 er mindst eksklusivt og 10 er 

mest eksklusivt, hvor ville du så nu placere Arthur Noble?  
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F29: Øhm… Årh. Måske på en 6’er.  

I2: Så den er faldet lidt? 

F29: Ja, det ville den især, hvis det var her jeg ligesom dannede mig mit førstehåndsindtryk 

I2: Okay! Ja!  

F29: Altså de er jo stadigvæk meget flotte, det er jo ikke det. 

I2: Ja, okay. Og på en skala fra 1 til 10 hvoraf 1 er ikke sandsynligt og 10 er meget sandsynligt, 

hvor sandsynligt er det så, at du nu kunne finde på at købe et par solbriller fra dem? 

F29: Nok ret usandsynligt. 3-4 stykker måske.  

I2: Okay, ja. Så du er faktisk gået fra 9 til 3-4 stykker?  

F29: Ja. Jamen jeg tror bare ikke, at jeg kan lide, når influencere forsøger at påvirke mig på 

den måde. Så ja… Jeg ville i virkeligheden nok slet ikke se det, jeg ville bare gå videre.  

I2: Okay, spændende!  

 

I2: Det var faktisk interviewet, nu er vi færdige. Arthur Noble er så et fiktivt brand, som vi selv 

har fundet på og sat op. Derfor er der heller ikke nogen af influencerne der er associerede med 

brandet, det skal vi bare lige sige. 

F29: Nå, ej, det er da en pæn hjemmeside I har fået lavet så! 

I1 and I2: Tak! 

I2: Og tak fordi du ville være med. 

F29: Det var så lidt!  

Appendix G 

The following presents transcripts of two interviews with employees of two jewellery stores 

selling Daniel Wellington’s watches conducted by Line Sehested Laursen for an exam in the 

course Business to Business Sales and Relations Management taken at Copenhagen Business 

School in the spring semester of 2020.  

 

Interview 1 

Interviewee: “M”, employee of an external vendor of Daniel Wellington - the interview was 

conducted as a semi-structured interview on Tuesday June 9, 2020. The interviewee’s identity 

and specific workplace has been anonymised for the purpose of making sure that the 

interviewees felt safe providing honest answers. 
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Before the interview started, the interviewee was asked whether or not she wished to participate 

in the interview and was briefly informed of the overall topic of the paper. 

 

Interviewer: Tusind tak, fordi du vil være med – det er virkelig brugbart  

 

M: Det var så lidt 

 

Interviewer: Jeg har jo lige introduceret dig kort til, hvad min eksamensopgave her 

omhandler… Grunden til at jeg valgte at gå herind var jo, at jeg så jeres skilte med udsalg på 

Daniel Wellington og tænkte at der måske lå noget bag, for I har jo ellers ikke så meget... 

 

M: Ja, deres produkter er sat ret meget ned (...), men det er fordi vi stopper med at forhandle 

dem, så vi vil egentligt bare gerne af med lageret…  

 

Interviewer: Hvordan kan det være at I stopper med det? Hvis det er noget du ved og må dele, 

selvfølgelig…  

 

M: Hmm (...) Jeg tror… Det er selvfølgelig ikke mig, der har taget det endelig valg, men… der 

er flere grunde til det. Det tror jeg. Vi har fra ledelsen i kæden egentligt bare fået at vide at vi 

ophører med salg af deres ting. Men min erfaring er at Daniel Wellington er ret svære at - sådan 

- de er ret tunge at danse med. Når vi står i forhold til indkøb eller reklamationer og sådan, det 

er svært for os, for de har meget fokus på deres egen del af forretningen, mere end os 

  

Interviewer: Kan du uddybe det?  

 

M: Ja, altså (...) De kan være svære at komme i kontakt med, hvis vi for eksempel ønsker at 

kunne købe en vare hjem som en kunde ønsker… Altså en bestemt model eller sådan. De kan 

have set den på Instagram, det bruger de jo meget, altså Daniel Wellington, men det er ikke – 

altså vi har ikke alle modeller her. Ikke som udgangspunkt. Sommetider har de ikke haft de 

varer til indkøb, som vi gerne ville - altså, som er blevet annonceret til os også. Så har der 

måske været færre, jeg ved ikke, jeg tænker at de prioriterer det til dem selv og deres 

forretninger måske. Men det er svært at tale med dem, også med reklamationer og den slags, 

hvis det giver mening.  
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Interviewer: Ja–  

 

M: Og sådan helt ærligt, så – vores salg (...) hmm, altså salget er også bare generelt faldende 

på det punkt, jeg tror ikke at folk er så obsessed med dem som de var engang, det er sjældent 

at folk kommer herind for at købe et ur fra Daniel Welling, synes jeg 

 

Interviewer: Det er også et meget anderledes brand end mange af de andre, I har herinde, jeg 

tænker Georg Jensen, diamanterne... 

 

M: Ja, helt klart, jeg tror også, at, du ved, folk–– dem, der kommer herind, de kommer ikke for 

at købe et Daniel Wellington ur. Det er måske ikke noget, de forbinder med en guldsmed? Folk 

kommer for at købe guld og sølv og øreringe. Jeg ved ikke, måske mange folk ikke ved at vi 

sælger Daniel Wellington – knapt nok… Det ville forklare meget (griner) 

 

Interviewer: Så du tænker, at målgruppen for Daniel Wellington måske ikke kommer i jeres 

butik? 

 

M: Nej (...) Jeg tror, altså, vi er jo en klassisk guldsmed, så vi har jo mange herinde i mange 

aldre. Men jeg synes sjældent vi har de helt unge herinde… Jeg tror (...) de tror at det er meget 

dyrt herinde, men Daniel Wellington koster jo ikke så meget i forhold til -– men det er jo også… 

Der er selvfølgelig også mange bloggere, der har en rabatkode, så hvorfor give fuld pris 

herinde. Jeg kan selv se det, når jeg kigger på mit feed, jeg ville jo heller ikke selv betale 20% 

mere end nødvendigt, hvis jeg skulle købe dem (griner) 

 

Interviewer: Ja, jeg forstår godt at det ikke giver så meget mening for jer at fortsætte med at 

sælge dem… 

 

M: Ja, i hvert fald, så synes jeg (...) Altså, de har været lidt uprofessionelle på nogle punkter, 

det har været svært at snakke med dem og så er deres hype nok bare ikke længere… rigtigt nok 

til at folk gider det som før. Jeg ved det selvfølgelig… Jeg ved det jo ikke, hvad der er hele 

grunden bag det. Men det tænker jeg i hvert fald er mange af de ting, der… Altså, som for os 

har betydet at vi ikke skal have dem i huset længere. 
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Interviewer: Ja, det giver rigtig god mening 

 

M: Ja  

 

Interviewer: Tusind tak for din tid 

 

M: Så lidt, jeg håber du kan bruge det 

 

Interview 2 

Interviewee: “E”, employee of an external vendor of Daniel Wellington - the interview was 

conducted as a semi-structured interview on Wednesday June 10, 2020. The interviewee’s 

identity and specific workplace has been anonymised for the purpose of making sure that the 

interviewees felt safe providing honest answers. 

 

Before the interview started, the interviewee was asked whether or not she wished to participate 

in the interview and was briefly informed of the overall topic of the paper. 

 

Interviewer: Mange tak, fordi du vil deltage! 

 

E: Det var så lidt. 

 

Interviewer: Kan du fortælle om (red.) som forhandler af Daniel Wellington? I forhandler jo 

deres produkter, men kan du (...) hvis du må selvfølgelig, fortælle lidt om salget, samarbejdet 

og den slags? 

 

E: Ja, hm. Altså, jeg synes faktisk – jeg synes det kører fint. Vi er jo en kæde, (red.), så jeg er 

jo selvfølgelig ikke med inde over (...) du ved, helt oppe, forhandlinger om hvad vi skal have 

og den slags. Men jeg synes egentlig at det går ok, vi får typisk varerne til tiden… Jeg synes 

dog sommetider godt … hmm… nogle gange kan det være vanskeligt at få fat i dem i forhold 

til reparationer og, sådan, specialbestillinger, du ved. Vi ender måske lidt bagerst i køen… på 

en måde. 
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Interviewer: Ja, det havde jeg også en anden respondent, der nævnte faktisk 

 

E: Ja, og jeg ved ikke… Hvorfor det er sådan, det ved jeg ikke, men det føles lidt som om at 

de sælger os nogle produkter og så er det bare dem vi har. Og så er der ikke så meget der 

 

Interviewer: Der er ikke den store mulighed for at kommunikere med dem? 

 

E: Nej, jeg synes godt det kan være svært – altså, vi har jo mulighed for at lave en del 

reparationer her selv, men hvis det er en garantisag, så skal de jo ind over og det synes jeg 

godt… Det har jeg oplevet kan være lidt svært. Og her for tiden (under COVID-19-pandemien, 

red.) har de fuldstændigt lukket ned.  

 

Interviewer: Lukket ned…? 

 

E: Ja, altså, vi får intet nyt hjem. Vi kan ikke bestille noget nyt hjem og vi har ingen tidshorisont 

på, hvornår vi kan det igen. Og det er selv de helt klassiske ure og ikke specialbestillinger. Hm, 

vi – vi har kun det, der står fremme her for tiden. 

 

Interviewer: Hvordan går med så salget? 

 

E: Salget går fint, synes jeg… Altså, det var noget højere dengang (...) Hm, da jeg startede med 

at arbejde her, det er nogle år siden, i 2015 vel, der var det stort. Der solgte vi rigtig mange 

hver dag og jeg (...) uden at have tallene, så vil jeg påstå at det var vores bestseller. Det er gået 

lidt ned ad nu, men der sælger stadig - jeg vil sige, jeg tror der sælges i hvert fald ét hver gang, 

jeg har vagt. I en periode var jeg lige ved at brække mig, hver gang jeg skulle pakke et ind 

(griner), fordi der var så mange. Det var helt vildt. Det er godt nok gået en del ned nu, men det 

er en del. 

 

Interviewer: Hold da op. Hvad tænker du, at faldet i salg kan skyldes? 

 

E: Jeg tror, hmm – jeg tror, at det til dels har noget at gøre med at folk har fået ‘nok’ af dem. 

At de i en periode var overalt. 
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Interviewer: Oplever I at det faktum, at der ofte kan findes en rabatkode til Daniel Wellingtons 

produkter til websteder påvirker jeres salg? 

 

E: Hm, til dels - men mange vil gerne have det i hånden, sådan et produkt, have det med det 

samme. Især med ure, jeg synes det er svært at købe online. Vi kan jo også fjerne led, køre 

reparationssager og sådan for kunden (...) Den besparelse, du får ved at købe online, den 

forsvinder jo ret hurtigt, hvis du så selv skal betale portoen for at sende den forsikret til Sverige 

til reparation, hvis det går i stykker. Jeg tror måske nærmere det faldende salg skyldes… ja, at 

folk har fået nok, ligesom jeg selv (griner), og så har vi jo også mange andre urmærker herinde, 

så der er jo meget at vælge imellem... Men her nu med mange konfirmationer og sådan, der 

synes jeg især også at der sælges mange, der topper det måske.  

 

Interviewer: Hvem vil du vurdere målgruppen til at være? 

 

E: For os? Eller Daniel Wellington? (... ) Jeg tror egentligt at det er meget det samme. De er 

unge, som jeg sagde, vi sælger mange til konfirmationsgaver… Men jeg synes vi sælger til 

både unge og gamle. (...) Generelt har vi mange unge brands, sådan, ByBiehl, Maanesten, Julie 

Sandlau, Stine A… Det er meget trendy (...) og jeg tror dem, der køber Daniel Wellington, 

måske også er dem, der køber de brands, så de kommer måske alligevel herind for de ting og 

så ved de, vi har det. Og de står jo også ret godt (henviser til at Daniel Wellingtons udstilling 

står i fronten af butikken, lige ud til gangen hvor mange gæster passerer forbi, red.), så folk ser 

dem jo også nemt. 

 

Interviewer: Ja, det giver mening. Tusind tak. 

 

E: Det var så lidt 
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Appendix H 

The following presents data collected through email interviews running from January 14th, 

2021 to January 25th, 2021. The questions and answers in the following are presented in Danish, 

as this was the language in which the interviews were conducted.  

 

Interview 1 

1. Daniel Wellington har eksisteret siden 2011 og har opbygget sig til en stor virksomhed på 

relativt få år. Har din holdning til Daniel Wellington udviklet sig igennem den tid du har haft 

kendskab til mærket og i så fald hvordan?  

Nej - produktet qua deres størrelse er kendskabet til deres urer blevet større herunder også mit. 

Hvilket har været medvirkende til jeg har købt uret til min datter 

  

2. Hvis Daniel Wellington i fremtiden ville opnå en mere eksklusiv markedsposition, hvilke 

parametre ser du da helst, at de skruer på? Her kan både tænkes produkt, markedsføring og 

andet.  

Nej - synes de har en ganske god markedsføring og branding af deres produkt. 

  

Interview 2 

1. Daniel Wellington har eksisteret siden 2011 og har opbygget sig til en stor virksomhed på 

relativt få år. Har din holdning til Daniel Wellington udviklet sig igennem den tid du har haft 

kendskab til mærket og i så fald hvordan?  

Nej. Jeg kender Daniel Wellington fordi min. ekskone ønskede sig et ur i fødselsdagsgave. 

  

2. Hvis Daniel Wellington i fremtiden ville opnå en mere eksklusiv markedsposition, hvilke 

parametre ser du da helst, at de skruer på? Her kan både tænkes produkt, markedsføring og 

andet.  

Jeg tror produktets kvalitet kombineret med flot emballage og en god købsoplevelse er en vigtig 

parameter i at gøre et mærke mere eksklusivt. Her tænker jeg på design, materialer og rem mv. 

Emballage og købsoplevelsen skal naturligvis også matche prisen. Jeg har selv Tag Heuer og 

Omega, og jeg bryder mig ikke  om eksklusive produkter af middelmådig kvalitet (som kan 
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opleves med f.eks tøj). Hvis et mærke skal være eksklusivt, så betyder de emotionelle værdier 

som f.eks. historie naturligvis meget, men eftersom jeg selv er mere til premium mærker med 

god kvalitet, så er jeg ikke i målgruppen til eksklusive mærker. 

  

Jeg husker stadig en formel fra universitetet: 

(Summen af funktionelle værdier + summen af emotionelle værdier) / (Summen af funktionelle 

omkostninger + summen af emotionelle omkostninger). 

Men det handler vel også meget om, hvor meget en kunde er villig til at bruge på et ur i en 

verden, hvor tiden kan aflæses præcist på en smartphone og et smart ur. Hvis et ur skal opfattes 

som en pyntegenstand, så er næste spørgsmål om målgruppen er konservative forbrugere som 

mig, der har et ur i lang tid, eller om designet og prisen skal være mere modepræget, så man 

måske køber flere ure til forskellige situationer. 

  

Interview 3 

1. Daniel Wellington har eksisteret siden 2011 og har opbygget sig til en stor virksomhed på 

relativt få år. Har din holdning til Daniel Wellington udviklet sig igennem den tid du har haft 

kendskab til mærket og i så fald hvordan?  

Jeg har over tid konstateret, at Daniel Wellingtons ure ser ud til at have fået et godt fodfæste 

herhjemme. Kvalitetsmæssigt var jeg indledningsvist i tvivl om hvorvidt urene var 

“ordentlige”, primært grundet den forholdsvis billige pris.  

I dag ser jeg mærket som en sikker, budgetvenlig og fornuftig løsning. Urene er en fin måde at 

peppe garderoben op med et fint produkt, uden det koster en bondegård.  

  

  

2. Hvis Daniel Wellington i fremtiden ville opnå en mere eksklusiv markedsposition, hvilke 

parametre ser du da helst, at de skruer på? Her kan både tænkes produkt, markedsføring og 

andet.  

Jeg ville umiddelbart foretrække lidt mere eksklusive materialer, hvis det skulle komme så vidt. 

Dog uden at vi ryger helt op i High-end segmentet, da mærket i så fald vil miste sin umiddelbare 

appel og “bare” blive endnu en fisk i en meget stor sø.  
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Interview 4 

1. Daniel Wellington har eksisteret siden 2011 og har opbygget sig til en stor virksomhed på 

relativt få år. Har din holdning til Daniel Wellington udviklet sig igennem den tid du har haft 

kendskab til mærket og i så fald hvordan?  

Mit kendskab til Daniel Wellington har ændret sig markant siden jeg først blev bekendt med 

mærket. Jeg blev først bekendt med mærket for ca. fem år siden, hvor jeg så små begyndte at 

interessere mig for ure. Jeg lagde indledningsvist mærke til uret grundet des popularitet i min 

omgangskreds, herunder særligt hos pigerne. Jeg synes, at uret er elegant og stilfuldt designet, 

hvilket jeg stadigvæk gør. Kvalitetsmæssigt havde jeg ingen forståelse for uret, hverken 

mekanisk eller ”finish”, dog opfattede jeg uret som et ur af nogenlunde kvalitet. I takt med min 

interesse for ure steg, blev jeg i stigende grad bevidst om den manglende kvalitet i urene fra 

Daniel Wellington. Som følge af min stigende bevidsthed om de forskellige mærkers kvalitet, 

blev det tydeligt for mig, at Daniel Wellington ikke var andet end et masseproduceret ur fra 

Kina, der blev markedsført som et eksklusivt ur. Daniel Wellington er således i høj grad gået 

fra at være et ur, som jeg i nogen grad kunne forstille mig at bære, til at jeg aldrig kunne 

drømme om at bære eller købe et. Dette skal særligt ses i sammenhæng med andre 

urproducenter, som har en væsentlige højere kvalitet i deres ure end DW på trods af, at urene 

befinder sig i samme prisklasse. 

  

2. Hvis Daniel Wellington i fremtiden ville opnå en mere eksklusiv markedsposition, hvilke 

parametre ser du da helst, at de skruer på? Her kan både tænkes produkt, markedsføring og 

andet.  

Indledningsvist skal det påpeges, at jeg som Djøffer ikke er særlig bekendt med 

fagterminologien indenfor markedsføring, hvorfor jeg kan have misforstået jeres spørgsmål. 

Spørgsmålet kan være svært at svare på, idet det er forskellige parametre de skal skrue på, 

afhængig af deres målgruppe. Som urentusiast vil mene, at det mest væsentlige parametre de 

skal skrue op for, er kvaliteten af deres ure. Jeg forbinder eksklusive urmærkere med ure af 

højeste kvaliteten som FP Journe og A. Lange & Söhne. 
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Interview 5 

1. Daniel Wellington har eksisteret siden 2011 og har opbygget sig til en stor virksomhed på 

relativt få år. Har din holdning til Daniel Wellington udviklet sig igennem den tid du har haft 

kendskab til mærket og i så fald hvordan?  

Jeg tænker klart DW er et udmærke for unge piger/drenge som ikke er særlig eksklusivt da de 

fleste har råd til sådan et ur. Den forståelse havde jeg også da jeg stødte på mærket første gang, 

da det var gennem Pinterest og dernæst Instagram/influencers. Jeg har kun været eksponeret 

for mærket gennem SoMe.  

  

2. Du noterede i spørgeskemaet, at du har kendskab til Daniel Wellington gennem influencere. 

Har hvilke influencere der reklamerer for et givent mærke (og altså ikke nødvendigvis kun 

Daniel Wellington) indflydelse på din holdning til mærket og vil du uddybe hvordan du oplever 

eller ikke oplever dette?  

Det kan jeg ikke huske... måske Jasminmelina eller andre i den kategori som jeg ikke forbinder 

med eksklusivitet.  

  

3. Hvis Daniel Wellington i fremtiden ville opnå en mere eksklusiv markedsposition, hvilke 

parametre ser du da helst, at de skruer på? Her kan både tænkes produkt, markedsføring og 

andet.  

Måske DW rammer lige præcis den målgruppe de skal? Ved netop at holde prisen lav og 

fokusere på unge influencers der ikke emmer af eksklusivitet rammer de vel også bredt. Hvis 

de skulle fremstå mere ekslusive skulle de stoppe med at gøre uret til “alle mands eje” på SoMe.  

  

Interview 6 

1. Daniel Wellington har eksisteret siden 2011 og har opbygget sig til en stor virksomhed på 

relativt få år. Har din holdning til Daniel Wellington udviklet sig igennem den tid du har haft 

kendskab til mærket og i så fald hvordan?  

Set i mit perspektiv er DW et brand der kan betragtes som affordable luxury og man har i 

oparbejdningsperioden henvendt sig til det unge/yngre segment med et design der ligger tæt op 

af eks. mærket Georg Jensen som er et “familien Danmark brand” dvs. mere signalværdi end 

egentlig værdi og som designmæssigt er meget neutralt og DW er blevet stor fordi målgruppen 

ikke rigtigt kan se forskel på disse brands og som udgangspunkt ikke har interesse for ure - 
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vejen siden etablering har været en “kopi” af rejsen som Skagen branded har været på og står i 

dag uden en egentlig edge. 

  

2. Hvis Daniel Wellington i fremtiden ville opnå en mere eksklusiv markedsposition, hvilke 

parametre ser du da helst, at de skruer på? Her kan både tænkes produkt, markedsføring og 

andet.  

DW er i mit perspektiv ikke kandidat til at opnå en eksklusiv markedsposition grundet mixet 

af pris/kvalitet og målgruppe - eneste mulighed vil være at indføre designlinje hvor kvalitet af 

materialerne skal højnes og evt. indførelsen an anden teknologi end billige quarts urværker 

Interview 7 

1. Daniel Wellington har eksisteret siden 2011 og har opbygget sig til en stor virksomhed på 

relativt få år. Har din holdning til Daniel Wellington udviklet sig igennem den tid du har haft 

kendskab til mærket og i så fald hvordan?  

Ja, fra et nyt spændende mærke til hver mands ur.  

  

2. Hvis Daniel Wellington i fremtiden ville opnå en mere eksklusiv markedsposition, hvilke 

parametre ser du da helst, at de skruer på? Her kan både tænkes produkt, markedsføring og 

andet.  

Produkt, mange ure i det prissegment uden at DW skiller sig ud eller har wow effekt 

  

Interview 8 

1. Daniel Wellington har eksisteret siden 2011 og har opbygget sig til en stor virksomhed på 

relativt få år. Har din holdning til Daniel Wellington udviklet sig igennem den tid du har haft 

kendskab til mærket og i så fald hvordan?  

  

Ja, min holdning har nok ændret sig i takt med at jeg har set folk gå med urene og at jeg har set 

dem i flere butikker; eksponering = opfattet kvalitet/popularitet. Forstår I? 

  

2. Hvis Daniel Wellington i fremtiden ville opnå en mere eksklusiv markedsposition, hvilke 

parametre ser du da helst, at de skruer på? Her kan både tænkes produkt, markedsføring og 

andet.  
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Der er vel 2 forhold, der gør sig gældende: 

a. Hvem går med uret? Kan man få en kendt, populær, saglig person til at gå med uret. Tag 

Heuer har Brad Pitt og Leonardo DiCaprio. Omega har George Clooney og Cindy Crawford. 

(Omegas priser er i øvrigt steget dramatisk, bare indenfor de sidste 10 år). Dvs. personerne skal 

altså ikke være f.eks. Amalie Szigethy eller Linse - dette er naturligvis MIN holdning og 

fordom - andre kunne sagtens være tiltrukket af disse personer som brand advocates. 

  

b. Selve kvaliteten af uret/værket: Ægte connoisseurs ser meget på hvilket "urværk", der er tale 

om. Det skal helst være mekanisk/selvoptrukket - altså uden batteri. Derudover er der en 

ligefrem proportionalitet mellem antallet af "complications", dvs. hvor meget uret kan, og hvor 

eksklusivt det er. Dette er af den simple årsag at komplikationer er svære/dyre at fremstille og 

så bliver uret jo mere specielt. 

  

Interview 9 

1. Daniel Wellington har eksisteret siden 2011 og har opbygget sig til en stor virksomhed på 

relativt få år. Har din holdning til Daniel Wellington udviklet sig igennem den tid du har haft 

kendskab til mærket og i så fald hvordan?  

Jeg synes Daniel Wellington ure er pæne og simple, men vil aldrig selv købe et til mig selv. 

Der er ikke megen eksklusivitet over det. Selve ur-teknikken er der intet storslået i, når der 

sammenlignes med de store Schweiziske mærker.  

  

2. Du noterede i spørgeskemaet, at du har kendskab til Daniel Wellington gennem influencere. 

Har hvilke influencere der reklamerer for et givent mærke (og altså ikke nødvendigvis kun 

Daniel Wellington) indflydelse på din holdning til mærket og vil du uddybe hvordan du oplever 

eller ikke oplever dette?  

Pas, jeg mindes bare at have set flere influencere reklamere for det, hvilket umiddelbart også 

er en af årsagerne til at jeg aldrig kunne finde på at købe et. Når det kommer til ure, vil jeg helst 

have noget, som alle ikke render rundt med og jeg betaler gerne mere for det.  

  

3. Hvis Daniel Wellington i fremtiden ville opnå en mere eksklusiv markedsposition, hvilke 

parametre ser du da helst, at de skruer på? Her kan både tænkes produkt, markedsføring og 

andet.  
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De skal skrue op for teknikken, men det Daniel Wellington er dygtige til, er at producere nogle 

simple og pæne ure til en rimelig pris der rammer teenagere rimelig godt og som kan 

masseproduceres. At producere et ur, der drives af kinetisk energi, som findes i de store 

mærker; Rolex, Patek Philippe osv. er utrolig svært og kræver utallige års research. Det der 

betales så mange penge for, ved nogle af de store mærker er hvor småt man kan lave dette 

kinetiske urværk og hvor længe man kan få fjederen til at holde, der tvivler jeg simpelthen på, 

at Daniel Wellington nogensinde kommer til at være med. 

  

Interview 10 

1. Daniel Wellington har eksisteret siden 2011 og har opbygget sig til en stor virksomhed på 

relativt få år. Har din holdning til Daniel Wellington udviklet sig igennem den tid du har haft 

kendskab til mærket og i så fald hvordan?  

Nej…..jeg forholder mig neutralt overfor DW mærket.  For mig er der tale om dress-ure.  Min 

interesse og fokus er….og har de seneste 15 år været på mekaniske mærkevareure.  Rolex, 

Breitling, Gevril, Karl Breitner m.fl. 

  

2. Hvis Daniel Wellington i fremtiden ville opnå en mere eksklusiv markedsposition, hvilke 

parametre ser du da helst, at de skruer på? Her kan både tænkes produkt, markedsføring og 

andet.  

Signalværdi, prestige, værdifasthed…..MEN det kræver en meget stor pose penge, og 

konkurrencen er i forvejen stor.  Hvis jeg var ejer / CEO for DW ville jeg helt klart bliver hvor 

jeg er og satse på volumen og høj udskiftningsfrekvens blandt forbrugerne. 

  

Interview 11 

1. Daniel Wellington har eksisteret siden 2011 og har opbygget sig til en stor virksomhed på 

relativt få år. Har din holdning til Daniel Wellington udviklet sig igennem den tid du har haft 

kendskab til mærket og i så fald hvordan?  

Ja, min holdning har ændret sig siden 2011. Jeg mener dette skyldes i starten, at ud fra deres 

designs virkede mærket mere ekslusivt end det egentlig var. Deres ure var skarpe og klassiske, 

og ud fra det, som jeg havde hørt, var fremstillet i god kvalitet, så jeg blev positivt overrasket 

over, hvor billige deres produkter er i forhold til mine egne forventninger.  
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2. Hvis Daniel Wellington i fremtiden ville opnå en mere eksklusiv markedsposition, hvilke 

parametre ser du da helst, at de skruer på? Her kan både tænkes produkt, markedsføring og 

andet.  

Jeg synes, at mærket har mistet meget af sin eksklusivitet pga. deres markedsføring på sociale 

medier. Det virker lidt til, at de giver enhver influencer over 1000 følgere en rabatkode, hvilket 

jeg synes ikke giver mening for deres mærke. For mig har det haft en lidt negativ effekt, da det 

ikke virker til, at de undersøger, hvorvidt det giver mening at give bestemte influencers en 

rabatkode og indgå i et samarbejde med dem. 

  

Interview 12 

1. Daniel Wellington har eksisteret siden 2011 og har opbygget sig til en stor virksomhed på 

relativt få år. Har din holdning til Daniel Wellington udviklet sig igennem den tid du har haft 

kendskab til mærket og i så fald hvordan?  

Ja, negativ (billigt mode ur – hurtig ind hurtig ud) 

  

2. Hvis Daniel Wellington i fremtiden ville opnå en mere eksklusiv markedsposition, hvilke 

parametre ser du da helst, at de skruer på? Her kan både tænkes produkt, markedsføring og 

andet.  

For at gøre konceptet langtidsholdbart, skal produktet gøres mere eksklusivt, ved at bruge bedre 

materialer og anden teknologi (mekanisk værk, safirglas etc.), prisen skal være væsentlig højere 

(4-7.000 kr. for et ur), markedsføring skal målrettes et lidt ældre segment så det ikke bare bliver 

et ”konfirmand-ur”, De skal stoppe andre produktkategorier (smykker) og koncentrere sig om 

at være et ur brand, og udvikle forskellige stilarter – i øjeblikket rammer de kun én ud af måske 

5 af de største (Dykkerur, Chronograf, etc.) 

  

Interview 13 

1. Daniel Wellington har eksisteret siden 2011 og har opbygget sig til en stor virksomhed på 

relativt få år. Har din holdning til Daniel Wellington udviklet sig igennem den tid du har haft 

kendskab til mærket og i så fald hvordan?  
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Det er har primært sig i en negativ retning, men jeg har været ret skeptisk fra start. Det har hele 

tiden været et ret anonymt ur med sådan en smag, hvor folk ikke tager stilling. Ingen tvivl om, 

at det er den dyre ende af de "normale" ure, men de ryger lidt i kategori med mærker som Audi 

og Tommy Hilfiger, som bevares er "lidt dyre", men også er ret kedelige brands, der ikke skiller 

sig ud. Deres lidt for ivrige brug af influencers har også kun skadet det med tiden. 

  

2. Du noterede i spørgeskemaet, at du har kendskab til Daniel Wellington gennem influencere. 

Har hvilke influencere der reklamerer for et givent mærke (og altså ikke nødvendigvis kun 

Daniel Wellington) indflydelse på din holdning til mærket og vil du uddybe hvordan du oplever 

eller ikke oplever dette?  

Jeg kan ikke nævne nogle specifikke, men har set en del realityfolk bære det gennem tiden. Det 

ryger dermed lidt i kategori med tandblegning og den slags produkter af dårlig kvalitet, der 

bare skal sælges i store mængder. Mange af de influencere ville reklamere for hvad som helst, 

og dermed er der ingen troværdighed. 

  

3. Hvis Daniel Wellington i fremtiden ville opnå en mere eksklusiv markedsposition, hvilke 

parametre ser du da helst, at de skruer på? Her kan både tænkes produkt, markedsføring og 

andet.  

De skulle lave nogle pænere ure af bedre kvalitet…  

  

Interview 14 

1. Daniel Wellington har eksisteret siden 2011 og har opbygget sig til en stor virksomhed på 

relativt få år. Har din holdning til Daniel Wellington udviklet sig igennem den tid du har haft 

kendskab til mærket og i så fald hvordan?  

Min holding til mærket har udviklet sig. Desværre for Filip, så er den udvikling lidt negativ. 

Da jeg først lærte mærket at kende, anså jeg det som ret fashionabelt. Det var en 

fremadstormende virksomhed, som producerede nogle pæne, simple ure. De leverede ret 

voldsomme vækstrater i de første år og de formåede mere eller mindre på egen hånd, at få 

generation iPhone til at gå med armbåndsur igen. Ret imponerende. Siden da synes jeg ikke 

rigtigt, at der er sket det helt store med mærket. Deres produkter er stort set de samme, også 

selvom de lancerede deres Iconic kollektion, som i øvrigt ligner alle deres andre ure. Jeg 

opfatter stadig deres koncept som værende det samme.  
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Sådan rent markedsføringmæssigt skal den evige influencerrute måske også snart fornys? De 

ved helt sikkert, hvad de gør, og de rammer sikkert rigtigt med denne markedsføringsform til 

deres målgruppe. For mig virker den dog ikke. At blive mødt med "brug koden 

“influencernavn20” og få 20% på alle ure” er lidt trættende og det ødelægger brandet for mig. 

  

Da DW lige var kommet på markedet, var folk der gik med urene ret med på beatet, hvorimod 

i dag, så er man det måske ikke helt. Nyhedsværdien er for længst væk, og som nævnt tidligere, 

er innovationen udeblevet og deres kollektioner ligner hinanden. 

Influencere har sådan generelt forholdsvis stor indflydelse på min holdning til produkter. Man 

følger personer som man finder interessante, og som man måske, kan spejle sig selv lidt i. 

Derfor er det helt naturligt, at de i stor udstrækning kan have en positiv indflydelse på min 

holdning til produkter. 

  

2. Du noterede i spørgeskemaet, at du har kendskab til Daniel Wellington gennem influencere. 

Har hvilke influencere der reklamerer for et givent mærke (og altså ikke nødvendigvis kun 

Daniel Wellington) indflydelse på din holdning til mærket og vil du uddybe hvordan du oplever 

eller ikke oplever dette?  

Jeg har arbejdet en del med ure og følger derfor også nogle influencere indenfor det område. 

Her er holdningen til DW ret åbenlys: mærket bliver regnet som et fashion-brand, dvs. det anses 

mere som et smykkemærke end et urmærke, bl.a. fordi det produceres hvor det gør og at de 

kun har quartz-ure. I modsætning til det står andre influencere som taler positivt om brandet, 

fordi man kan “style” det til sit outfit med remme der er nemme at skifte etc. Helt sikkert 

brugbart, men ikke for mig. 

  

3. Hvis Daniel Wellington i fremtiden ville opnå en mere eksklusiv markedsposition, hvilke 

parametre ser du da helst, at de skruer på? Her kan både tænkes produkt, markedsføring og 

andet. 

Jeg har allerede snakket lidt om produktet - det kunne være et sted at starte. Hvis de ønsker en 

mere eksklusiv markedsposition, bliver de nødt til at producere ure der er mere eksklusive. De 

kunne begynde at producere ure med mekaniske urværker og derved gå lidt upmarket. Jeg tror, 

at det kunne være interessant, hvis de lavede et “hero-produkt” som er prissat meget højere end 

deres nuværende ure. Et ur, som skal “shape brandet”. Dem som ikke har råd til de dyre ure, 

vil købe de lidt billigere, så de stadig får lidt af eksklusiviteten fra de dyrere modeller. Det 
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danske urmærke About Vintage har gjort noget lign. hvor de lavede et samarbejde med 

Frederique Constant og producerede et limiteret ur på kun 100 stk. til en pris på ca. 30.000 kr. 

Et stort prishop fra deres normale ure, men helt klart et træk som er positivt for brandet. 

  

Derudover vil jeg mene, at de skal skære antallet af influencere ned, så ikke alle unge piger og 

drenge der gerne vil lege influencer, får gratis ure og en rabatkode. Find influencere eller 

ambassadører som virkelig repræsenterer brandets værdier og skær gevaldigt ned på 

rabatkoderne. Det rammer den eksklusive markedsposition rigtigt hårdt. 

Appendix I 

The following presents screenshots from www.aliexpress.com and www.wish.com taken on 

April 6, 2021.  
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